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  Grading System
Mint The item is in perfect condition

Near Mint  . . . . .Almost perfect, any imperfections will be extremely minor

Excellent . . . . . .The item will have had very careful use, with only small imperfections

Good . . . . . . . . .The item will have had more use, showing obvious imperfections

Fair  . . . . . . . . . .The item will have heavy signs of wear, showing major imperfections & may include repaints

Poor  . . . . . . . . .The item will be in a very distressed condition, with many faults

Plus may be used if an item is better than its classification suggests

Live Internet Bidding
All Lots in the sales can be viewed via our website on www.vectis.co.uk.

Also Bid Live Online with www.artfact.com & www.invaluable.com

As the auction is live and on-line, the following bid increments will apply

Any postal, fax, internet or bids that have been telephoned in for this sale that contain odd figures 

will be rounded up to the nearest bid increment.

For example a bid for £56 will be rounded up to £60 or a bid for £222 will be rounded up to £240.

If you have any queries regarding the above or would like some further information about 

participating in this auction, please contact us on (01642) 750616.

£5 - £50  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£5
£50 - £200  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£10
£200 - £700  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£20
£700 - £1000  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£50
£1000 - £3000  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£100
£3000 - £7000  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£200
£7000 - £10000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£500
£10000 onwards  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£1000
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Specialist Sale 

1001. Mettoy Railways (UK) 5702 Miniature Train Set - scarce 1950's tinplate clockwork set comprising burnt orange 
streamlined clockwork Locomotive with brake (motor in working order with key and brake), together with matching 4-wheeled 
Tender No.700 and 2 x 4-wheeled Passenger Coaches and full circle of tinprinted track.  Some age related wear but generally 
Good to Good Plus.  All is contained in a Good card box with illustrated lid having instructions to underside and inner card 
divisions within the box. 

 £50 - £60 

1002. Mettoy Playthings (UK) 5722 Miniature Train Set - set contains a 4-wheeled tinplate clockwork Steam Locomotive in 
green, with matching Tender, the Locomotive is in working order with key and brake.  Also included are 2 x "British Railways" 
4-wheeled Wagons, an Open Wagon and a Goods Van and a full circle of tinprinted track - some light age related wear but 
otherwise Good Plus to Excellent.  All is contained in a Fair to Good card box with illustrated lid (instructions to underside), the 
display box having its inner card divisions (some adhesive tape marks to lid) - a scarce set. 

 £50 - £60 

1003. Mettoy Playthings a group of 8-wheeled Bogie Coaches - to include 2 x brown/cream and 3 x Pullman Coaches in 
yellow/orange - some play wear but all have their couplings and are generally Good to Good Plus. (5) 

 £30 - £50 

1004. Wells Brimtoy (UK) O Gauge tinplate clockwork Goods Train Set - set contains an 0-4-0 Steam Locomotive (in working 
order with key) and matching 4-wheeled Tender - both are finished in early British Railways black livery, together with a 
4-wheeled Open Goods Wagon - Good Plus to Excellent.  All is contained in a presentation box, (some replacement inner card 
divisions) but does come with a Good colourfully illustrated lid.  

 £50 - £60 

1005. Wells Brimtoy (UK) O Gauge tinplate clockwork Train Set - circa 1950, larger sets comprising oval of O Gauge tinplate 
track, black 0-4-0 Steam Locomotive with matching Tender in early British Railways livery, the Loco is in working order with key 
and brake.  Also in the set are 3 x matching "1st Class" 4-wheeled Coaches in red/yellow with cream roofs together with a 
colourfully tinprinted Tunnel accessory in 2 x sections - varying amounts of light age related wear but otherwise the contents are 
generally Good to Good Plus and comes in a Good card box (tape repairs to part of the box base) and a colourfully illustrated 
lid. 

 £50 - £60 
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1006. Wells Brimtoy and Chad Valley a group of tinplate clockwork O Gauge Railway Locomotives and Rolling Stock - circa 
1950's Chad Valley items include a 4-wheeled Britannia Locomotive in working order with integral key and an 8-wheeled Bogie 
"Regent" Tanker Wagon - Fair to Good.  Wells Brimtoy Trains comprise a Royal Scot Steam Loco and Tank Locomotive 
80025, later friction drive.  Goods Wagons include a BR 4-wheeled Van, an Open Wagon and 2 x "1st Class" Carriages.  Also 
included in this lot is an earlier Wells of London pre-war "Golden Eagle" 4-wheeled Streamlined Locomotive No.2509 in working 
order - Good to Excellent. (9) 

 £60 - £80 

1007. Assorted Japanese tinplate Trains - to include large Modern Toys "Blue Mountain" battery-operated Loco, a smaller 
Western type friction drive Loco and Tender (loose chimney), a Sea-Land Service Diesel Loco with container.  Also included 
are a 10"/24cm "Express Diamond Line" Carriage and a similar sized friction drive electric Locomotive lacks one pantograph.  
Also included is Nomura (TN Toys of Japan) Passenger Coach with battery compartment, and a matching "Franklin" Western 
Steam Locomotive and Tender together with a smaller loose Tender only.  Also in this lot is a Chinese made friction drive 
Engine, Tender and Carriage No.2141 12"/30cm long - varied lot Fair to Good Plus. (9) 

 £40 - £60 

1008. Bassett-Lowke or similar tinplate Signs for O Gauge and other model railways - to include 2 x Ealing, 2 x Fenton, 2 x 
Barton, 2 x Camden together with Manchester, Rugby, Signal Box, various gradient signs and a "Bassett -Lowke Ltd Model 
Engineers" brass sign - Good to Good Plus. (23) 

 £50 - £70 

1009. Meccano Constructor Aeroplane Construction Set (Flugzeug-Baukasten export issue) 11a - scarce pre-war 
Accessories Set contains wing, strut, fuselage, propeller and other parts which are unchecked for completeness but do include 
a spanner, together with a Fair card box with a Good illustration to the lid. 

 £40 - £50 

1010. Meccano Constructor Flugzeug-Baukasten Constructor Kit No.11 - scarce pre-war export issue contains wing, 
fuselage, wheels, floats, struts, box of screws and other parts, unchecked for completeness, unchecked for completeness and 
has been used but still a scarce early set which still contains small and larger "D" identification marking discs - the contents are 
generally Fair to Good including a Fair to Good card presentation box with illustrated lid plus instruction leaflets. 

 £80 - £120 

1011. Jep (France) tinplate "Gare" Country Station model railway accessory - detailed tinprinting to station building, with 
continental cantilever style signal and fencing, some adhesive paper marks to front of roof otherwise Excellent and still retains 
its original factory inspection slip.  All is contained in a Good yellow card box marked 47-4, 9"/23cm long. 

 £30 - £50 

1012. Meccano, Hornby and Corgi unusual Train Sets - to include (1) Meccano Play Train - containing O Gauge clockwork 
4-wheel Loco (similar to Percy from Thomas the Tank Engine), some fatigue to the key but the motor is in working order with 
brake, together with 4-wheeled Open Wagon and Goods Van and a quantity of curved plastic O Gauge track and comes with its 
polystyrene packing piece, (2) Hornby "All Plastic OO Train Set" - to include a 4-wheeled clockwork Locomotive with matching 
Carriage and  x Open Goods Wagons, Station Building with controls and an oval of steel on plastic sleepered track - Good to 
Excellent and all is contained in a Good plastic box which incorporates a car park and tunnel, (3) also included is a Hornby 
clockwork 0-4-0 "Percy" Tank Engine in working order with key - Excellent and (4) Corgi 3007 Wild West Export Circus Train 
Set - miniature diecast models include Loco, 3 x Carriages and a Stagecoach "Buffalo Bill's" etc - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in 
a Good window box. (4) 

 £50 - £60 
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1013. Matchbox a group of Trains and Train Sets - to include "Railway Goods Yard" playset - unchecked for completeness 
but does appear to be largely complete, contains various road vehicles, Great Western Pannier Tank, Diesel Shunter, various 
Wagons, plastic track with accessories and red, blue and orange containers, some extra vehicles - the contents are generally 
Good Plus to Excellent and come in a Fair card box with tape repairs to the colourfully illustrated lid but does include the 
instruction slip.  Also in this lot is a Matchbox "Railway Set" with Steam Locomotive, 2 x Passenger Coaches and 2 x Wagons, 
plastic track and a level crossing - Excellent in a Good window box together with TP20 Diesel Shunter and Hopper Wagon and 
TP27 Steam Loco and Carriage - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good blister packs. (4) 

 £60 - £80 

1014. Eastern European and other Roadway Set and Train Layouts - to include (1) a tinplate clockwork roadway with 2 x 
Cars and a Bus, plastic road signs, the vehicles are all in working order and a key in an envelope is included, the tinprinted 
roadway layout is 20"/50cm wide.  Plastic Train layouts comprise (2) "Puffing Billy" 4-wheeled clockwork Steam Locomotive in 
working order with key and brake, together with 2 x tinplate/plastic Carriages and oval of plastic track - Excellent Plus to Near 
Mint in Good Plus to Excellent packaging.  Also included is (3) "Jupiter" battery-operated Wild West Steam Locomotive with 2 x 
Wagons and plastic track - Excellent, comes in a homemade box but some instructions are included. (3) 

 £40 - £60 

1015. Spot-On and other O Gauge and similar Model Railway Figures - Spot-On figures include Tommy Spot, Mr Spot, Pilot, 
Mechanics, Policemen and others - some duplication.  Also included are a group of unpainted plastic O Gauge Railway Figures 
and Passengers mainly standing with some seated together with bags containing smaller figures and other accessories - ideal 
for the O Gauge model railway collector/operator. (qty) 

 £40 - £50 

1016. Britains and other boxed vehicles - to include Britains 9657 Land Rover Defender 90 with Honda 4x4 All Terrain 
Vehicle on Trailer, 9401 Honda All Terrain Vehicle and 9692 US Sheriff figure on Harley Davidson Motorcycle (some age 
related wear) - otherwise Excellent Plus to Mint including packaging.  Also included are 2 x Herpa and similar Mercedes and 
Ford Escort cars, together with a diecast Ferguson TE20 and Fordson Power Major Tractors in blister packs - Near Mint 
including window boxes, together with 4 x empty boxes only for 410 Dinky Toys Bedford Van - Fair to Good. (7 x boxed models 
+ 4 x empty boxes) 

 £50 - £70 

1017. Matchbox 75 Series a group of 47 Pannier Tank Locomotives - 3 x models all have the harder to find bronze coloured 
baseplate, the other model being black - all are finished in green Great Western Railway livery and are generally Near Mint to 
Mint including boxes. (4) 

 £40 - £50 

1018. Matchbox 75 Series boxes Railway models - to include 2 x 43 Steam Loco, 24 Diesel Shunter, 44 Passenger Coach 
and 4 x 25 Container Wagon - Near Mint to Mint including card boxes.  Blister pack models comprise 2 x 43 Steam Loco in red 
and green, 47 Pannier Tank, 25 Container Wagon and 24 Diesel Shunter, together with a Majorette 2-piece Loco and Coach 
Set - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent blister packs. (14) 

 £50 - £70 

1019. Assorted Model Railway and other Figures and Accessories - to include a quantity of OO Gauge painted and unpainted 
figures together with OO/HO Soldiers, larger scale Castrol Oil Bin, Keep Left Sign, Corgi Kojak figure, O Gauge Diesel Engine 
Drivers.  Also included are "Micro Models" printed card Building Kits for various Locomotives and Lineside features (some 
duplication).  Also included in this lot are a group of Britains 1/32nd scale Pigs, Kennels, Signpost, Dog figures, Hornby O 
Gauge tinplate Milk Churns and Ticket Machine etc - useful lot. (large qty) 

 £40 - £50 
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1020. Corgi Aviation Archive a group of boxed models - to include Hawker Hurricane Mk.II 174 Squadron, Berlin Airlift 
Douglas Skytrain, Frontier Airliners Douglas Dakota - BEA, Avro York in Dan Air, BOAC and Berlin Airlift Skyways livery - Near 
Mint to Mint in Excellent boxes. (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1021. Corgi Aviation Archive a group of boxed models - to include Spitfire Mk.II Adolfe Vibiral from The Flying Aces Series, 
Avro Lancaster in Trans Canada Airlines and Battle of Britain Memorial Flight liveries, together with Lockheed Constellation in 
Qantas and Braniff International liveries - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent boxes. (5) 

 £50 - £60 

1022. Toy Mark diecast 1/48th scale Aircraft models - to include Spitfire, Zero Fighter, BF109 and Lockheed P-38J Twin 
Engined Aircraft.  Smaller scale models include 2 x Atlas Editions HMS Hood and Bismarck Warships plus an Avro Lancaster 
Admiral Prune - Near Mint to Mint including packaging. (7) 

 £30 - £50 

1023. Stahlberg (Finland) a group of large 1/20th scale plastic Volvo Cars - to include 740 Turbo, 2 x 242 DL 2-door Saloons 
(incomplete), 245 GLT Estate Car and 340 GL 2-door model - some play wear but otherwise Fair to Excellent. (5) 

 £30 - £40 

1024. Dinky, Corgi, Matchbox and other diecast and spare parts - to include Corgi Chipperfield's Articulated Horse Box, 
Carrimore Car Transporter, Dinky Elevator Loader (in pieces), a nice repainted Corgi Toys Bedford Milk Tanker together with 
Matchbox Bedford TK Tipper, Trojan Van, Ferrari, Ford Thames Estate Car, Ford Thunderbird and others including Majorette, 
various Lone Star Tuf Tots miniature diecast and others - some have been repainted but overall generally Fair.  Also included 
is a box containing various damaged or broken components for the restoration enthusiast including Dinky and Corgi bodies etc. 
(50+ models + spare parts) 

 £50 - £60 

1025. Schabak 1/600th scale diecast Aircraft - to include Qantas Boeing 767, Air France L-1049 Super Constellation, Air 
Portugal Lockheed Tristar 500, Aero Lloyd Douglas DC-9-32, Stirling Boeing 727, BEA Comet and Vickers Viscount Aircraft and 
many more - some are ex-shop stock and are generally Near Mint to Mint in Excellent packaging. (47) 

 £60 - £80 

1026. Schabak 1/600th scale miniature Aircraft models - to include Air France Airbus A300B, British Caledonian Douglas 
DC10, TWA Douglas DC3, Icelandair Douglas DC8, Air Jamaica Airbus A300, DC8 German Cargo, Lufthansa A320 and many 
others - some are ex-shop stock - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent packaging. (43) 

 £60 - £80 

1027. Schabak 1/600th scale a group of miniature Aircraft models - to include TWA Boeing 747, Cathay Pacific L-1011, 
Continental Douglas DC10, NLM Cityhopper Fokker F-27, China Airlines Airbus A300 and others including a Schuco 
Czechoslovak Airlines IL-62 - many are ex-shop stock items - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent packaging. (48) 

 £60 - £80 

1028. Schabak 1/600th scale and other miniature Aircraft - Schabak items include Boeing 747 Argentinas, Cargolux Boeing 
747, Caledonian L-1011, Lufthansa CV440, Soviet Airlines Ilyushin IL86, together with 3 x JU52 twin-engined Aircraft in various 
liveries, and others including 3 x Matchbox Sky Busters and a Tall Winds American Bomber - Near Mint to Mint, some are 
ex-shop stock and include Excellent packaging. (32) 

 £40 - £60 
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1029. Hornby Dublo Shop Display Show Card Display Sign and other Train and Bus Ephemera - to include "Hornby Dublo 
Electric Trains" 1950's card shop counter display stand - depicting Great Western Loco and Standard Tank Engine pulling 
Goods and Express Passenger Trains, 33cm/13" wide x 22cm/9" high - light age related wear but generally Good Plus for 
display.  Other items include various Classic Car pictures, Hornby Dublo fridge magnets, 50th Anniversary pens, 21st 
Anniversary lapel badges, together with a group of British Rail, London Underground train tickets, plus various collectors pi cture 
cards and other items including San Marino stamps - Fair to Good interesting lot. (qty) 

 £80 - £100 

1030. A group of large scale Toys, Novelties and Films - to include Tesco wooden Train Lifting Bridge, 2 x Fisher Technik 
Construction sets, large scale wooden Vintage Cars including book ends and a boxed trinket box Truck.  Also included is a 
boxed Vulcan child's Sewing Machine circa 1960's, a tinplate/plastic Fire Engine, wooden Soldier figures, together with a 
Precision Magnifying Glass and a quantity of Railway DVD's and videos - railway film titles include Marsden Rail Kings Cross to 
York, BBC Night Mail and Steam in the 60's, together with The Story of London Underground and others - Fair to Excellent, 
some items include packaging. (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

1031. A group of mostly Railway orientated Jigsaws, Literature and Pottery Collectables - to include Coalport bone china 
"Mallard" limited edition plate together with Royal Doulton Flying Scotsman, Fletcher Class "Seaside Special" and The 
Bournemouth Belle plates, plus a Eurotunnel Train shaped teapot.  Also included are reproduction tinplate advertising signs 
including Hornby Dublo, The Cunard Line, various fridge magnets, magazines and locomotive themed calendars.  Also 
included is a "Historic Battle" 1000-piece jigsaw.  Also in this lot is a separate box containing 3 x "Regulated Bench Power 
Supply for Workshop Use" (UNTESTED) - varied lot - Fair to Excellent, some items include packaging. (qty in 2 large cardboard 
boxes) 

 £20 - £40 

1032. Dinky Toys a group of Farm and Military vehicles - to include Massey Harris Tractor, Manure Spreader, Halesowen, 
"Petrol" Studebaker Tanker and Austin Devon.  Military vehicles include Army Wagon, Scout Car, Foden 6-wheeled Truck, 
Centurion Tank and others including a York Airliner - Fair to Good. (11) 

 £50 - £60 

1033. Dinky Toys a group of Large Trailer with hub colour variations - all are grey, two have scarce maroon Supertoy hubs, 
the other red hubs - Good Plus to Excellent. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

1034. Dinky Toys a group of post-war Cars - to include Estate Car, Hillman Minx, Morris Oxford, early Standard Vanguard 
with open rear wheelarches, Austin Devon, Hudson Hornet in dark blue/beige, Triumph 1800 and Austin FX3 Taxi in violet blue 
with black interior - varying amounts of play wear but otherwise Good to Good Plus bright examples. (8) 

 £50 - £60 

1035. Dinky Toys a group of post-war models - to include Vintage Taxi - light green/black, Frazer Nash Sports Car, Hudson 
Sedan in violet blue/beige, Daimler - green, Observation Coach - cream, Daimler Ambulance and 25 Series Wagon with red 
tinplate tilt and ridged hubs, type 4 chassis, varying amounts of wear but otherwise Fair to Good Plus. (7) 

 £40 - £60 

1036. Dinky Toys Guy and Foden Lorries - to include 1st Cab Foden Tanker - violet blue/light blue.  Guy Lorries include a 
scarce Flat Truck with brown cab and chassis, light green flatbed and ridged hubs, together with a Slumberland Van which 
includes opening rear doors - Fair to Good. (3) 

 £60 - £80 
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1037. Heng Long (China) a pair of 1/16th scale radio-controlled Tanks (1) King Tiger in German grey livery (no control 
unit) - Good Plus, 24"/61cm long and (2) Panzerkampfwagen III - grey with German markings, some of the transfers are starting 
to peel but does include a control unit otherwise Good Plus in a Fair card box which lacks an end flap but does include an 
instruction leaflet. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1038. Heng Long (China) or similar a pair of radio-controlled Tiger I 1/16th scale Tanks - both are numbered 3818, one is in 
grey, the other is in camouflaged Ardennes or similar livery - both have their figures but no control unit, some loose/missing 
detail but otherwise Good to Good Plus, each Tank is 20"/51cm long. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1039. Forces of Valor 1/32nd scale German King Tiger Tank (Normandy 1941), comes with a figure and some scenic 
accessories - Near Mint to Mint including window box.  Also included is a Gateway Global 1/18th scale Willys Jeep - Excellent 
Plus to Near Mint and comes in an Excellent window box together with a clear perspex display case. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1040. Minichamps 1/35th scale Panzerkampfwagen V Jagdpanther - Near Mint to Mint including packaging. 

 £50 - £60 

1041. Minichamps 1/35th scale Panzerkampfwagen VI Tiger I - dark grey camouflage marked S13 - Near Mint to Mint 
including packaging. 

 £50 - £60 

1042. Solido, Dragon Armor and other boxed Military vehicles approximately 1/50th scale - to include Solido "Char Tigre" 
Tiger Tank, Dragon Armor E100 and Maus Heavy Tanks, Sandford Models Hanomag Half Track, a Schuco Half Track and 
others including a Corgi Tiger I - some may be in the wrong boxes but otherwise Excellent including packaging. (7) 

 £40 - £50 

1043. Corgi and other 1/50th and 1/43rd scale Military vehicles - to include Chinese made Panzerjager Tiger Tank and an 
Eaglemoss 8-wheeled Puma Armoured Car.  Other scales include a Verem SU100, a SDKFZ Half Track with side mounted 
missile carriers together with a Corgi Krauss Maffe Semi Track Truck and a similar vehicle with Maffe Anti -Aircraft Gun.  Also 
included are 1/32nd scale German Panzer III Tank and a German Panther Tank in camouflage livery - unchecked for 
completeness but appear Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent assorted boxes. (8) 

 £50 - £60 

1044. Corgi, Solido and other unboxed Tanks and Military vehicles - to include Solido Panther G, Hanomag Half Track, 
together with a Corgi version, Corgi King Tiger and Tiger I and others including a Solido PZIV and another Panther G in grey 
livery - unchecked for completeness but appear Good to Excellent. (11) 

 £30 - £50 

1045. Dinky Toys a group of Military vehicles - to include (1) 696 Leopard Anti-Aircraft Tank with some plastic missiles (box 
base only), (2) 692 Leopard Tank with camouflage net, (3) 694 Tank Destroyer, (4) another 694 Tank Destroyer together with 
another box base only for 692 Leopard Tank - all would benefit from cleaning otherwise Excellent in Poor to Fair packaging. (4 
x models & a spare box base) 

 £30 - £40 

1046. Airplane Model large scale Airbus A380 in Emirates white/grey livery with colourful tail plane - heavy resin model would 
benefit from further cleaning due to having been on display, lacks stand but otherwise an Excellent impressive model with a 
19"/48cm wing span and comes in a Good Plus card box with inner packaging.  

 £40 - £60 
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1047. Franklin Mint Armour Collection model of the Junkers J52 in German two colour camouflage green/black livery with 
yellow wing tips, would benefit from cleaning due to storage otherwise, an impressive heavy model with a 24"/61cm wing 
span - Excellent Plus to Near Mint and comes in a Good substantial window box with outer cardboard mailing carton. 

 £80 - £100 

1048. Toys & Models Corporation (Philippines) detailed model of the Fairey/RN Swordfish Mk.I - believed carved from 
mahogany this well detailed model of this legendary Biplane is in three colour camouflage with mark ings to fuselage and wing 
tips, 2 x seated figures to cockpit, fitted with revolving 3-blade propeller and comes with a stand with brass nameplate.  The 
model has a 17"/44cm wing span and is generally Near Mint and comes in a substantial cardboard box with inner packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

1049. Toys & Models Corporation (Philippines) 1/24th scale model of a Stearman PT-17 Biplane - blue fuselage with yellow 
wings, two figures in the cockpit, fitted with revolving 2 x blade propeller - would benefit from further cleaning due to display but 
otherwise Near Mint including stand and a 16"/41cm wing span. 

 £40 - £50 

1050. Fratelli Cesana (Milan) 1/100th scale Boeing 767 model - substantial plastic model of this aircraft by this Italian 
manufacturer in Britannia Airways blue/red/cream livery, would benefit from further cleaning and not fitted with a stand 
otherwise Good Plus to Excellent with a 19"/48cm wing span. 

 £40 - £60 

1051. 1/100th scale Lockheed L10-11 TriStar Passenger Aircraft in Laker white/red/black "Skytrain" livery - would benefit 
from further cleaning otherwise Excellent, almost 22"/55cm long. 

 £40 - £50 

1052. Large resin model of a Bombardier CRJ-200ER Jet Aircraft in JAL white livery, would benefit from further cleaning due 
to storage otherwise Good Plus to Excellent, 22"/55cm long. 

 £30 - £50 

1053. Impressive resin model of Concorde Aircraft in British Airways white livery - 24"/60cm long and comes with a chrome 
stand mounted on a wooden base, would benefit from more detailed cleaning but otherwise Near Mint. 

 £40 - £60 

1054. Resin display model of a Dornier Do-24ATT 3-engined Amphibian Aircraft in two-tone grey and silver, would benefit 
from more detailed cleaning due to storage otherwise Excellent Plus and fitted with a chrome stand mounted on a varnished 
wooden base, 16"/41cm wing span. 

 £40 - £50 

1055. Corgi Aviation Archive a pair of 1/32nd scale German Fighter Aircraft (1) End of World War II Messerschmitt BF109G-6 
October 1944 - camouflage livery with operating retractable undercarriage and (2) Messerschmitt BG109G-2 "Black 6" RAF 
Museum at Hendon - sand colour/pale blue livery, the undercarriage parts are detached but present along with the 
bomb - otherwise Good to Excellent including packaging. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1056. Corgi Aviation Archive a pair of 1/72nd scale German Aircraft (1) Junkers JU88A-5 Finland 1941 to 42 - two-tone green 
camouflage, two blades of one of the propellers are detached but present (in a bag within the box) otherwise Good Plus and (2) 
Heinkel HE111H-6 Immola Finland 1944 - dappled effect camouflage, unchecked for completeness but appears Excellent Plus 
to Near Mint and both come in Good Plus packaging. (2) 

 £60 - £70 
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1057. Corgi Aviation Archive Dornier DO17Z 1 Staffel France September 1940 - green with pale blue underbelly, would 
benefit from further cleaning due to display, unchecked for completeness but otherwise appears Excellent to Near Mint 
including packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

1058. Corgi Aviation Archive 1/72nd scale World War II Aircraft - to include (1) Junkers JU87B-2 Stuka - military green with 
removable engine cowl to front and (2) Focke-Wulf 190A in desert sand livery and (3) ME262A - yellow 5 - unchecked for 
completeness and would benefit from light cleaning due to display otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint including packaging. 
(3) 

 £40 - £50 

1059. Jet Age, Oxford Aviation and other diecast model Aircraft - to include Jet Age Avro Vulcan Bomber - two colour 
camouflage by Atlas Editions; Oxford Aviation Arado fitted with floats; Falcon Models Fieseler FI-156 Storch Communications 
Aircraft and a Air Signatures 1/48th scale Messerschmitt ME262A - unchecked for completeness and some may benefit from 
cleaning due to being on display otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint including packaging. (4) 

 £40 - £50 

1060. Corgi Aviation Archive and other diecast and plastic Aircraft - diecast models comprise Heinkel HE219A, Dunkirk 
Junkers JU87B and JU290A, Dornier DO24T and Messerschmitt BF110D (requires re-assembly) and others including a number 
of loose display stands and 2 x plastic kitbuilt models including a Fieseler Storch (some loose fittings detached but 
present) - Fair to Good. (9 models & 4 x display stands) 

 £30 - £40 

1061. A group of OO and N Gauge plastic static British Locomotive models - to include LNER A4 "Mallard", LMS Coronation 
Class, Great Western County Class, British Railways Blue Peter, type 4 Diesel, Flying Scotsman and others - some are plastic, 
others diecast - Excellent unboxed with display plinths.  (15) 

 £20 - £30 

1062. Corgi, Vanguards, Brum and other boxed diecast models - boxed items include Vanguards Austin A60 Cambridge, 
Corgi London Transport Routemaster Bus, Bath Electric Tram, Thornycroft Bus and a Matchbox "Royal Wedding" KRW15 
Double Decker, Brumm 1923 Morgan and 1929 Darmont, a Premium Classics "Feuerwehr" Volkswagen Bus, Wiking Airport 
Crash Tender, D Morgan Morris Minor Van and others including a Cararama Junior Rescue Helicopter - Excellent to Near Mint.  
(17) 

 £30 - £50 

1063. Code 3 Collectables and other Fire Truck models - Code 3 Collectables 1/64th scale Fire Truck models comprise a 
Emergency 1 6-wheeled Ladder Truck and a Metro Lynchburg County Fire Rescue Truck each in "Jack Daniels" tinplate 
presentation boxes. Also included are a Siku Magirus Turntable Ladder and Oxford Diecast Dennis F12 Fire Engine and a NFS 
Morris 8 Staff Car - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent assorted packaging.  (5) 

 £30 - £50 

1064. British Airways Concorde Memorabilia - a pair of Concorde Wine/Champagne Bottle Stoppers in used 
condition - Good, with embossed Concorde motif to the handles - Good include card presentation case with velvet effect inner 
packaging. Also included is a miniature plastic model of the British Airways Concorde with stand - Excellent.   (2) 

 £20 - £30 

1065. Somerville 1/43rd scale white metal model of a Standard Flying 12 4-door Saloon - Near Mint although would benefit 
from cleaning and comes in a Excellent box. Also in this lot are empty boxes only for a Maxwell Mini (India) Ambassador model  
and Dinky Supertoys No.961 Blaw Knox Bulldozer with some inner packaging - Good.  (3) 

 £30 - £50 
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1066. Corgi Toys and other unboxed diecast models plus empty boxes - to include Fred Dibnah Series and other Traction 
Engines including Garret, Radcliffe & Son, Joseph Smiths, Marstons and others including Feltham Tram, Code 3 Matchbox 
Vans "Morgan", Mk.II Jaguar and Corgi Tank. Also in this lot are a group of various German Pennants and other Literature 
including a signed John Ramsay's 7th Edition British Diecast Catalogue. Also with this lot are a number of Corgi and other 
empty boxes only plus some reproduction boxes which are generally Fair.  (qty) 

 £40 - £50 

1067. Schuco, Vitesse, Sun Star, Code 3 Collectables, First Gear, Norev and many other empty boxes only  for assorted 
diecast models of those manufacturers and others. All is contained in 7 x large cardboard boxes mounted on a pallet - an ideal 
lot for the dealer/collector.  (lg qty) 

 £20 - £40 

1068. Dinky Toys group of Cars including repaints - to include Packard Clipper, Ford Fairlane, Chevrolet El Camino, Cadillac 
Eldorado, Nash Rambler, Lincoln Zephyr, Armstrong Siddeley, Lagonda, Plymouth Plaza and others - Fair.  (14) 

 £50 - £60 

1069. Dinky Toys group of unboxed 40's and 50's Racing Cars - to include MG Record Car, Cooper Bristol, Maserati, 
Mercedes, Speed of the Wind and other post-war Racers, Vanwall, Connaught, Talbot and others - Fair.  (11) 

 £50 - £70 

1070. Dinky Toys Foden Lorries and other unboxed Commercials and Cars - to include 1st Cab Foden Brewery Lorry 
conversion in red "Vaux" Code 3 livery, together with 2 x Foden Wagons and another with tailboard. Smaller commercials 
include 25 Series Tipper, Dodge Farm Lorry, together with Bristol 450, HWM, Riley, Salmson 4-seater and other cars - some 
have been repainted - Fair.  (15) 

 £60 - £80 

1071. Britains Motorcycles and Matchbox Yesteryear Cars - to include 5 x Britains or similar Motorcycles, 4 have riders 
together with Matchbox Y5 Peugeot, 1912 Rolls Royce, Y8 Stutz, Y14 Maxwell Roadster and others  - Fair to Good.  (13) 

 £20 - £30 

1072. A group of Atlas, Dinky Collectables, Corgi and other recent issue boxed and unboxed Cars and Commercials - boxed 
items comprise "Shell Sports Car Collection" - featuring Lotus Elan, BMW 850, Porsche 911, Lotus Esprit and others including a 
1/24th scale Jaguar XJ220 - Near Mint to Mint including packaging. Unboxed items comprise Atlas Dinky Leyland Octopus 
Esso Tanker with 6-wheel Trailer conversion (includes spare cab), together with 1/76th scale EFE BET Bus, Whittles 
(Blackpool) Burlingham Coach, Leyland London Bus, Carters Foden Showmans Lorry, together with Norev Aston Martin DB5, 
Solido Cadillac Eldorado, Atlas Dinky Ford Thunderbird and others - Good Plus to Excellent.  (10 x boxed plus 20 unboxed 
models) 

 £30 - £50 

1073. Corgi, Bburago, Hot Wheels and other boxed models - 2 x Bburago Fiat 131, Super Mira Florio - both are blue with 
yellow hubs (one is in the wrong box). Corgi items include C279/3 Rolls Royce Corniche, Classic Series 806 Mercedes 
300SE - maroon, 804 Jaguar XK120 and 805 Mercedes 300SE - blue, Thornycroft J type Bus and Great Western Van, together 
with Hot Wheels 1/43rd Fiat Ritmo, Budgie Toys Rolls Royce Silver Cloud and a Japanese tinplate friction drive Oldtimer Car, 
plus late 2 x Dinky No.106 Datsun 280Z, Camaro, Kawasaki Motorcycle and others - evidence of smoke damage to some of the 
boxes otherwise the models are generally Good to Mint in Poor to Excellent packaging.  (23) 

 £40 - £50 
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1074. Matchbox, Corgi Juniors, Siku and other miniature diecast - Corgi Juniors include Formula 1 Racer, 4 x Batcopter, Tom 
& Jerry Car, Road Roller, Supercat Jaguar, Marvel Comics dark green Leyland Van, Citroen Dyane. Matchbox vehicles include 
AEC Horse Box, Fandango Racer, Leyland Titan Bus, Ferrari Testarossa, Badger 6-wheel vehicle and others including 
Majorette Saviem Truck, Matchbox Seakings Warship, Siku Maserati Boomerang and others including Hot Wheels Homer 
Simpson Van - Fair to Excellent.  (160+) 

 £80 - £100 

1075. Corgi Toys, Dinky, Spot-on, Triang Minic and other models - to include Corgi Toys 434 Volkswagen Kombi - metallic 
green with off-white roof and red interior, some light wear to high spots - otherwise Good Plus and comes in a Good card 
un-numbered box from the early 60's. Unboxed toys include Dinky Toys Jaguar type D and 236 Connaught Racer together with 
a Lone Star Chevrolet Pick-up Truck, a pre-war Triang Minic tinplate clockwork Vauxhall Roadster with petrol can - bluish grey, 
a Carrara Evolution Ford Mustang Slot Car and a Spot-on Rolls Royce Silver Wraith - two-tone metallic blue upper with metallic 
grey lower - some would benefit from cleaning otherwise Good to Excellent.  (7) 

 £50 - £60 

1076. Corgi Toys assorted unboxed vehicles - to include Morris Cowley, Ford Cortina Estate Car, Bentley Continental, early 
Land Rover with Horse Trailer, NSU Sport Prinz, Marcos, Ford Thames Airborne Caravan, Lotus Climax Formula 1, 3 x 
Routemaster Buses, each having their crew, 2 x Fiat 2300 Station Wagon, Karrier, Minissina, Oldsmobile Toronado and others 
including a large 1/18th scale McLaren Racing Car and a Polistil Police Motorcycle - some would benefit from further cleaning 
otherwise Fair to Good Plus.  (20) 

 £60 - £70 

1077. Corgi Toys Cars and other models including Character Toys a group of unboxed - to include Jeep with Flying Club 
Trailer, Swedish Jet Dragster, Kojak's Buick Regal, Ferrari Daytona, 007 Aston Martin DB5, Rolls Royce Corniche, 2 x Mazda 
Pick-up Truck, 2 x Welcome to Britain Routemaster Bus, Mini Metro, Forest  Fire Warden Land Rover, Berliet Marvo Cannon 
Truck and others including Classics - Fair to Excellent although some would benefit from further cleaning.  (28) 

 £50 - £70 

1078. Dinky Toys group of Military and other Vehicles - to include Harrier and Phantom II Fighter Aircraft, Foden 6-wheel 
Army Truck, Recovery Tractor, Command vehicle, Ambulance, together with Bedford TK Refuse Truck, Merryweather Marquis 
Fire Engine, Tern Shirts Routemaster Bus, Police Accident Unit, Motorway Service Van, Vega Major Luxury Coach, Bedford TK 
Crash Tender and others - some would benefit from further cleaning otherwise Fair to Good Plus.  (24) 

 £60 - £80 

1079. Corgi Toys and Crescent boxed and unboxed Military vehicles - boxed items comprise Corgi Toys 1113 Corporal 
Missile Erector vehicle with white diecast missile and military green vehicle, some play wear - otherwise generally Fair in a Poor 
to Fair card box with some sellotape repairs; Crescent Saladin Armoured Patrol Set with 6-wheel Armoured Car, Limber and 
Gun (lacks towing eye) otherwise Good in a Fair card box. Unboxed items include a Crescent Cannon, 6-wheel Armoured Car 
and a Lone Star Bren Gun Carrier - Fair.  (5) 

 £30 - £50 

1080. Dinky Toys a group of boxed Military Vehicles - to include 602 Armoured Command Car - Good Plus for display but the 
clockwork motor is jammed, 681 DUKW Amphibian, 693 Howitzer (lacks and end flap), 732 Bell Police Helicopter and 625 
6-pounder Anti Tank Gun - puncture damage to the plastic covering but doe include some plastic missiles - Good to Excellent in 
otherwise Fair packaging.  (5) 

 £50 - £60 

1081. Corgi Toys a pair of Presentation Sets (1) 909 Quad Tractor with Ammunition Trailer and Field Gun, does include some 
plastic shells - Good Plus to Excellent in a Fair to Good box; (2) 35 Chopper Squad "Surf Rescue" - comprises metallic blue 
jeep with matching trailer and surf rescue speedboat - Near Mint in a Excellent window box.  (2) 

 £40 - £50 
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1082. Dinky Toys group of boxed models - to include Electric Articulated Lorry and Land Rover. Corgi Toys comprise Aston 
Martin and Mercedes (both have been repainted) and Superior Ambulance - Fair in Fair boxes (some lack end flaps). Also 
included is a Corgi 217 Fiat 1800 - light blue with dark blue roof - Fair to Good in a Good card box.  (6) 

 £30 - £40 

1083. Meccano a large quantity of loose perforated strips, flat panels, assorted wheels, funnel, clockwork motor and other 
components - Fair heavy lot. 

 £30 - £40 

1084. Dinky and Corgi Toys an unboxed group - Dinky Toys comprise Rolls Royce Phantom V, repainted Centurion Tank 
(with a Fair box), Forklift Truck, Austin A105, Superior Criterion Ambulance, Standard Atlas Minibus, 2 x Viscount Aircraft.  
Corgi Toys include Vanwall Racer, Land Rover and Trailer, Massey Ferguson Tractor and others including a Tekno 
Volkswagen Van in "Kolevogn" white livery and a number of Triang Minic Ships - Poor to Fair. (30) 

 £50 - £70 

1085. A group of unboxed Dinky Toys - to include Car Carrier and Trailer, Turntable Fire Escape with windows, McLeans 
Truck and Trailer, Military Servicing Platform and Recovery Tractor, Bedford Refuse Truck and others including a Corgi Austin  
Taxi - Fair. (18) 

 £60 - £70 

1086. Corgi Classics and Lledo boxed Chocolate themed models - Corgi models include Fry's Chocolate Thornycroft Van, 
Bournville Cocoa Model T Van.  Corgi Artic Trucks include Yorkie Scammell C1246, Boost Volvo Truck, Cadbury's Volvo 
Tanker, Mini Eggs vehicles, "Double Decker" Routemaster and Golden Jubilee Tram, plus a Schweppes Thornycroft General 
Bus and an AEC Van "Potters".  Smaller miniatures include more Corgi models with a confectionery theme such as a 
Cadbury's Flake Ford Escort Van, Lledo Save the Children presentation set, 2 x Cadbury's Milk Chocolate Starter Packs, 
Models of Yesteryear Confectionery Set and 10 x Majorette Cadbury's themed vehicles in blister packs.  Also included are 10 x 
Corgi and Hot Wheels miniature Cars including Porsche 935, Land Rover, Matra Rancho and others - Near Mint to Mint in 
Good to Excellent assorted packaging. (60) 

 £60 - £80 

1087. Airfix, Revell and Tamiya a group of 1/32nd and 1/35th scale figures - to include Tamiya Zundapp BMW R75 
Motorcycle and rider, German Army Office and an ESCI German Camp Rest Area figures.  Revell items include Deutsches 
Afrikakorps, Italeri Commonwealth Tank Troops and others - unchecked for completeness and have been opened but appear 
Good including illustrated boxes. (15) 

 £60 - £80 

1088. Airfix a group of Military vehicles and Historical Figures - to include 1/35th scale Bedford QL Gun Carrier, 1/32nd scale 
Crusader III British Cruiser Tank, together with HO OO Scale Forward Command Post.  54mm historical figures include 
Lifeguard and Royal North British Dragoon together with a 1/12th scale French Grenadier - unchecked for completeness and 
have been opened otherwise Good in Fair to Good Plus packaging. (6) 

 £40 - £60 

1089. Dinky Toys a group of boxed and unboxed models - to include 504 First Cab Foden 14-ton Tanker and 561 Blaw Knox 
Bulldozer - red - Fair to Good including early green and blue boxes with labels to lid.  Also included is a Mighty Antar Tank 
Transporter with Tank, Routemaster Bus and an Austin Taxi - Fair to Good. (6) 

 £60 - £70 

1090. Joal, Dinky Toys and other unboxed models - to include Joal "Campsa" Tanker Truck and an Articulated Dump Truck 
(needs cleaning).  Dinky Toys comprise a UFO Interceptor, Mobile Bank, Rolls Royce Phantom V together with Military 
vehicles including Water Carrier, Volkswagen KDF and Scout Car together with an empty box for a Corgi 342 - Fair to Good 
Plus. (15) 

 £40 - £50 
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1091. Dinky Toys 934 Leyland Octopus Wagon - two-tone yellow/mid-green with red Supertoy hubs, some small marks to 
some of the wings otherwise an Excellent Plus bright example and comes in a Good Plus blue and white striped box. 

 £90 - £110 

1092. Dinky Toys 31c/452 "Chivers Jellies" Trojan Van - dark green with light green ridged hubs - Near Mint in a Fair card 
box (some tearing and sellotape repairs). 

 £60 - £80 

1093. Dinky Toys 175 Hillman Minx Saloon with windows - beige, light green upper, cream ridged hubs, some minor marks 
otherwise Excellent Plus in a Good card box with correct colour spot.  

 £60 - £80 

1094. Dinky Toys 166 Sunbeam Rapier Saloon with windows - two-tone mid-blue including ridged hubs and turquoise upper, 
some minor marks to the high spots otherwise Excellent Plus in a Good Plus crisp card box with correct colour spot.  

 £60 - £80 

1095. Dinky Toys 156 Rover 75 Saloon - scarce two-tone green livery including ridged hubs - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in a 
Fair to Good card box which lacks one inner flap and has a blue/cream colour spot.  

 £60 - £70 

1096. Dinky Toys a pair of boxed models (1) 156 Rover 75 Saloon - two-tone green including ridged hubs, box rubs to roof 
otherwise Good Plus in a Fair card box which lacks some of the inner flaps but has the correct colour spot, (2) 651 Centurion 
Tank - military green - Excellent in a Good blue and white striped box.  Also included is a "Dinky Toys 1951 to 58" 33-page 
booklet published by the Cranbourne Press which is Good. (2 models + booklet) 

 £60 - £80 

1097. Wells Brimtoy and Hong Kong Plastic miniature vehicles - Wells Brimtoy Pocketoy models include a tinplate clockwork 
Tanker "Shell" and a similar Coach - cream/green with sliding door.  Also included is a Hong Kong Plastic 101 approximately 
1/50th scale Vauxhall Cresta - Fair to Good Plus. (3) 

 £30 - £50 

1098. Tekno Ford Taunus 17M - orange with cream interior, some chipping to sides otherwise Fair to Good in a Fair card box 
which lacks an end flap and has some sellotape repairs, also included is a Corgi 393 Mercedes Benz Power Blaster - Fair to 
Good in a Fair (sun faded) card box, together with a Fair empty box only for a Jeep with Conveyor, together with Corgi Gift S et 
24 Commer Constructor Set - set contains 2 x white and red cab and chassis, 4 x spare bodies, with milkman figure and milk 
bottles - Good Plus in a Fair to Good presentation box. (4) 

 £60 - £80 

1099. Corgi Toys 401 Volkswagen 1300 "Motor School" - the Car is metallic blue with yellow interior, includes sealed blister 
pack within the window box containing orange plastic traffic cones - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in a Good Plus to Excellent 
window box. 

 £60 - £80 

1100. Corgi Toys a pair of Cars and a Commercial (1) 284 Citroen SM and (2) 394 Datsun 240Z - red - both have 
Whizzwheels.  (3) Mack Container Truck - yellow with red plastic containers - Excellent to Near Mint in Good window boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £70 
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1101. Matchbox, Norev and Marklin - to include Matchbox 5 Lotus Europa - metallic lilac with ivory interior and a Norev Mini 
Jet diecast Citroen GS - metallic blue - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good boxes.  Also included is an unboxed Tekno 
Mercedes 300 SL - silver - Fair to Good. (3) 

 £20 - £30 

1102. French Dinky Toys a group - to include 24n Citroen 11BL - black with cream hubs, "Dinky Service" red Breakdown 
Truck and 3320 Panhard Tractor Unit with Esso Tanker - Fair to Good. (3) 

 £30 - £50 

1103. Dinky and Corgi Toys unboxed models - to include Humber Hawk Police Car, Austin FX3 Taxi - black with grey interior, 
Morris Commercial Royal Mail Van, Austin Shell BP Van, Land Rover - orange with matching Trailer and another Trailer in burnt 
orange, Austin Wagon, Caravan together with a Corgi Toys Riley Pathfinder Police Car (lacks bell) - otherwise Good to Good 
Plus. (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1104. Dinky Toys a group of Sports Cars - to include Aston Martin - light blue with dark blue interior, Triumph TR2 - light grey 
with red interior, Connaught Racer - light green with racing number 32 and MG Midget in Touring finish - mustard yellow with 
red interior and ridged hubs - all lack their drivers otherwise Good. (4) 

 £30 - £40 

1105. Dinky Toys a group of unboxed Cars - to include Morris Mini Traveller - cream with red interior, Bentley S2, Rolls 
Royce Silver Wraith, Jaguar 3.4 litre - maroon, Alfa Romeo Coupe - red, Dodge Royal Sedan - light green and Volkswagen 
Beetle - RAF blue - varying amounts of light wear otherwise Good to Excellent. (7) 

 £60 - £70 

1106. Dinky Toys unboxed Cars and Light Commercials - to include Austin FX3 Taxi, Studebaker, Sunbeam Alpine, Nash 
Rambler, Caravan and others including Royal Mail Van, Milk Float and Bedford Van - Fair. (15) 

 £40 - £60 

1107. Dinky Toys a group of unboxed Commercials and Buses - to include Mighty Antar with Centurion Tank, Fordson and 
Austin Wagon, 3 x Studebaker Tanker, Scammell Military Recovery Tractor, Observation Coach, Double Decker Bus and others 
plus a Police Box - Fair to Good. (16) 

 £60 - £70 

1108. Corgi Toys unboxed Cars - from the 1950's and early 60's period to include Rover 90 - off white, Jaguar Fire Chief, 
Studebaker Golden Hawk (no windows), Triumph TR3, 2 x Morris Mini Minor in different shades of blue, Austin A40, Ford 
Consul, Austin Healey and others - generally Good overall for display. (11) 

 £50 - £60 

1109. Corgi Toys a group of Commercials and Cars - to include Bedford Utilecon in Minibus - white (no windows), another in 
turquoise with mechanical motor, Ambulance version and a Minibus in metallic red together with 2 x Land Rover (no spare 
wheels).  Also included are a Jeep, a Walls Ice Cream Commer Van, Mobile Shop, Riley Pathfinder Police Car and 
others - Fair to Good Plus. (12) 

 £50 - £60 

1110. Dinky Toys a group of Cars in perspex cases - to include Mercedes 600 - metallic red, Aston Martin - pale metallic 
blue, Volkswagen 1600 TL - red and Rolls Royce Phantom V (lacks wing mirrors) - black - some light play wear otherwise Good 
to Excellent in Fair (cracked) clear perspex cases. (4) 

 £40 - £50 
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1111. Dinky Toys 164 Vauxhall Cresta Saloon - two-tone light grey including ridged hubs with green lower, small marks to 
roof otherwise Excellent in a Good card box with correct colour spot.  

 £50 - £70 

1112. Dinky Toys 168 Singer Gazelle with windows - two-tone light grey upper, green sides, spun hubs, slight box rubs to 
roof and would benefit from more detailed cleaning otherwise Excellent in a Fair to Good card box with correct colour spot.  

 £50 - £70 

1113. Dinky Toys a pair of boxed models (1) 471 "Nestles" Austin Van - red with yellow ridged hubs - some slight rusting to 
the baseplate otherwise Excellent in a Fair card box (end flap loose but present) and (2) 163 Bristol 450 Sports Coupe - green 
with light green ridged hubs and racing number 27 - Good in Fair card box. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1114. Dinky Toys a group of boxed Cars - to include 179 Studebaker President - two-tone blue, (2) 180 Packard Clipper 
Sedan - orange/grey, (3) 182 Porsche 356A Coupe - cream and (4) 162 Ford Zephyr - cream/green - varying amounts of light 
play wear and would benefit from more detailed cleaning otherwise Good to Good Plus in Poor to Fair card boxes. (4) 

 £60 - £80 

1115. Dinky and Corgi Toys unboxed models - to include Standard Vanguard III, Bermuda Taxi, Citroen Safari and Morris 
Cowley in two-tone blue and off white.  Dinky Toys comprise Loudspeaker Van, repainted Delivery Van, Manure Spreader, 
Hillman Minx, Morris Oxford and Austin Devon - Fair to Good. (10) 

 £50 - £60 

1116. Corgi Toys 422 Bedford Van "Corgi Toys" - yellow with mid-blue roof, flat spun hubs, some period Corgi stickers 
applied and some small marks here and there but otherwise a Good Plus example of an issue that is becoming harder to find 
and comes in a Good (slightly crushed) card box. 

 £40 - £60 

1117. Corgi Toys a pair of boxed models (1) 405 Bedford Utilecon Auxiliary Fire Service Tender - green, still has the plastic 
ladder, flat spun hubs, some period stickers applied and small cracks to a couple of windows, would benefit from more detailed 
cleaning otherwise Good Plus in a Fair card box (one end flap detached but present) and (2) 217 Fiat 1800 - Corgi wheel 
stickers applied to the flat spun hubs, fitted with suspension - deep cream with a yellow interior and comes in a Fair card box 
(no end flaps). (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1118. Corgi Toys a group of boxed models - to include (1) Gift Set No.3 RAF Land Rover with Thunderbird Missile on 
assembly trolley - RAF blue with grey missile, the rubber nose cone has deteriorated and all would be benefit from more 
detailed cleaning otherwise Good in a Poor to Fair card box and (2) 54 Ford Power Major with Roadless Half-Tracks 
Tractor - blue, the rear rubber tracks have become hard and one side is broken (in a bag within the box), (3) 62 Farm Tipper 
Trailer - red, with 2 x removable yellow panels - otherwise Good to Good Plus in Fair boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1119. Corgi Classics and Showmans Trucks - to include Guinness Leyland Beaver with Trailer, Scammell "Edwards 
Amusements", Highwayman Crane Set "Crow" Eddie Stobart Atkinson & ERF 8-wheelers, Flowers ERF Dray Lorry (damage to 
chain stanchions at one side) and others including a Heavy Haulage Scammell Contractor - unchecked for completeness but 
appear otherwise Good to Excellent Plus including packaging.   (10) 

 £60 - £70 
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1120. Corgi and Matchbox a group of Queen's Jubilee and other royal family anniversary models - to include Corgi Golden 
Jubilee Routemaster, Routemaster Bus and Tram models, Queen Mother's Century together with Matchbox State Coach, Corgi 
No.1902 State Landau, Dinky Toys Silver Jubilee Bus No.297 and Matchbox KRW15 Royal Wedding Bus - Near Mint to Mint in 
Good to Good packaging.  (7) 

 £30 - £50 

1121. Corgi, Solido and other boxed limited edition models - to include Corgi Vintage Glory Fowler Crane Engine and 
Showman's Locomotive "Onward" with Caravan, Unsung Heroes Under Fire Mack Fire Truck and Vietnam Series Jeep with 
Trailer. Solido include Paris Bus, 6201 Sherman Tank and a Tigre 1 Tank - some have been on display and are unchecked for 
completeness otherwise appear Excellent in Fair to Excellent packaging.  (7) 

 £40 - £60 

1122. Maisto, Corgi boxed and unboxed diecast - to include Corgi Special Edition Royal Occasion Mini Metro, Eddie Stobart 
Forklift Truck, together with Vauxhall Astra, Maisto 1/12th scale Racing Cycle, Ixo Range Rover, Lledo Dad's Army Jones the 
Butchers Van and others - Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent packaging. Unboxed items include Dinky Toys Field 
Artillery Tractor with gun and limber plus a 1960's Corgi Classic Morris Oxford plus others - Good to Good Plus.   (18) 

 £30 - £40 

1123. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of boxed and unboxed models including a Royal Wedding Code 3 - unboxed 
items include Rolls Royce Fire Engine, Birds Custard Powder Van and Bass Steam Wagon and a chrome plated Sunbeam 
Motorcycle & Sidecar together with Y Traction Engine (in a Fair box lacking one end flap), boxed models include Y5 1927 
Talbot Van "Royal Wedding 29 July 1981" - yellow, Talbot Van in Liptons Tea livery, Y27 Hovis Steam Wagon, Y21 Oxo Van, 
Cadillac Fire Engine, 1939 Bedford Fire Engine and others - some may be in the wrong boxes but otherwise Excellent to Near 
Mint in Good Plus packaging.  (24) 

 £30 - £50 

1124. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Limited Edition collectables - to include Fowler Showmans Engine, Bush 
Self Propelled Fire Engine, Aveling Barford Steam Roller, Rolls Royce Armoured Car, Leyland Cub Fire Engine and others 
including Passenger Coach and Horses - have been on display and are unchecked for completeness but appear Excellent 
including packaging.  (8) 

 £40 - £50 

1125. Matchbox a group of Fire Engine and other Collectables - to include Mercedes Benz Ladder Truck, 1904 
Merryweather, Ford AA Fire Engine, 1911 Mack, Land Rover Auxiliary and others including Atkinson & Garrett Steam 
Wagons - unchecked for completeness but appear Excellent including packaging.  (17) 

 £50 - £70 

1126. Matchbox pair of 1 to 75 Series 4 Rolls Royce Phantom V including scarce box (1) metallic mauve with ivory interior 
and black plastic wheels - Near Mint and comes in a rare E3 box; (2) slightly lighter shade than the previous lot, small mark to 
bonnet otherwise Excellent in Good Plus card box.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1127. Matchbox group of boxed and unboxed models - 1 to 75 Series include James Bond "A View to a Kill" Rolls Royce 
Silver Cloud, 2 x MB31 Rolls Royce Silver Cloud - cream, 4 x MB66 Rolls Royce Silver Spirit in metallic yellow and red. Also in 
this lot are 3 x 39 Rolls Royce, one is metallic red, the others are silver (one has sun faded windscreen and No.69 Rolls Royce 
Silver Shadow Convertible, together with Y15 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost and Yesteryear 1 Allchin Traction Engine plus 2 x 
Thunderbird Lady Penelope's FAB 1 - Good Plus to Near Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging. Also included is a Rextoys Rolls 
Royce Phantom IV in a Super Kings K161 box. Unboxed cars including various Rolls Royce's and a Jaguar 3.4 litre and are 
generally Fair to Good.  (37) 

 £40 - £50 
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1128. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear, Lledo, Corgi, EFE and other boxed models - Models of Yesteryear include Pepsi Cola 
Model T Ford Van, Carlsberg Crossley, Blue Circle Atkinson Steam Wagon, Weetabix Dennis Van, Rolls Royce Phantom 1 
together with 1937 Cord, Corgi Legends of Speed Bentley, EFE Portland Stone 8-wheeled Lorry, Maisto Sports Car Collection 
Jaguar XJS V12 x 2, Days Gone Rolls Royce Silver Ghost, Dennis Parcels Van and others - some maybe in the wrong boxes 
otherwise Excellent Plus to Mint in Good to Excellent window boxes.  (55) 

 £40 - £60 

1129. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Limited Edition Collectables - to include 2 x 1929 Scammell 100-ton Truck 
with Great Eastern Railway Class E4 240 Locomotive, 2 x Aveling Porter Steam Roller, 2 x Fowler Showmans Engine, Leyland 
Cub Fire Engine and Stephensons Rocket Locomotive - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good Plus to Excellent boxes.  (8) 

 £50 - £60 

1130. Bburago and Solido 1/18th scale Rolls Royce and Bentley Cars - to include 3 x Bburago Rolls Royce Camargue in 
metallic grey, silver and burgundy colours (some wear to the bright plated parts) together with 2 x Solido Prestige Bentley 
Convertibles with hood-up in metallic burgundy and tan - Good Plus to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus packaging.  (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1131. Solido Prestige and Signature Series 1/18th scale Rolls Royce and Bentley Cars (1) Signature Series "Orton Wells" 
1961 Rolls Royce Convertible with top-down - metallic grey with black interior and bonnet. Also included are Prestige Series 
Rolls Royce - metallic grey with black interior (lacks an interior door handle) and a Bentley Convertible with black hood 
(sellotape repairs to box) - otherwise Good Plus to Near Mint in Fair to Excellent window boxes.  (3) 

 £30 - £50 

1132. Paragon Models 1/18th scale 1968 Rolls Royce Silver Shadow with Mulliner Park Wood 2-door Coupe 
bodywork - black with cream interior, simulated wooden dashboard, comes with loose accessories for attachment including 
mirrors, spirit of ecstasy motif etc - may benefit from further polishing otherwise a Near Mint scarce example including illustrated 
box, certificate and inner polyester packaging. 

 £60 - £80 

1133. Minichamps 1/18th scale Bentley State Limousine - Faithful copy of Her Majesty the Queen's Car which was presented 
to her on the occasion of her Golden Jubilee in 2002 - metallic maroon, black roof, highly detailed interior, lacks small aerial to 
rear wing and may benefit from further polishing - otherwise Near Mint including packaging. 

 £70 - £90 

1134. Maisto, Matchbox and other large scale model cars - to include Matchbox Master Class Collection 1/24th scale 
Porsche Carrara Cabriolet - metallic blue. 1/18th scale cars comprise Maisto Aston Martin DB7 Vantage - metallic green, 
Modellauto Mercedes 2-door Coupe and Welly Mercedes Benz SL500 Open Top - silver - Excellent Plus to Mint in Excellent 
packaging.  (4) 

 £40 - £60 

1135. Minichamps 1/43rd scale Bentley State Limousine - as presented to Her Majesty the Queen on her Golden 
Jubilee - metallic burgundy with black roof, detailed interior, has been on display otherwise Near Mint to Mint including 
packaging. 

 £50 - £70 

1136. Truescale Miniatures (TSM Model Scale Miniatures) approx 1/43rd scale model of the 1960 Rolls Royce Phantom V 
Canberra The Queens State Limousine, circa 1960 - burgundy with black roof, detailed interior - Near Mint to Mint including 
clear perspex presentation case. 

 £50 - £60 
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1137. Minichamps a group of 1/43rd Bentley Arnage T - to include silver, metallic dark grey and metallic lilac versions - Near 
Mint to Mint including green presentation boxes with hinged lids, 2 of them have outer cardboard sleeves.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1138. Corgi 1/43rd 24 carat gold plated 1937 Rolls Royce Sedanca De Ville - a pair (a car similar to that featured in the 
James Bond film) each one would benefit from detailed cleaning - otherwise Near Mint to Mint including burgundy box with 
velvet effect inner packaging, each has a certificate and both have their outer card sleeves (one lacks inner plastic cover).  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1139. Bburago and Polistil 1/24th scale Rolls Royce models to include Bburago Silver Shadow II - metallic blue, another in 
metallic grey - both would benefit from further cleaning - otherwise Good Plus to Excellent, together with a Polistil Rolls Royce 
Silver Cloud III - dark metallic grey - Near Mint - all come in Fair to Good window boxes (some sellotape repairs).  (3) 

 £40 - £50 

1140. Bburago 1/24th scale Rolls Royce Silver Shadow II - in metallic blue, silver and white - Near Mint to Mint in Good to 
Good Plus window boxes.  (3) 

 £40 - £50 

1141. Dinky Toys a group of Rolls Royce models to include 124 Rolls Royce Phantom V, 127 Silver Cloud Mk.III. Models in 
(cracked) clear plastic cases comprise 2 x 152 Phantom V Limousine and a Silver Cloud - some have varying amounts of light 
wear and would benefit from cleaning due to having been on display otherwise Good to Excellent in Fair packaging.  (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1142. Dinky Toys a group of Car in clear perspex cases - Rolls Royce models comprising 158 Silver Shadow - metallic red 
(silver superdetailing), 152 Phantom V Limousine - dark blue with figures and 127 Silver Cloud Mk.III - turquoise with tan interior 
(comes in a export window box with replacement cellophane), together with 188 Jensen FF - yellow - otherwise Good Plus to 
Excellent Plus in Fair to Good packaging.  (4) 

 £80 - £100 

1143. Dinky Toys group of boxed Rolls Royce models - to include 124 Phantom V - metallic blue, 2 x 152 Phantom V 
Limousine - very dark blue and 127 Silver Cloud Mk.III - turquoise with tan interior - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Fair to Good 
clear perspex cases and a window box.  (4) 

 £80 - £100 

1144. Corgi Toys C271/1 James Bond Aston Martin - light metallic grey, comes with driver and 2 loose passenger figures 
with copyright slip - Mint in a Good Plus window box. 

 £20 - £30 

1145. Dinky Toys pair of Lady Penelope's FAB1 (1) unboxed model is pink, with Parker and Lady Penelope figures, some 
wear to the high spots - otherwise Good and (2) scarce fluorescent pink example with Parker and Lady Penelope figures, some 
wear to the high spots otherwise Good in a Fair (torn) card box with the remains of the inner pictorial display stand.  (2) 

 £70 - £90 

1146. Dinky Toys 100 Lady Penelope's FAB1 - pink, with clear sliding roof, Lady Penelope & Parker figures, early issue with 
silver headlamp surrounds and pink bands to the canopy, comes with some original rocket and harpoons with detail plastic 
hubs - Good Plus to Excellent in a Fair card box with inner card display stand. 

 £100 - £120 
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1147. Corgi Toys Gift Set No.16 Ecurie Ecosse Racing Car Transporter and 3 x Racing Cars - scarce set has a light metallic 
blue transporter with dark red embossed side printing. The set comes with 3 x boxed racing cars i.e 154 Ferrari Formula 1 
Grand Prix, 150S Vanwall Formula 1 with racing number 25 and suspension and 152S BRM Formula 1 - turquoise with 
suspension and racing number 7, varying amounts of light wear to the cars which are otherwise Good to Excellent, 2 of them 
have been retro fitted with the Corgi self adhesive wheels stickers but they do come in crisp card boxes which are Excellent, the 
transporter is Near Mint. All is contained in a Good card box with a torn corner to the l id but does include the inner packing 
pieces "track rod steering" label to interior. 

 £100 - £120 

1148. Corgi Toys a group of boxed Cars (1) 307 E-type Jaguar, lacks detachable hard top - maroon; (2) 224 Bentley 
Continental - black/silver with spare wheel and 224 another Bentley Continental in green/off-white with spare wheel - Excellent 
to Near Mint in Fair to Good boxes.  (3) 

 £100 - £120 

1149. Corgi a pair of Rolls Royce models (1) 273 Mulliner Park Ward Silver Shadow - metallic cream over grey with take-off 
wheels, violet blue interior and (2) 280 Silver Shadow - metallic blue with tan interior, with Whizzwheels - Excellent Plus to Near 
Mint in Good Plus window boxes.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1150. Corgi Toys and Budgie a group of boxed Rolls Royce models - Corgi Toys comprise C279/2 Corniche, 94030 
Corniche - cream with off-white interior, badge, 279 another Corniche in cream with tan interior and 279 - metallic red with tan 
interior. Budgie smaller scale models include 3 x Rolls Royce Silver Cloud in cream, burgundy and silver - Excellent Plus to Mint 
in Good Plus to Excellent window boxes.  (7) 

 £40 - £50 

1151. Corgi Toys 273 Rolls Royce Silver Shadow with Mulliner Park Ward body work - metallic white over grey, violet blue 
interior with gold effect steering wheel, fitted with take-off wheels and Golden Jacks - Near Mint in a Excellent window box. 

 £50 - £60 

1152. Corgi Toys a pair of Rolls Royce models (1) 273 Rolls Royce Silver Shadow - metallic cream over grey with take-off 
wheels and (2) 280 Rolls Royce Silver Shadow - silver with tan interior - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good window boxes.  
(2) 

 £50 - £60 

1153. Corgi Toys 805 1912 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost "Hardy Boys" - multi coloured vehicle with 5 x figures - Near Mint in a 
Good Plus window box. 

 £80 - £100 

1154. Corgi Toys 302 Hillman Hunter with Kangaroo - blue, decals applied, lacks front bumper but does include the leaflet 
and kangaroo figure - otherwise Good in a Good Plus card box with inner pictorial display stand. 

 £50 - £60 

1155. Corgi Toys pair of film related vehicles (1) 261 James Bond 007 Aston Martin DB5 - metallic gold with red interior, 
includes driver and passenger figure, also included is a spare passenger figure and "Top Secret" instruction slip, some play 
wear - otherwise Good including illustrated box with pictorial display card; (2) 266 Chitty Chitty Bang Bang - some play wear but 
does include the 4 figures - would benefit from more detailed cleaning otherwise generally Excellent in a Good window box.  (2) 

 £70 - £90 
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1156. Corgi Toys "Chitty Chitty Bang Bang" replica models of recent limited edition production, includes 4 figures with 
opening stabilisers and spare rear stabiliser for separate attachment, has been on display but generally Near Mint including 
leaflet, certificate and instruction slip. All is contained in an Excellent card box with inner packaging. 

 £50 - £70 

1157. Truescale Miniatures 1/43rd scale 1955 Rolls Royce Silver Cloud I - metallic grey over black with sea green 
interior - highly detailed model - Mint in a Excellent clear perspex case. 

 £30 - £40 

1158. SNTS "Those Classic Lines" (UK) white metal Rolls Royce Corniche - professionally made 1/43rd scale white metal 
model - metallic burgundy with cream interior, includes a 2nd exhaust pipe assembly and spare wing mirrors - unchecked for 
completeness but appears Excellent Plus and comes in a Good card box with illustrated lid.  

 £30 - £40 

1159. Corgi 50's Classics and other Car models - 50's Classics comprise 805 Mercedes - black, 804 Jaguar - cream, 811 
Mercedes - silver, 810 Ford Thunderbird, 806 Mercedes - burgundy and 803 Jaguar XK120 - red with black hood. Other Corgi 
models include 815 Bentley R-type - black, 279 Rolls Royce Corniche - metallic red, 279 - cream, 94030 - cream, 814 Silver 
Dawn - two-tone beige over white and another - red over black and others - Excellent Plus to Mint in Fair to Good Plus window 
boxes.  (16) 

 £80 - £100 

1160. Corgi 1960's Classic Series of Vintage Cars and other Dinky Toys models - Dinkys comprise 2 x 150 Rolls Royce 
Silver Wraith - both are two-tone grey and have their radiator mascots, alternative styles of box (both lack an end flap), together 
with 194 Bentley Coupe - gold, with blue hood and includes driver figure (no end flap to box) - otherwise the models are 
generally Excellent to Excellent Plus in Poor to Fair boxes. Corgi Classic models comprise 2 x Rolls Royce Silver Ghost - both 
are Good, one includes a Good blister pack together with 900 1927 Bentley and 901 1915 Ford Tin Lizzie with 2 x 
figures - Excellent in Good card boxes together with another unmarked empty box only for this range.  (7 plus an empty box) 

 £50 - £70 

1161. Dinky Toys a group of boxed Rolls Royce models - to include 2 x 150 Rolls Royce Silver Wraith - both are two-tone 
grey, one has been fitted with white tyres and period stickers - otherwise Excellent in Fair to Good later card boxes (one lacks 2 
inner flap). Also included is 124 Rolls Royce Phantom V - metallic blue with chauffeur figure - Near Mint in a Fair to Good 
window boxes.  (3) 

 £60 - £80 

1162. Dinky Toys 432 Guy Flat Truck - scarce later example with mid blue cab, chassis and Supertoy hubs, red flatbed body 
riveted on, some wear particularly to the wing edges otherwise Good Plus to Excellent in a Good card box with yellow lift off lid. 

 £80 - £120 

1163. Dinky Toys boxed and unboxed models - to include 25X Breakdown Lorry - dark grey, cab and chassis with dark blue 
rear body and hook, red ridged hubs, some light play wear but otherwise generally Good Plus including early orange card box 
with matching label. Also include is 753 Police Controlled Crossing - broken base but does include the lamp standard and 
policeman figure and comes in a Poor to Fair repaired card box, together with 404 Conveyancer Forklift Truck with figure and 
pallet - Excellent in a Good box. Unboxed models comprise a Lawn Mower (broken handle) and a Matchbox Fowler Showmans 
Engine - Fair.  (5) 

 £60 - £70 

1164. Corgi Toys 334 Mini Cooper "Magnifique" - scarce example is metallic blue, with off-white interior, window box lacks an 
end flap at one end otherwise Excellent in a Fair window box which does have the inner printed display piece.  

 £40 - £60 
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1165. Bburago, Dinky and Corgi unboxed mostly Rolls Royce models - Bburago 1/24th models include Rolls Royce Silver 
Shadow II together with a Polistil Silver Cloud. Dinky Toys include dark blue Phantom V, metallic yellow silver cloud and a grey 
Bentley S2 along with a Jenson FF. Also included are 3 x Corgi Bentley Continental Sports Saloons, 2 are black and silver, the 
otherwise two-tone green - all have their spare wheels - some models would benefit from further cleaning - otherwise Excellent 
to Excellent Plus.  (9) 

 £50 - £70 

1166. Dinky Toys and Corgi a group of Rolls Royce and Bentley models - Dinky Toys comprise Phantom V, 3 x Silver Wraith, 
2 x Phantom V - two-tone metallic green/white and Bentley S2. Corgi Toys include 4 x Continental Sports Saloon in black/silver 
and two-tone green (all have their spare wheel), Whizzwheels Silver Shadow and a James Bond Aston Martin - some would 
benefit from further cleaning otherwise Fair to Good Plus.  (13) 

 £70 - £90 

1167. Corgi and Spot-on a group of Rolls Royce and Bentley models - Spot-on vehicles include 3 x Bentley Saloon in grey 
and blue together with a Silver Wraith in metallic blue over silver. Dinky Toys comprise Silver Shadow in metallic blue and 
brown, Phantom V in dark blue. Corgi Toys include a Whizzwheels Bentley Series T, Corniche colour variations and 
others - Fair to Good Plus.  (14) 

 £50 - £60 

1168. Triang Spot-on No.260 Royal Rolls Royce - maroon, with Queen & Duke of Edinburgh figures, 2 figures to front of car, 
some replacement door hands and lacks some minor detail accessories otherwise Good including grey plastic base and clear 
perspex top (cracked) with some reproduction stickers to base. 

 £50 - £70 

1169. Corgi Heavy Haulage and Lledo Showman's range - to include Corgi Heavy Haulage "Pickfords" set with 2 x Scammell 
Contractor and Nicolas Bogie Trailer, together with an ALE set with 2 x Scammell Contractor and Slug Catcher load.  Also 
included is a Lledo Showman's Burrell Showman's Steam Wagon and Carousel set - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good Plus 
to Excellent packaging. (3) 

 £40 - £60 

1170. Corgi a group of Pickfords vehicles including Heavy Haulage - to include Pickfords 2 x Scammell Constructors and 
24-wheeled Low Loader with 2 x Diamond T Ballast Tractors with 24-wheeled Girder Trailer, together with a Vintage Glory 
Fowler B6 Road Locomotive with Cylinder load on Trailer - Excellent to Near Mint in Excellent packaging. (3) 

 £40 - £60 

1171. Airfix and Imai a group of plastic kits - to include Imai Thunderbirds Lady Penelope's FAB 1 Rolls Royce Kit.  Airfix kits 
include OO Scale Evening Star Locomotive in red stripe box together with a Biggin Hill Loco in an early box, 1/32nd scale 1911 
Rolls Royce and a Hawker Hurricane Starter Set - unchecked for completeness but appear Excellent in Fair to Good Plus 
packaging. (5) 

 £30 - £40 

1172. Rex Toys, Eligor, Schuco, Oxford Diecast and other approximately 1/43rd scale European models - to include Rex 
Toys 36 Phantom IV Limousine - maroon and 31 Phantom IV Limousine - black, together with Schuco Mercedes Benz S 
Klasse, Eligor Rolls Royce models, 2 x Victoria Willys Jeep, Oxford Diecast Mini and Ford Thames based Ice Cream Vans (still 
sealed in cellophane), a Brumm 1930 Bentley, Vitesse Trabant and 3 x German made Vauxhall promotional models - Near Mint 
to Mint in Good to Near Mint packaging. (14) 

 £50 - £70 
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1173. Dinky Toys, Lledo, Corgi and other assorted diecast - Dinky Toys comprise a professionally restored Gift Set 299 Post 
Office Services with repainted Royal Mail Van and Post Office Telephones Van, lacks figures and comes in a reproduction box.  
Dinky Collectables include His Master's Voice Commer Van and 3 x 1955 Bentley Continental, together with 2 x Corgi 
Goldfinger Rolls Royce TY95601, a Polistil Silver Cloud Coupe III, a Mazak GMC Van and 4 x Lledo Gift Sets including Royal 
Wedding and Vintage Rolls Royce Collection - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Good Plus packaging. (20) 

 £40 - £60 

1174. Corgi Aviation Archive and other boxed Aircraft models - to include an Aviation Archive World War II Legends 
Messerschmitt 109E and Focke Wulf FW190A-3 together with a Boeing KC97L Tanker "Illinois Air Guard", an unmarked 
Superfortress, a Schabak JU52 and a 4-piece American Airlines Set - Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. 
(6) 

 £30 - £50 

1175. Dinky Toys and other diecast Aircraft - to include 702 Comet Airliner in BOAC livery, some light corrosion to wings 
otherwise Fair to Good in a Good blue and white striped box.  Unboxed Aircraft include a pre-war Light Racer - red with both 
propellers and (touched in) registration number G-RACE otherwise Good Plus together with a repainted Sea Vixen and 
Tempest II Fighter.  Also included are 2 x Oxford Diecast Fighter Aircraft. (6) 

 £30 - £40 

1176. Vintage Solido Rolls Royce and Racing Car models (1) 115 Rolls Royce Silver Cloud - metallic beige lower and grey 
upper with red interior and suspension, (2) 173 Matra V8 Formula 1 Racer - blue and (3) 46 1939 Rolls Royce - white/black with 
brown interior - Near Mint in Good to Good Plus packaging. (3) 

 £40 - £60 

1177. Diapet, Tomica and other Japanese diecast Rolls Royce models - to include Tomica Dandy F06 Rolls Royce 
Limousine - dark metallic grey, 2 x miniature 1/78th scale Tomica Rolls Royce Phantom VI, together with a Diapet 1/40th scale 
Silver Shadow - metallic deep pink and a Kado Rolls Royce Camargue - metallic white with tan roof and cream interior - Near 
Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent packaging. (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1178. Solido a group of boxed Rolls Royce models - to include 4071 Coupe - metallic blue, 1511 Corniche - metallic green, 
1512 Continental (lacks clear perspex cover), 4046 Phantom, 4077 Cabriolet and others including a Signature Series Orson 
Welles 1939 Rolls Royce.  Also included are a Verem 310 - metallic brown and a Bentley S-type in pink - Excellent Plus to 
Near Mint in Fair to Good Plus packaging. (11) 

 £40 - £50 

1179. Corgi Toys, Vanguards and other boxed models - to include Vintage Glory Fowler Road Locomotive, Classic Series 
Scammell Guinness Tanker, Heavy Haulers Kenworth Truck with Culvert load, Foden Mickey Mouse Tanker together with a 
Vanguards Bedford Kodak Van, Pickfords Thames Trader, Corgi Classics AA Bedford Van and others including Dinky Toys 501 
Fiat Strada - metallic blue with yellow interior - Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Excellent assorted packaging. (14) 

 £50 - £60 

1180. Corgi 270 "James Bond" Aston Martin DB5 - silver, red interior with "James Bond" figure only, tyre slashers - overall 
condition is generally Good Plus (roof panel does not quite close correctly) in a generally Fair to Good (1st issue) wing flap 
presentation bubble pack (missing inner card and instruction pack) - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

1181. Corgi 270 "James Bond" Aston Martin DB5 - silver, red interior with "James Bond" figure only, Whizzwheels (2nd 
issue), gold front and rear bumpers - Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a generally Good (slightly grubby) striped 
window box - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 
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1182. Catalogues a group to include Meccano 1956 - group of 4 some with dealer stamps; Dinky Toys 1958; Meccano 
1955/6 and 1954 July 4-page leaflet Dinky Toys - conditions are generally Fair to Good.  (7) 

 £20 - £30 

1183. Corgi mixed group to include 35010 AEC Routemaster - London Transport "The Queen Mother's Century", 36712 
Century Tram, similar CC25206 Opentop Tram - Queen Elizabeth II Golden Jubilee, 2 x Transports of the 1930's Sets and 12 x 
Corgi Collector Classics - Series 1, 2, 3 and 4 - 12 different models including C863 1915 Ford Model T, C860 Rolls Royce Silver 
Ghost 1912, plus others - Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (18) 

 £50 - £70 

1184. Sun Star 1/24th scale 2903 RM664 - WLT 664 - The Silver Lady with unpainted body (wrong picture card insert for the 
model as supplied by the retailer) - generally Mint in Excellent packaging. 

 £50 - £70 

1185. Corgi 1/43rd scale pair (1) 04203 "James Bond's" Aston Martin DB5 - 50th Goldfinger Anniversary - silver, (2) 04204 
similar but gold - generally Mint in Near Mint packaging. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1186. Corgi 1/43rd scale boxed pair (1) 04206 "James Bond's" Aston Martin DB5 - 50th Thunderball Anniversary - silver, (2) 
04206 similar but gold - generally Mint in Near Mint packaging. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1187. Corgi a group to contain 4 x AN01101 brown Ford Consul Saloon - Corgi 50th Anniversary models (de-certificated) and 
4 x 6196908 Corgi Delivery Van - 60 Years Anniversary - generally Mint in Near Mint packaging. (8) 

 £40 - £60 

1188. Dinky (French issue) "Les Dinky Toys" by Jean-Michel Roulet - Dinky Toys from 1933 to 1980 this comprehensive 
hardback book is generally Near Mint still mostly sealed in shrink wrap. 

 £40 - £50 

1189. A printed Ephemera group to include 3 x "Fred Bronner Corporation" Matchbox Series jigsaws including 31c Lincoln 
Continental, a card "Matchbox Get in the Fast Lane" retailer sign, Model of Yesteryear calendar, "Matchbox Miniatures" 
compiled by Geoffrey Leake, John Ramsay's British Diecast 8th Edition price guide, enamel wall plaque featuring Classic Mini, 
"AIM" Collectors Exchange Club Matchbox Series black and white printed guide, various printed cards mostly Mini related and 
some Schuco catalogues, large wall poster depicting Classic Mini towing Micro Van in alpine scene "Aral Alles Super" - Good to 
Excellent. (qty) 

 £40 - £60 

1190. Mixed group of models to include Minichamps Maybach DS8 "Zeppelin" Baujahr 1932 (no outer sleeve), Lamborghini 
400 GT 2+2 1984 - orange, Lamborghini Jarame - silver, Lamborghini Urraco - champagne gold and Whitebox Lamborghini 
Marzal 1967 - white with grey interior - generally Mint in Good to Near Mint packaging. (5) 

 £40 - £60 

1191. Rio a mixed group to include 155306 Bugatti T50 - red/black (spare wheel has detached), Vitesse 29115 MG 
TC - green, Best Model (Italy) 113673 Ferrari 250 LM Prova - red, Brumm R072B Mercedes W196 - silver, plus 4 x Rio models 
(loose in packaging) - Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint packaging (one model is Fair, loose parts present). (8) 

 £40 - £60 
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1192. Dinky Atlas Editions a group to include 110 Aston Martin DB5 - metallic red with black interior, 480 Bedford 10 CWT 
Van "Kodak", 111 Triumph TR2 Sports Car - pale blue, racing number 25, 29e Autocar Isobloc, plus a group of road signs, 
badges and a 1/32nd scale Slot Car resin body - unused - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (8) 

 £30 - £50 

1193. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale BRK45X 1948 Buick Roadmaster "Barbara Ann Scott" Convertible C.T.C.S 1993 - pale 
blue, red interior and chrome trim with correct white metal figure - Mint in a Fair box. 

 £40 - £50 

1194. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale BRK51A 1951 Ford Fordor Sedan "Diamond" Taxi Cab C.T.C.S 1996 - black/orange with 
chrome trim (bonnet mascot and cab sign in bag in box) - Mint in a Good Plus box. 

 £40 - £50 

1195. Brooklin Models a boxed pair (1) BRK31X 1953 Pontiac Sedan Delivery "Trans-Canada Airlines" - pale blue with red 
hubs, chrome trim - C.T.C.S 1989, one of only 600, (2) similar but "Huggett Electrical Ltd Bath" - green - generally Mint in Good 
boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1196. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale BRK28X 1958 Monarch Turnpike Cruiser C.T.C.S 1988 - metallic blue with grey interior 
and chrome trim - Mint in a Fair box. 

 £30 - £40 

1197. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale BRK30 1954 Dodge 500 Convertible - yellow with black interior and hood, spoked wheels 
and chrome trim - Mint in a Good Plus box. 

 £20 - £30 

1198. Minimarque 43 1/43rd scale 1957 Ford Fairlane Convertible - Opentop - green with darker green folded hood, dark 
green/off white interior, gold side flashes and chrome trim - Near Mint in a Good box. 

 £30 - £40 

1199. Metal 43 (Western Models) 1965 Fiat Abarth - "Bialberd" Coupe - red, black interior and silver hubs - Near Mint in a 
Good box. 

 £25 - £30 

1200. Western Models 1/43rd scale a boxed group (1) WMS18 1951 Morgan Plus 4 - green with black interior, (2) 1937 Cord 
Beverley Sedan - brown with chrome trim, (3) Lagonda Rapide (Open) - British racing green with brown running boards and 
tonneau, (4) 1938 Bugatti T57 Atlantic - French racing blue - Good Plus to Near Mint. (4) 

 £50 - £70 

1201. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear group of harder to find issues (1) Y1 1911 Ford Model T Car - red body and chassis, 
black smooth hood, black seats and grille, single brake lever and with harder to find 11.5mm brass 12-spoke wheels; (2) Y2 
1914 Prince Henry Vauxhall - red body and chassis, silver grille, cream seats, bright red grille (slightly faded), brass 26-spoke 
wheels and fitted with copper petrol tank; (3) similar but fitted with brass petrol tank - also with possible factory error reverse 
fitting windscreen; (4) Y12 1909 Thomas Flyabout - metallic blue body and chassis, tan smooth hood, dark red seats and grille, 
type C baseplate and fitted with smaller 11.5mm brass 12-spoke wheels - Excellent to Near Mint in Poor to Good boxes.  (4) 

 £40 - £60 
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1202. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y2 1911 "B" type London Bus unboxed group (1) London Transport red body and 
chassis, bare metal lower deck, silver radiator shell, grenodised wheels, crimped axles, 4/4 window design, body type B and 
blue driver figure; (2) similar but black driver figure; (3) similar but 8/4 window design and light blue driver; (4) similar but with 
blue driver figure; (5) similar but with black driver figure and black plastic wheels with riveted axles - Excellent to Near Mint 
unboxed.  (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1203. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y3 1907 London "E" Class Tramcar - London Transport red body, cream roof, silver 
lights, grenodised solid wheels with open recess under stairs, black baseplate and with rare grey thin cow catcher - Excellent 
Plus (slight loss of decal to one side) in a Fair type C box. 

 £40 - £50 

1204. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y3 1910 Benz Limousine - cream body and chassis, Chartreuse yellow roof, dark red 
seats and grille, cream metal steering wheel, brass 12-spoke wheels, cast rear wing infill web, 2 holes to baseplate - rare 
issue - Excellent Plus (a couple of small chips to edge of roof and bonnet side) unboxed.  

 £50 - £70 

1205. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y3 1910 Benz Limousine - dark metallic green body and chassis, Chartreuse yellow 
roof, dark red seats and grille, black plastic steering wheels, brass 12-spoke wheels and without holes to baseplate - generally 
Near Mint (seats loose) unboxed. 

 £50 - £70 

1206. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear unboxed group of 1st Series models (1) Y4 1928 Sentinel Steam Wagon - blue body, 
grenodised wheels and crimped axles; (2) Y6 1916 AEC "Y" type Lorry - "Osram Lamps" - dark grey body and chassis, silver 
radiator shell, grenodised wheels and riveted axles, Y7 1918 4-ton Leyland Van "W&R Jacob & Co Limited" - dark brown body 
and chassis, very light cream roof, silver radiator shell, grenodised solid wheels, bare metal underside of roof and crimped 
axles; (4) similar but with mid cream roof; (5) similar but with dark cream roof - Excellent to Near Mint unboxed.  (5) 

 £40 - £60 

1207. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y6 1913 Cadillac - Pre-production colour trial model - light grey body without side 
cutouts, blue chassis, red seats and grille (slightly faded), unplated windscreen without lug, smooth tan roof without locating 
pips and type A baseplate - generally Excellent unboxed. 

 £100 - £120 

1208. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y7 1918 4-ton Leyland Van "W&R Jacob & Co Limited" - reddish brown body and 
chassis, cream roof, black solid wheels, bare metal underside of roof, riveted axles - rare issue - generally Fair heavy chipping 
to roof and loss of decals to both sides - still a rare example unboxed. 

 £50 - £70 

1209. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear unboxed group to include Y5 1929 Le Mans Bentley - British racing green body and 
chassis, gold radiator shell and filler cap, crimped axles, another similar but slightly darker green body and with darker green 
radiator shell, Y10 1908 Grand Prix Mercedes - cream body, black chassis, dark green seat with type 2 seat panel and with thin 
rear brace, another similar but with thick rear spare wheel brace, Y8 1914 Sunbeam Motorcycle with Milford Sidecar - chrome 
plated with dark green passenger seat and a Y8 1926 Morris Cowley Bullnose - tan body, dark brown chassis with crimped 
axles - Excellent to Near Mint unboxed.  (6) 

 £40 - £60 

1210. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y10 1908 Grand Prix Mercedes - white body, black chassis, dark green seat, plated 
parts, thin rear brace, crimped axles - rare issue unboxed generally Excellent a few small chips and light rubs. 

 £50 - £70 
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1211. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y10 1908 Grand Prix Mercedes unboxed group (1) cream body, black chassis, light 
green seats with type 1 thin side panel, thin rear brace and crimped axles; (2) similar but with type 2 thick seat brace; (3) similar 
but with dark green seats; (4) similar but with thick rear spare wheel brace - unboxed Excellent to Near Mint.  (4) 

 £30 - £50 

1212. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y10 1906 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost - Pre-production colour trial model - blue body and 
chassis, bright red seats, dark red grille, unplated parts and wheels - with detail cast to base unboxed generally Excellent. 

 £100 - £120 

1213. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear unboxed group (1) Y11 1920 Aveling & Porter Steam Roller - mid green body and roof, 
black roof supports, black flywheel, gold makers plate, dark red spokes with smooth rollers - rare issue; (2) similar but with 
green makers plate; (3) Y1 1925 Allchin Traction Engine - mid green body and chassis, angled unpainted rear treads, riveted 
axles and gold boiler door; (4) Y9 1924 Fowler "Big Lion" Showmans Engine - dark maroon body including cylinder block, 
cream roof and square firebox ends (chimney stack loose fit) - unboxed Excellent to Near Mint.  (4) 

 £40 - £60 

1214. Mixed group of unboxed models to include 3 x Y10 1928 Mercedes 360-220 - all are white with red seats, includes 
single spare wheels with and without baseplate holes and 1 model with double spare wheels with bas eplate holes, also with 3 x 
Y11 1938 Lagonda Drophead Coupe - one model with gold body and dark maroon chassis (under spray in places showing 
purple colours) with black seats and grille and brass 12-spoke wheels, another similar model with dark maroon chassis and a 
later copper bodied model on glossy gold chassis with early brass 12-spoke wheels - generally Excellent to Near Mint with 2 
Poor to Fair Y11 Lagonda boxes.  (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1215. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y13 1862 American "General" Class Locomotive - "Santa Fe" light green body, dark 
red chassis, black base, dark red baseplate rivet, gold condenser tops, silver headlamp lens, gold boiler door, type A piston 
slot, light green valve and Lesney England base - rare model - a few very light chips to front end overall Excellent Plus clean 
and bright, unboxed. 

 £300 - £400 

1216. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear unboxed group of Locomotives (1) Y13 1862 American "General" Class 
Locomotive - "Santa Fe" - dark green body, dark red chassis, black baseplate, dark red baseplate rivet, silver headlamp lens, 
gold boiler door, piston slot type A and gold boiler walkway edge, (2) similar but with dark green boiler walkway edge, (3) s imilar 
but piston slot type B, (4) similar but dark green rivet to baseplate, also includes 2 x Y14 1903 "Duke of Connaught" 
Locomotive - both are baseplate type A with type 1 sand box gap and with gold boiler doors - Good Plus to Excellent Plus, 
unboxed. (6) 

 £30 - £50 

1217. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y15 1907 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost unboxed group to include harder to find issues, 
one with dark green seats, one has harder to find type B wheels single rim in silver plating, plus others issues with variati ons to 
baseplates etc - Excellent to Near Mint unboxed. (7) 

 £30 - £50 

1218. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y16 1904 Spyker Veteran Automobile - maroon body and chassis, maroon radiator 
shell, brass 12-spoke wheels with wheel rim bolt head detail, black knobbly tyres, type 1 chassis to running board panel and 
baseplate type A with single rear ejector ring cast beneath axles - Good Plus to Excellent a few very small chips and edge rubs 
but overall clean and bright, genuine example of a rare model. 

 £800 - £1200 
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1219. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear unboxed group to include 2 x Y10 Mercedes Benz 36-220 - white with red seats and 
two spare wheels, 4 x Y7 1913 Mercer Raceabout Type 35J - 3 x lilac issues, 1 x yellow, 4 x Y9 1912 Simplex - various green 
shades with smooth and textured tan hoods, seat and body pins - one later gold bodied issue - metallic red, chassis has faded 
to gold on top edges, plus others - Fair to Near Mint unboxed. (18) 

 £30 - £50 

1220. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group to include 2 x Y10 1928 Mercedes Benz 36-220 - both white with red 
seats and single spare wheels in F type window boxes, 2 x Y9 1912 Simplex - green, red seats one with smooth hood, one with 
textured, 3 x Y15 1930 Packard Victoria - all metallic brown-gold body with dark brown chassis, includes minor variations, plus 
others - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Good boxes (one is unboxed). (10) 

 £30 - £50 

1221. 2 x hardback Collectors Books - "Collecting Matchbox Diecast Toys the First 40 Years" - both generally Excellent, one 
is with outer card packaging, the other is unboxed. 

 £30 - £40 

1222. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y5 1927 Talbot Van "Maggis" - colour trial model - dark brown body, beige chassis, 
roof and rear doors, black seats, chrome plated parts and chrome 12-spoke wheels - Good Plus some paint rubbing to roof, 
unboxed. 

 £30 - £40 

1223. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y21 1930 Ford Model A Woody Wagon - pre-production colour trial model - dark 
cream bonnet, two-tone brown body with black roof, bright red seats, chrome plated parts, chrome 24-spoke wheels and dark 
brown chassis - Near Mint with a type I straw window box. 

 £30 - £40 

1224. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y22 1930 Ford Model A Van "Oxo" - pre-production colour trial model - metallic blue 
body with thick rear casting, numberplate deleted, fawn seats, chrome plated parts, chrome 24-spoke wheels and glossy black 
chassis with two base rivets - factory finish shows casting flaws to body otherwise Excellent Plus in a type I straw window box.  

 £30 - £40 

1225. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y22 1930 Ford Model A Van "Oxo" - pre-production colour trial model - white body with 
thick rear casting and numberplate, bright red seats, black unplated parts, chrome 24-spoke wheels and blue chassis with 
single base rivet - Excellent Plus in a type A straw box. 

 £30 - £40 

1226. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y22 1930 Ford Model A Van "Oxo" - pre-production colour trial - white body with thick 
rear casting and numberplate, bright red seats, chrome plated parts, red 12-spoke wheels and black chassis with two base 
rivets - chip to offside cab corner otherwise Excellent Plus in a type I straw window box.  

 £30 - £40 

1227. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y24 1928 Bugatti T44 - colour trial model - plum red body with black door panels, 
brown seats, gold plated parts with black grille, cream chassis, chrome 24-spoke wheels, black rear luggage trunk, 13mm rear 
window with type 2 closed rear mudguard gaps - Near Mint unboxed. 

 £50 - £70 
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1228. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear mixed group (1) YY60 Connoisseur Limited Edition Gift Set - containing 6 models in 
wooden presentation box with inner packing, certificate, plastic cover and key - generally Mint in Near Mint packaging with a 
Fair outer transit carton, (2) Y22 Ford Model A Van "Bang & Olufsen" - cream body with red chassis, red plastic roof, black 
Bang & Olufsen lettering, chrome parts, gold 24-spoke wheels in hinged presentation box with outer card packaging - Code 2 
issue, (3) Code 2 issue Y22 Ford Model A Van "Maggis" - yellow with red roof and black chassis in hinged presentation 
box - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent packaging. (3) 

 £40 - £60 

1229. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Classic Cars by Stratton England - model and cufflink set - Y2 1914 Prince Henry 
Vauxhall - dark blue body and chassis, cream seats, chrome 24-spoke wheels and brass petrol tank with two matching 
cufflinks - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in a Good Plus bubble packaging. 

 £40 - £50 

1230. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Classic Cars by Stratton England - model and cufflink set - Y3 1934 Riley MPH - ruby 
red body and chassis, white seats and grille and chrome 24-spoke wheels with a matching pair of cufflinks - generally Excellent 
(windscreen on model is split) in Good plastic bubble packaging (a few creases and marks).  

 £40 - £50 

1231. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Classic Cars by Stratton England - model and cufflink set - Y6 1913 Cadillac - metallic 
green body and chassis, yellow seat and grille, black hood and chrome 12-spoke wheels together with matching 
cufflinks - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in a Good plastic bubble packaging (some loss of plastic to edge of base).  

 £40 - £50 

1232. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Classic Cars by Stratton England - model and cufflink set - Y9 1912 Simplex - dark red 
body and chassis, textured black hood, bright yellow seats and grille and chrome 12-spoke wheels together with matching 
cufflinks - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good Plus plastic bubble packaging.  

 £40 - £50 

1233. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Classic Cars by Stratton England - model and cufflink set - Y11 1938 Lagonda 
Drophead Coupe - metallic copper body, metallic gold chassis, black seats, hood luggage trunk and grille and chrome 24-spoke 
wheels together with matching cufflinks - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good plastic bubble packaging (crack to plastic base 
edge). 

 £40 - £50 

1234. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Empty Gift Set Boxes (1) G6 early set with compartments for Y1 Allchin 
Traction Engine, Y2 London B-type Bus, Y5 Le Mans Bentley, Y10 GP Mercedes and Y13 American Class Locomotive, outer 
sleeve has black and white illustrated pictures, (2) G7 with compartments for Y3 London Tramcar, Y8 Morris Cowley Bullnose, 
Y9 Fowler Big Lion Showman's Engine, Y12 Horse Drawn Bus and Y14 Duke of Connaught Locomotive, (3) G7 with 
compartments for Y3 London Tramcar, Y4 Shand Mason Horse Drawn Fire Engine, Y11 Aveling and Porter Steam Roller, Y12 
Horse Drawn Bus and Y13 American General Class Locomotive, outer sleeve has full colour illustrations - Poor to Fair all have 
inner card compartments/packaging but with obvious wear and repair to outer sleeves - one has pen marks. (3) 

 £50 - £70 

1235. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear unboxed group to include 6 x Y8 1926 Morris Cowley Bullnose - shade variations from 
light tan to dark, 3 x Y6 1926 type 35 Bugatti - 2 French racing blue with red dashboard and floor, one with fine tyres the other 
with black knobbly plus another Italian racing red with white dashboard and floor and a Y10 GP Mercedes - cream with dark 
green seat and wide seat brace - Good Plus to Excellent Plus unboxed.  (10) 

 £40 - £60 
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1236. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a unboxed collection of chrome plated models to include Y8 1926 Morris Cowley 
Bullnose - interesting model without any cast lugs or tapped holes (rear seat cover and spare wheel in bare metal), Y7 1913 
Mercer Raceabout with tapped holes to base (missing seat) and 5 x Y8 1914 Sunbeam Motorcycle with Milford Sidecar - all 
have dark green passenger seats (one model is missing black driver seat) - Good to Excellent Plus unboxed.  (7) 

 £40 - £60 

1237. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group of 1st Series models to include a boxed Y2 1911 B-type London 
Bus - 8/4 window design in type A box, Y13 1862 American General Class Locomotive - dark green, also boxed, another similar 
unboxed, 4 x Y7 1918 4-ton Leyland Van - body and roof shade variations plus others - Good to Excellent with 2 Fair to Good 
boxes.  (15) 

 £40 - £60 

1238. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large boxed group to include 5 x Y13 1911 Daimler, 3 issues with black seats, 2 
issues with dark red, all have black grilles, some have base variations, 4 x Y9 1912 Simplex - all are green body with bright red 
seats, tan smooth hoods and dark red grilles and 2 x Y14 1911 Maxwell Roadster, one with copper tank and brass fire 
extinguisher the other both copper (tan roof from Y8 Stutz) - Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus boxes.  
(11) 

 £50 - £70 

1239. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y1 1911 Ford Model T Car to include 7 x white/cream bodied models mostly with dark 
red textured hoods, one has bright red smooth and 4 x red bodied models with brass 12-spoke wheels and black smooth 
hoods, 3 are in earlier F type window boxes - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Good Plus boxes.   (11) 

 £40 - £60 

1240. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group to include Y11 1938 Lagonda Drophead Coupe - metallic gold body, dark red 
chassis, black seats, hood, luggage trunk and grille with brass 24-spoke wheels, another similar but with under spray fading to 
magenta in places, 5 x Y9 Simplex - 2 green bodied variations and 3 metallic gold/metallic red includes slight variations plus 
others - Good Plus to Excellent Plus in Poor to Good type F & G window boxes.  (8) 

 £50 - £70 

1241. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group to include Y5 1928 4 1/2 litre Bentley - British racing green, bright red 
seats and tonneau and racing number 5, 3 x Y8 1914 Stutz - metallic red with tan hood, includes some variations, 2 x Y11 1912 
Packard Landaulet one has unlisted two-tone red colours to body plus others - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Good Plus F&G 
type window boxes.  (16) 

 £40 - £60 

1242. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large group in woodgrain type window boxes to include 2 x Y13 1918 Crossley RAF 
Tender with olive plastic canopies, includes chrome 12-spoke and 24-spoke wheels variations, 3 x Y1 1936 Jaguar SS100 - all 
have large side lights - white/cream body chassis, 5 x Y4 1909 Opel Coupe - orange body on black chassis, includes several 
variations to body colour, a large group of Y5 1907 Peugeot all with light gold/orangey gold colour variations plus 
others - Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus boxes (a few are Fair).  (19) 

 £50 - £70 

1243. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group of models to include 2 x Y1 Jaguar SS100 - red body and chassis with 
black seats, YY047/SA "Fuller Smith & Turner Plc", 4 x Y13 Crossley RAF Tenders - tan and olive plastics (in wrong period 
boxes), Code 3 "Planters", 2 x Y12 Ford Model T Vans - Harrods with cream seats plus others - Fair to Mint in Fair to Good 
Plus boxes.  (31 - 4 unboxed) 

 £50 - £70 
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1244. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 Issue - YSBH02 (YS46) 1880 Merryweather Steam Fire Engine 
"Stamford" - red with brass boiler, plastic crewmen and beige horses, 1 of only 12 issued - Mint in Near Mint correct issue box. 

 £60 - £80 

1245. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear mixed group to include YY60 Connoisseur Limited Edition Gift Set containing 6 models 
in 1 presentation box (no key, certificate or outer packing), also with YS16 1929 Scammell 100-ton Truck/Trailer with GER 
Class Locomotive, YS39 Passenger Coach and Horses 1820, YS65 special limited edition Austin 7 Collection (models loose in 
packaging), 4 x YY66 Her Majesty's the Queens 40th Anniversary gold State Coach and 4 x Farnhams Maltings MB44 
models - Excellent Plus to Mint in generally Good to Excellent packaging.  (12) 

 £40 - £60 

1246. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear boxed group of Fire Engines (1) YFE02/B "The Old Londonderry Land Rover"; (2) 
YFE07/SA Obendorf Fire Company Mercedes Benz KS15 Fire Truck; (3) YFE05/SA Mercedes Benz 3-phase ladder 
truck - Solingen-Burg; (4) Matchbox Collectors Guild Platinum Edition Fire Engine; (5) YFE24 1911 Mack Fire Pumper (without 
inner packaging and in wrong external packaging) - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent boxes.  (5) 

 £60 - £80 

1247. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of from the Collectables Era including DYM35178 1937 Cord Phaeton 
Sedan - Cars of Rich and Infamous Collection, YY012/SB - Ford Model T Military Ambulance, 1912 Ford Model T Van - 50 Year 
Model (loose in packaging), 5 x Great Beers of the World models including YGB24 1939 Bedford Stake Bed Truck "Tooheys" 
and 2 x wooden display cases for the same series - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

1248. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of printed ephemera to include The Yesteryear Book 1956 to 1993 printers 
approval cards for "Ronald McDonald House" campaign (7); a retailers open/closed Shop Sign; 3 framed blueprints and a 
collection of Dutch Matchbox Club Magazines - all generally Good to Excellent. 

 £30 - £50 

1249. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large unboxed group of models to include several Y13 Crossley RAF Tenders, 2 x 
Y4 Duesenberg - metallic green with black and green hood variations, Y11 Lagonda Drophead Coupe - dark maroon chassis, 
gold body, 3 x Y5 Peugeot - colour and roof variations (black roof is chipped to edges) plus several unboxed Y12 Ford 
Vans - Heinz plus many others - Fair to Near Mint unboxed.  (50+) 

 £50 - £70 

1250. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group mostly from the Collectable Era including YY039/SF Ford Model TT 
Van - Jack Daniels, JWG06 - Teachers Whisky, YY034/SC GMC Van Military Ambulance - some Code 2/3 models but appear 
to be missing parts - Fair to Near Mint unboxed.  (14) 

 £50 - £70 

1251. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a pair of unboxed models (1) Y9 1912 Simplex - metallic dark gold body, metallic dark 
red chassis, textured black roof, dark red seats and grille and harder to find chrome 12-spoke wheels, (2) Y23 1922 AEC 
Omnibus - pre-production colour trial model - London General red body with dark brown upper body without labels, tan seats 
and red 12-spoke wheels - Excellent Plus to Near Mint unboxed. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1252. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y5 Talbot Van "Klokkenzolder De Stoevelaat Houten" - grey body, blue bonnet, black 
chassis and seats, matt black roof with board, chrome plated parts and 12-spoke chrome wheels with certificate stating this to 
be 043 - rare Code 2 issue - a few tiny chips to front wheelarches otherwise Near Mint in a Good slightly creased box.  

 £60 - £80 
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1253. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y12 Ford Model T Van - Code 2 issue "Bang & Olufsen" - white body with dull red 
bonnet and doors, matt black roof, black seats, glossy black chassis, red 12-spoke wheels - a few small chips to front 
wheelarches otherwise clean and bright Excellent Plus in an Excellent numbered box.  

 £70 - £90 

1254. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues (1) Y22 Ford A Van "Bang & Olufsen" - cream/red in hinged 
presentation box with outer card packaging, (2) Y12 Ford Model T Van - Camberley News, (3) Y12 Ford Model T Van "Coca 
Cola" - 75th Anniversary, (4) Y13 1918 Crossley - UK Matchbox Club - red with yellow plastic canopies - generally Near Mint to 
Mint in Excellent packaging. (4) 

 £50 - £70 

1255. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y12 1912 Ford Model T Vans (1) "Arnotts Biscuits" - orange-red body, black chassis, 
matt black roof, yellow type 2 rear doors, gold 12-spoke wheels and single labels, (2) similar but with double labels, (3) 
"Sunlight Seife" - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £70 

1256. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y12 1912 Ford Model T Van 4 x "Sunlight Seife" - all are yellow, glossy black chassis, 
matt black roof and red 12-spoke wheels - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. 

 £50 - £70 

1257. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear 4 x 1982 Limited Edition pack of 5 models comprising Y3 Ford Model T Tanker - BP, 
Y5 Talbot Van - Chivers and Son, Y10 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost - silver with dark red seats, Y12 Ford Model T Van - Birds 
Custard and Y13 Crossley Coal Truck - Evans Bros - all generally Mint in Good to Excellent packaging (ex-shop stock). 

 £20 - £30 

1258. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear YY60 Connoisseur Limited Edition Gift Set - containing 6 models in wooden 
presentation box with inner packing, certificate, plastic cover and key with all relevant packing, YS16 1929 Scammell 100-ton 
Truck-Trailer with GER Class Locomotive, Y9 1936 Leyland Cub Fire Engine FK-7, plus 3 others similar and a Matchbox Dinky 
DYS10 1915 Mercedes Benz Diesel Omnibus Type 0-3500 - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging (ex-shop 
stock). (7) 

 £50 - £70 

1259. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear factory trade box for 3 dozen models containing 36 x Y12 1912 Ford Model T Van 
"Harrods Express Delivery" - dark green body, black chassis, light khaki roof, black seats, gold 12-spoke wheels, gold plated 
parts, dark cream upper panels and white type 3 cast rear doors - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes and Good 
outer transit carton. 

 £30 - £50 

1260. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear factory trade box for 3 dozen models containing 36 x Y12 1912 Ford Model T 
Vans - contents include 6 x "Coca Cola", 6 x "Harrods Express Delivery", 6 x "Birds Custard", 6 x "Colmans Mustard", 6 x 
"Royal Mail" and 6 x "25 Years Silver Jubilee" - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes and Good outer transit carton. 

 £30 - £50 

1261. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear factory trade box for 3 dozen models containing 36 x Y21 1930 Ford A Tradesman's 
Woody Wagon " A & J Box" - glossy copper bonnet, dark brown chassis, white seats and 12-spoke chrome wheels - generally 
Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes and Fair outer transit carton. 

 £30 - £50 
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1262. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear factory trade box with 3 dozen models containing 36 x Y22 1930 Ford A Van 
"Maggis" - yellow body, gloss black chassis, gloss red type B roof, fawn seats, chrome 24-spoke wheels and Matchbox England 
base - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes in a Good outer transit carton.  

 £30 - £50 

1263. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear factory trade box for 3 dozen models containing 36 x Y25 1910 Renault Type AG Van 
"Perrier" - bright green body, dark green chassis, white type B roof, white seats and gold 12-spoke wheels - generally Mint in 
Excellent to Near Mint boxes and Fair to Good outer transit carton. 

 £30 - £50 

1264. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear factory trade box for 3 dozen models containing 18 x Y14 1931 Stutz Bearcat - French 
blue body, battleship grey chassis with pale tan seats and chrome 24-spoke wheels and 18 x Y19 1936 Auburn 
Speedster - white with blue side panels, seat and 24-spoke wheels - chrome parts - generally Mint in Near Mint boxes and a 
Good outer transit carton (marked up as Y19). (36) 

 £30 - £50 

1265. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear factory trade box for 3 dozen models containing 6 x Y25 1910 Renault Type AG Van 
"The Eagle Pencil Co", 6 x "James Neale & Son", 6 x Y30 1920 Model AC Mack - "Acorn Storage Co", 6 x Y21 1930 Ford 
Model A Tradesman Wagon - "Carters", 6 x Y3 Ford Model T Tanker "Mobil Oil" and 6 x "Canada Post" - generally Mint in 
Excellent to Near Mint boxes and a Good outer transit carton (pen marks for various models). (36) 

 £30 - £50 

1266. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear factory trade box for 3 dozen models containing 6 x Y12 Ford Model T Van - "Motor 
100", 6 x Y23 1922 AEC Omnibus - "RAC" advertising, 6 x Y19 1929 Morris Cowley Van "Michelin", 6 x Y12 Ford Model T 
Van - "Pepsi Cola", 6 x Y3 Ford Model T Tanker - "Red Crown Gasoline" and 6 x Y5 1927 Talbot Van - "Roses" - generally Mint 
in Excellent to Near Mint boxes and a Good outer transit carton (pen marks for various models). (36) 

 £30 - £50 

1267. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group of Commercial models in type I straw window boxes to include Y3 1912 
Ford Model Tanker - Zerolene, Y12 Ford Model T Van - Colmans Mustard, Y13 Crossley Delivery Trucks - Carlsberg and Evans 
Bros, plus others - some duplication - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes (ex-shop stock). (48) 

 £50 - £70 

1268. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group of model Cars in type I straw window boxes to include Y16 1928 
Mercedes Benz in white with black seats and roof, a harder to find issue in blue with duck egg blue side panels, 2 x Y14 1931 
Stutz Bearcat - red/cream, one with harder to find red seat, plus others - some duplication - generally Mint in Excellent to Near 
Mint boxes (ex-shop stock). (34) 

 £50 - £70 

1269. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed group of Commercial vehicles to include Y27 1922 Foden Steam Wagon and 
Trailer - Frasers of Ipswich, Y23 1930 Mack AC Tanker - Texaco, Y25 1910 Renault Ambulance - British Red Cross, Y7 1930 
Ford Model A Wreck Truck - Shell, plus many others - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes (ex-shop stock). (51) 

 £50 - £70 

1270. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group to include Y8 1945 MG TC - cream, black chassis, tan hood and seat, 2 
x Y2 Supercharged 1930 Bentley - British racing green with brown seats, 2 x Y18 1918 Atkinson D-type Steam Lorry - Bass & 
Co, plus others - generally Mint in Near Mint boxes (ex-shop stock). (26) 

 £30 - £50 
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1271. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear factory trade box for 3 dozen models containing 36 x Y3 1912 Ford Model T Tanker 
"Zerolene" - bright green body and tank, glossy black chassis, gold parts and 12-spoke wheels and Lesney England 
base - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes, outer trade box is Fair.  (36) 

 £50 - £70 

1272. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear part trade factory box for 3 dozen models containing 18 x Y11 1938 Lagonda 
Drophead Coupe - metallic gold body, dark maroon chassis, black seats, hood and luggage trunk, brass spoked wheels and 
Lesney England base - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes (some splits to cellophane and light crushing to corners), 
outer trade box is Fair. 

 £100 - £140 

1273. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear factory trade box for 3 dozen models containing 18 x Y16 1928 Mercedes SS 
Coupe - silver body, metallic red chassis, brass parts and exhaust, black seats and grille, textured black hood and rear luggage 
trunk, brass spoked wheels, no cast dif and Lesney England base - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes 
(some small splits and crushing to card). 

 £70 - £90 

1274. Matchbox a large group of Trade Catalogues to include 50 x Collectors Catalogue 1971 - contents include Matchbox 
Superfast, Speed Kings and Yesteryear and 50 x 1980/81 Catalogue - contents such as Matchbox Battle Kings, Super Kings, 
Matchbox Streakers 900 Series Superfast and others - conditions range from Excellent Plus to Near Mint.  (100) 

 £50 - £70 

1275. Matchbox a mixed group of Trade Catalogues to include early Matchbox Series Catalogue 1962 (some pen marks to 
front), 2 x Collectors Catalogue International Edition 1970, German Export Catalogue 1974/75, 2 x 1977 plus many 
others - contents include Models of Yesteryear Matchbox Superfast, Super Kings, Sky-Busters, Streak Sets, Garages plus 
many others - conditions range from Excellent Plus to Near Mint.  (30) 

 £30 - £50 

1276. Mixed group of empty boxes to include 3 x Matchbox Superfast German export flat pack window boxes (appear to have 
been previously used), 70b Grit Spreader Truck, Hot Wheels Race Team model set card press-out raceway sections, empty 
Hot Wheels card box and blister card without bubble, other manufacturers include Mercury, Chaparral Proto Tipo 2F, others 
include Modelpet Nissan Cedric plus others - Fair to Good Plus.  (13) 

 £30 - £50 

1277. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear and Matchbox Collectables a large quantity of empty boxes and outer transit cartons to 
include Taste of France Series, Whisky Collection, DYG, DYB, 36 x YYM37791, plus others - Fair to Near Mint (empty boxes 
only). (107) 

 £30 - £50 

1278. Matchbox Moko early Lesney Toys Muffin the Mule Hand Puppet complete with original cords and finger rings - Good 
Plus complete but with some obvious paint chips and marks, still a nice working example in a generally Good original card 
picture box. 

 £70 - £90 

1279. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a small group of from the early 1970's to include Y2 1914 Prince Henry 
Vauxhall - metallic blue, silver bonnet, chrome 12-spoke wheels, brass parts and petrol tank, Y3 1934 Riley MPH - ruby red 
body and chassis, cream seats and chrome 24-spoke wheels, Y4 1930 Model J Duesenberg - metallic red with black seats and 
hood and closed air horns and Y6 1920 Rolls Royce Fire Engine - bright red, black drivers seat, gold 12-spoke wheels and 
parts with Y6 and Y7 to base - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Excellent Plus boxes. 

 £10 - £15 
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1280. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear pair of recent reproduction issues (1) Code 2 model Y16 1904 Spyker Veteran 
Automobile - two-tone green with dark green seats and brass 12-spoke wheels, (2) Code 2/3 Y7 1918 4-ton Leyland Van "W&R 
Jacob & Co Ltd" - brown body, white roof and black solid wheels in a reproduction style box - generally Mint in Excellent to Near 
Mint boxes.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1281. Matchbox Dinky CON-08 Code 2 Dinner Model "25th MICA UK Convention" Harrogate 2010 - metallic silver body, 
metallic blue base and wheelarches, multi coloured logos with "Malcolm Saunders" to roof - one of only 35 issued - chip to roof 
otherwise Excellent. 

 £20 - £30 

1282. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed early group (1) Y1 1925 Allchin Traction Engine - mid green body and 
chassis, bright red front wheels, angled unpainted treads, riveted axles and gold boiler door; (2) similar but dark red wheels, 
rear tread pattern sloping right to left and copper boiler door; (3) similar but angle rear treads both sloping inwards; (4) Y2 1911 
"B" type London Bus - London Transport red body and chassis, bare metal lower deck, grenodised wheels , crimped axles, black 
driver and 8 over 4 window design; (5) similar but light blue driver and beige lower deck; (6) Y3 1907 London "E" Class 
Tramcar - London Transport red body, black plastic solid wheels, grey cow catcher and cream roof; (7) similar but  white 
roof - Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes.  (7) 

 £50 - £70 

1283. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear boxed group of Horsedrawn models (1) Y4 1905 Shand Mason Horsedrawn Fire 
Engine - fire engine red body, white horses, type A ashcan to footplate, type A hose locker sides, type 1 drawbar and Kent type 
1 logo; (2) similar but black horses, type B ashcan to footplate, type 2 drawbar and type 4 London logo; (3) Y12 1899 London 
Horsedrawn Bus - red body and chassis, brown horses, type A horse bar, unpainted underside passenger deck, type 1 decal; 
(4) similar but dark brown horses, beige underside passenger deck and type 2 decals - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good to 
Good Plus boxes. 

 £50 - £70 

1284. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear boxed group of early models (1) Y4 1928 Sentinel Steam Wagon - blue body, black 
chassis, gold box, grenodised wheels, crimped axles; (2) Y6 1916 AEC "Y" type Lorry - light grey body, silver radiator shell, 
grenodised wheels, crimped axles and "Osram Lamps" decals; (3) Y7 1918 4-ton Leyland Van "W&R Jacob & Co Ltd" - dark 
brown body, cream roof, silver radiator shell, grenodised solid wheels, bare metal underside of roof and crimped axles; (4) 
similar but reddish brown body including radiator shell; (5) similar but cream underside of roof and riveted axles - Excellent to 
Near Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes.  (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1285. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y8 1914 Sunbeam Motorcycle with Milford Sidecar - all are chrome plated body with 
dark green passenger seat and black motorcycle seat, closed fork and rear axle brace and are contained within 4 different type 
boxes type D1, D2, E1 and type F - Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes.  (4) 

 £50 - £70 

1286. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear mixed early group (1) Y5 1929 Le Mans Bentley - British racing green body, black 
chassis, red seats, gold radiator shell and filler cap, racing number 5 and riveted axles; (2) Y6 1926 type 35 Bugatti - Italian 
racing red body, white dashboard and floor, gold radiator shell, brass 8-spoke wheels with black fine tyres; (3) Y8 1926 Morris 
Cowley Bullnose - tan body, dark brown chassis, crimped axles and bare metal 10-spoke wheels; (4) Y10 1908 Grand Prix 
Mercedes - cream body, light green seats, type 2 seat panel type and thin rear brace with unplated wheels; (5) similar but dark 
green seat and plated wheels - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Good boxes.  (5) 

 £50 - £70 
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1287. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed group (1) Y5 1929 4.5 litre Bentley - British racing green body and chassis, 
bright red seats and tonneau, silver 24-spoke wheels, racing number black 5 and type C baseplate, (2) similar but racing 
number 3, (3) Y7 1913 Mercer Raceabout Type 35J - lilac body and chassis, type 3 mudguard to chassis, 4-line baseplate text 
with hole - model is unusual with two rear wheels plated, (4) similar but yellow body and chassis with brass 12-spoke wheels 
and gold radiator shell, (5) Y10 1928 Mercedes 36/220 - white body, red seats, single rear spare wheel and holes to baseplate, 
(6) similar but without holes to baseplate and in "Fred Bronner" US blister pack (bubble is detached from card) - Excellent to 
Near Mint in Fair to Good Plus packaging. (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1288. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y9 1924 Fowler "Big Lion" Showman's Engine (1) dark maroon body and base, cream 
roof, copper boiler door and yellow spoked wheels, (2) similar but pale maroon body and base with gold boiler door, (3) simil ar 
but red body with white roof, (4) Y11 1920 Aveling and Porter Steam Roller - mid-green body, black roof supports, black 
flywheel, mid-green makers plate and dark red spoked wheels - Excellent to Excellent Plus in generally Good boxes. (4) 

 £50 - £70 

1289. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed group of Locomotives (1) Y13 1862 American "General" Class 
Locomotive - dark green body, red chassis, type A piston slot, red rivet to base, "Santa Fe" decals, (2) similar but type B piston 
slot, (3) Y14 1903 "Duke of Connaught" Locomotive - dark green body, dark brown chassis, baseplate type A, (4) similar but 
with gold walkway box - Good Plus to Excellent Plus in Fair to Good boxes. (4) 

 £40 - £60 

1290. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed group to include some harder to find models including Y1 1911 Ford Model T 
Car - red, smooth black hood, black seats and grille and rare twin handbrake (some chips to edges), Y4 1909 Opel 
Coupe - white with maroon seats and bright red grille, Y3 1910 Benz Limousine - cream with green roof, seats and grille, similar 
but green with chartreuse yellow roof and dark red seats and grille, plus others - Good to Near Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. 
(7) 

 £50 - £70 

1291. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed group to include Y9 1912 Simplex - mid-green body with bright red seats and 
textured tan hood, similar but pale green with smooth tan hood, 3 x Y15 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost - one with scarce grey 
knobbly tyres, plus others - Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1292. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed group to include Y1 1911 Ford Model T Car - red body, single handbrake 
lever, black smooth roof, Y10 1928 Mercedes Benz 36/220 - white, red seats and single spare wheel, Y16 1928 Mercedes SS 
Coupe - metallic silver on metallic red chassis, brass spoke wheels, Y11 1938 Lagonda Drophead Coupe - metallic gold on 
dark maroon chassis, plus others - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent boxes. (16) 

 £50 - £70 

1293. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of early 1970's models to include Y13 1918 Crossley RAF Tender - RAF blue 
body and chassis with milky white seats and tan plastic canopies, similar but olive green canopies, Y16 1928 Mercedes Benz 
SS Coupe - metallic green body and chassis, black plastic parts, separate brass exhaust, similar but dark green plastics and 
cast exhaust, Y3 1934 Riley MPH - ruby red body and chassis with white seat and chrome 24-spoke wheels, plus 
others - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent boxes. (24) 

 £40 - £60 

1294. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y1 1933 SS100 Jaguar unboxed group - all are pale yellow body and chassis, black 
hood and seats, chrome plated parts, black plastic steering wheel, chrome 24-spoke wheels, riveted axles and Lesney 1977 
England base - scarce issue - Excellent Plus to Near Mint unboxed. (10) 

 £60 - £80 
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1295. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a pair of harder to find models (1) Y4 1930 Model J Duesenberg - light metallic green 
body and chassis with lime green side panels, green plastics and chrome 24-spoke wheels, (2) Y15 1930 Packard 
Victoria - metallic lime gold body, dark brown chassis, dark red seats and grille, black textured hood, chrome 24-spoke wheels 
and with thick rear cast body line - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1296. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of harder to find models (1) Y5 1927 Talbot Van - blue body, glossy black 
chassis, red 12-spoke wheels, chrome parts and with pale grey roof, (2) Y12 1912 Ford Model T Van - Sunlight Seife, (3) 
similar but "Arnotts Biscuits" - orange-red body, gold 12-spoke wheels, single label and matt black roof - Near Mint to Mint in 
Excellent boxes. (3) 

 £40 - £60 

1297. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y13 1918 Crossley RAF Tender a boxed group - all are RAF blue body and chassis 
with 24-spoke wheels, one has harder to find dark green seats, another with olive green plastic canopies, another with pale tan 
cab (seat is loose) and one with darker tan plastic canopies and black plastic seats (probably swapped from later 
model) - Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes. (5) 

 £40 - £60 

1298. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a pair of harder to find models (1) Y13 1918 Crossley "Carlsberg" - with harder to find 
ice blue plastic canopies, (2) Y23 1922 AEC S-type Omnibus - red and with "Schweppes Tonic Water" with red/white 
labels - both generally Near Mint in Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £30 - £50 

1299. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y16 1928 Mercedes Benz SS Coupe - silver body, metallic red chassis, black seats 
and grille, black textured hood, black smooth rear luggage trunk, brass 24-spoke wheels, separate brass exhaust and with cast 
rear axle differential - rare issue - generally Near Mint (seats slightly dusty) in a Good type G window box (split to cellophane 
window). 

 £30 - £40 

1300. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y16 1928 Mercedes Benz SS Coupe - mid-blue body and chassis with unusual light 
fawn side panels, black seats and grille, black textured hood and rear luggage and chrome 24-spoke wheels - generally Near 
Mint unboxed. 

 £15 - £20 

1301. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y24 1928 Bugatti T44 late colour trail model - burnt orange body (same as Matchbox 
Superfast 1983 issue 11c Bedford Car Transporter), glossy black chassis, beige seats, matt silver plated parts, chrome 
24-spoke wheels with screwed baseplate not riveted - Near Mint in a type I straw window box. 

 £50 - £70 

1302. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of mostly Grand Prix types to include 4 x Y10 1957 Maserati 250F 
Lightweight, 2 x Y16 1960 Ferrari Dino, 5 x Y14 1935 ERA - black and blue/yellow variations and a number of Y2 1930 4.5 litre 
Supercharged Bentley in British racing green, burgundy and dark blue - includes duplication - generally Near Mint to Mint in 
Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (21) 

 £40 - £60 

1303. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large boxed group of more recent issues in plastic window display boxes - to include 
Y62 Model AA Ford 1.5-ton Truck - Peacock, Y63 1939 Bedford KD Truck - George Farrar, Y61 1933 Cadillac Fire 
Engine - red, Y35B 1930 Model A Ford Pick-up Truck - Ambrosia, Y44 1910 Renault Bus - yellow with harder to find red roof, 3 
x Y27 Foden Steam Wagons - Rank & Son, plus a number of model cars including Y14 Mercedes Benz 770, YY014A/C Stutz 
Bearcat - red on black chassis, plus many others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (49) 

 £60 - £80 
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1304. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 3 issues - all are Y23 1922 AEC Omnibus to include "Aldershot and District 
Traction Co Ltd" in correct issue box and 5 x unboxed models with advertising including "Lacoste", "Camel" and "John 
Player" - Near Mint to Mint, one is boxed. (6) 

 £30 - £40 

1305. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 3 issues to include Y5 Talbot Van - Hartley's Jam, similar but Pickfords 
Removals, Y12 Royal Wedding Souvenir - yellow with green labels, Needler's Chocolates, plus others - Excellent to Near Mint 
(one is Fair requires repairs). (14) 

 £50 - £70 

1306. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 3 issues to include Y5 Talbot Van - Marsh's Sausages, similar but BP/Shell, Y12 
Ford Model T Van - Basingstoke Gazette, similar Y12 - Meccano Engineering for Boys, plus others - Excellent to Near Mint in 
Good to Excellent boxes. (14) 

 £50 - £70 

1307. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 3 issues to include Y5 Talbot Van - Stafford Security Services, Y12 Ford Model 
T Van - Midland Bank Plc, Y22 Suffolk Fire Service, Y25 Renault Van - Gamages, plus others - Excellent to Near Mint in Good 
to Excellent boxes. (14) 

 £50 - £70 

1308. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 3 issues to include 3 x Y5 Talbot Vans - Bewley Motor Museum, Y12 Ford Model 
T Van - Fairy Soap, similar but Osram Lamps, Y22 Ford Model A Van - "Bang & Olufsen" (Code 2 issue not in correct box), plus 
others - Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (14) 

 £50 - £70 

1309. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues to include Y8 Yorkshire Steam Wagon - North Yorkshire Moors 
Railway, Y5 Talbot Van - Southend Police, Y21 Ford Model A Van - R & D Models Cambridge, plus others - Excellent to Near 
Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1310. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Horse Drawn models (1) YSH1 1900 Gypsy Caravan, (2) YSH2 1886 
London Omnibus, (3) YSH3 1875 Wells Fargo Stagecoach - generally Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good boxes (some fading to 
boxes). (3) 

 £40 - £60 

1311. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Fire Engine Series a mixed group to include YFE01 1920 Mack AC Truck, YFE18 
1950 Ford E83W Van, Y24 1911 Mack Fire Engine, YFE10 1937 GMC Rescue Squad Van x 2, plus many others - Excellent to 
Mint in mostly Good to Excellent boxes. (27) 

 £100 - £120 

1312. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Giftware items by Lesney to include a boxed Flintlock Pistol in relief on 
luxury soft top Cigarette or Trinket box, a boxed gold plated Y7 Rolls Royce mounted on wooden plinth (missing rear seat) and 
four unboxed Giftware items including Y5 Bentley - chrome plated with red seat, racing number 5, mounted on chrome plated 
matchbox holder - Fair to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus boxes where applicable. (6) 

 £40 - £50 

1313. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group to include Y25 1910 Renault Type AG Van - Suchard, Y22 Ford Model 
A - Toblerone, plus modern Code 2 issues including 2 x 004 1952 Austin A40 - Major Print, Y37 Garrett Steam Wagon - MICA 
Club model, 003 1966 Mini Cooper Racing version and two modern issue Atlas Dinky's and three models from the Collectables 
Era including VEM02 1959 Austin Seven - red and two models from The World's Legendary Spirits Collection including 
Bacardi  - Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint packaging. (11) 

 £50 - £70 
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1314. Matchbox Superfast Peterbilt Tanker - "Avia" - red/white with grey plastic aerial, chrome parts and wheels on Belgium 
export blister card - generally Mint on Excellent card (starting to unglue on one corner). 

 £20 - £30 

1315. Matchbox Superfast a large blister pack group mostly Macau/China issues in blue graph paper style packaging, models 
include MB31 BMW 5 Series - white with red/blue tampo, racing number 31, 3 x MB75 Ferrari Testarossa, MB45 Ford 
Cargo - Tipper Truck - yellow with red skip, 2 x MB61 Forklift Truck - pale green and mid-green colour variations, MB1 Jaguar 
XJ6 Police Car, plus many others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent blister packs. (49) 

 £60 - £80 

1316. Matchbox Superfast a group of blister packs - Macau, China and Thailand issues including MB35 Ford Bronco 
II - metallic blue, MB16 Land Rover 90 - yellow, white roof, dot-dash wheels - Park Ranger, MB25 Peugeot 205 Turbo 
16 - yellow, MB56 US Taxi - yellow, MB66 Rolls Royce - metallic red with gold crest to doors, MB15 Corvette GS - white with 
red tampo, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent blister packs. (48) 

 £60 - £80 

1317. Matchbox Superfast a group of mid 90's issues on long blister cards to include MB8 Mazda RX7 - two-tone red/yellow, 
MB78 Ferrari Testarossa in fluorescent yellow with black tampo, MB76 Dunes Racer - white/red with Maltese Cross wheels, 
MB49 BMW 850i - red, "Ripper", 2 x Code issues - 69th Shenandoah Apple Blossom Festival, plus others - generally Mint in 
Good to Excellent packaging. (28) 

 £40 - £60 

1318. Matchbox Superfast a group of mid 90's issues on blister packs to include MB21 Nissan Prairie - Paramedic Car, MB71 
GMC Wrecker - orange - Parkhill Towing 24 Hour, MB69 Maintenance Truck - orange/black, MB63 Aston Martin DB7 - blue with 
beige interior, MB75 Ferrari Testarossa - red, black interior and gold hubs, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near 
Mint packaging. (54) 

 £50 - £70 

1319. Matchbox Superfast a group of mid 90's issues to include MB58 VW Concept Car - red with black roof, MB40 Rocket 
Transporter - military green - US Army tampo, MB41 Ferrari 456 GT - metallic blue with white tampo and fluorescent yellow 
interior, MB69 Maintenance Truck - white, red body stripes and blue tipper and snow plough, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in 
Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (55) 

 £50 - £70 

1320. Matchbox Premiere Collection to include World Class Series 1 including Mitsubishi Spyder - red, Series 2 including 
Mercedes 600 SL - two-tone grey charcoal/black, Series 3 including 62 Corvette - metallic cherry red with white roof, plus 6 
boxed issues without backing cards - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (31) 

 £60 - £80 

1321. Matchbox Premiere Collection a group to include World Class Series 4 including Toyota Supra in metallic silver-grey, 
Series 5 including Mustang Cobra in white with black roll bar and folded hood, Series 6 including Jaguar XK120 in red and 
Series 7 Fire Collection models including Jeep Cherokee Fire Chief - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (23) 

 £50 - £70 

1322. Matchbox Premiere Collection including World Class Series 8 Police Collection - New York State Police Camaro and 
Florida Highway Patrol, Series 18 State Police Collection including Nevada Highway Patrol and Texas Highway Patrol Camaro, 
plus World Class Series 17 Muscle Car Collection including 1970 Pontiac GTO in metallic charcoal and Dodge Challenger in 
orange with black hood and bonnet - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (19) 

 £50 - £70 
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1323. Matchbox Premiere Collection a group to include World Class Series 9 including Dodge Challenger, Series 10 
including Jaguar XJ220 - metallic red, Series 15 Ferrari F-50 in silver, Series 16 Drop Tops Collection including Mustang 
Cobra - metallic blue, plus others - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (25) 

 £60 - £80 

1324. Matchbox Superfast World Class Series a blister card group to include #10 Ferrari F40 in yellow, #20 Nissan 300ZX in 
metallic red, #37 Aston Martin DB7 - charcoal grey, #41 Mazda RX7 in black, plus many others - generally Mint in Excellent to 
Near Mint packaging. (29) 

 £60 - £80 

1325. Matchbox Superfast of late 1980's early 1990's issues to include MB52 Isuzu Amigo - red with silver body stripes, 
MB37 Jeep 4x4 - white with black seats and roll cage, MB27 Jeep Cherokee - silver, Commando Strike Team Command 
Vehicle, MB66 Rolls Royce Silver Spirit - metallic lime green, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent Plus 
packaging. (29) 

 £40 - £60 

1326. Matchbox Superfast a modern issue group to include MB3 TV News Truck, MB51 Ford Broncho 2 in red, MB17 VW 
Concept 1 - orange with black roof, 4 x 75 Challenge Series including #75 Ferrari F50 in metallic gold, plus others - Near Mint to 
Mint in Good to Near Mint packaging. (35) 

 £40 - £60 

1327. Matchbox Superfast a mixed group of models to include Gold Collection Ferrari Testarossa, similar but Dodge Viper 
RT/10, Premiere Collection 5-model set 34359, Convoy Series Formula 1 Race Car Transporter, Show Stoppers Ferrari 
Testarossa F40, plus others (one set is Chad Valley) - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint packaging. (10) 

 £30 - £50 

1328. Matchbox Originals a group to include 2 x 40th Anniversary Collection 5-model boxed sets and a number of blister 
cards including 11a ERF Petrol Tanker - blue, 6 Euclid Tipper Truck - blue with grey back, 26 ERF Cement Truck - orange with 
grey barrel, plus others - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (26) 

 £40 - £60 

1329. Matchbox Superfast a small blister card group of Export issues to include 21f Renault 5TL - silver-grey with 
orange/black "Scrambler" tampo on German blister card, MB39 BMW 323i Cabriolet - red/black "Gliding Club", plus others 
similar and 4 x Swiss issues including Volvo Container Trucks - "Denner" - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint 
packaging. (12) 

 £40 - £60 

1330. My First Matchbox editions (1) Matchbox Superfast 3-model Gift Set comprising School Bus, Container Truck and 
Breakdown Truck, (2) similar set includes Double Deck Bus, Police Car and Tipper Truck, (3) Matchbox Super Kings Double 
Decker Bus - yellow, blue interior and red wheels, (4) similar but Sports Car - Ferrari F40 or similar - bright green, red interior 
and yellow wheels - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (4) 

 £40 - £60 

1331. Matchbox "Thunderbirds" a group to include BBC Radio Times Limited Edition Commemorative Set and four additional 
models in blister packs including Lady Penelope's Rolls Royce FAB 1 - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. 

 £30 - £40 

1332. Matchbox a large boxed group mostly MICA Convention models - mostly MB38 Ford Model A Vans including MICA UK 
Convention Ironbridge, First MICA European Convention, Philadelphia 93, plus others similar - mostly Near Mint to Mint in 
Good to Excellent packaging. (32 includes a few empty boxes) 

 £40 - £60 
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1333. Matchbox Superfast unboxed group to include 20e Police Patrol - several variations, 1e Mod Rod - yellow with red 
wheels, 54c Ford Capri - magenta, 41e Ambulance - three variations, 75b Ferrari Berlinetta - red, off white interior and thin 
5-spoke wheels, similar earlier Regular Wheels variation in metallic green, plus many others - Fair to Near Mint. (68) 

 £100 - £140 

1334. Matchbox Superfast large unboxed group to include 68d Cosmobile - metallic blue body with yellow base, chrome 
parts, 1g Dodge Challenger - red, chrome interior, off white roof, similar but "Revin Rebel" - orange, 2f Rescue Hovercraft - pale 
green with Rescue labels, 63d Freeway Gas Tanker "Shell" - white/yellow, plus many others - Fair to Near Mint unboxed. (78) 

 £100 - £120 

1335. Corgi Juniors a large unboxed group to include Aston Martin DB6 in yellow, similar but with black tampo, Range Rover 
Police Car, Chevrolet Van "Adidas" - blue, Ford Transit Wrecker - yellow/red - German issue, Ford Transit Wrecker - Police 
Rescue - white with red jib, AMC Pacer - metallic red with chrome interior, plus many others - Fair to Near Mint. (77) 

 £70 - £90 

1336. Large mixed group of unboxed models to include Playart VW Station Wagon - metallic green, EFSI 302 Commer 
Van - several variations including Police Vans, Majorette Saviem Container Truck, Airport Truck "Japan Airlines",  Bank Security 
Truck - metallic blue, a few Matchbox Superfast, plus others - Fair to Near Mint unboxed. (80) 

 £70 - £90 

1337. Mixed group of models to include Hot Wheels 442 Ferrari F40 in white, 443 Ferrari 348 in black, similar models in 
dayglo orange, yellow and red, California Custom Ferrari, Siku 5 x Minis in blister packs - green with white roof, similar in black 
and racing number 5 in silver, some Corgi Auto City and a few unboxed Hot Wheels - Good to Mint in Good to Excellent 
packaging. (22 boxed and 9 unboxed) 

 £40 - £60 

1338. Unboxed group of small scale Racing Cars and similar to include Champion (France) Ferrari P3 plastic model in 
yellow, similar but in green, Ferrari 512 S with metal base in green, Hong Kong made Uno Ferrari - metallic lime green, Speedy 
(Italy) Ferrari 300 P4, Mini Dinky 13 Ferrari 250 LM - metallic red in garage style packaging, 4 x similar empty boxes Corgi 
Juniors Multi Garage in plastic, a Husky Aston Martin in metallic mauve, plus others - Good to Near Mint unboxed. (21 + 6 
garage style boxes) 

 £40 - £60 

1339. Mixed group of small scale models to include Minichamps Michael Schumacher Ferrari 1996 and a "Benetton" Renault 
B195, Schuco Mercedes Benz L319 Fire Truck, 2 x Minix Austin A60 in blue and Corsair in white, both sti ll in packaging, 
Tomica Ferrari 512 BB x 2, a few loose Tomica and empty boxes, plus others - Good Plus to Mint in generally Good to 
Excellent packaging where applicable. (18) 

 £40 - £60 

1340. Corgi 96655 1/43rd scale "James Bond" Aston Martin DB5 - silver, red interior and tyre slashers, 1995 reissue 
model - Mint in an Excellent Plus striped window box. 

 £50 - £60 

1341. Corgi 98751 "Chitty Chitty Bang Bang" 20th Anniversary Issue 1967-1992 with "Caractacus Potts, Truly Scrumptious, 
Jeremy and Jemima" figures - generally Near Mint, comes with wooden display plinth with plaque, blue presentation box and 
booklet, also with correct blue and yellow window box with inner plastic cloud and card display all packaging generally 
Excellent. 

 £50 - £70 
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1342. Metosul (Portugal) a boxed group (1) 10 Mercedes-Benz 200 - Fire Chief Car - red, black interior, grey plastic aerial, 
blue roof light, chrome trim and spun hubs, (2) 48 Citroen DS19 - similar with red interior, (3) 5 Volkswagen Beetle - red with 
brown interior unglazed, (4) 5 Volkswagen Beetle - pink, white wheelarches, brown interior unglazed - generally Near Mint to 
Mint in Excellent window boxes (some original shop labels to ends). (4) 

 £70 - £90 

1343. Metosul (Portugal) a boxed group of Minis (1) Mini Cooper - dark blue, red interior, spun hubs and silver trim, (2) Mini in 
black, brown interior, cast hubs, red body stripe with "Jet Black", (3) similar but gold body stripe, (4) "Austin Morris Mini  
1959 -1989" - black, white roof and grey interior - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent card boxes. (4) 

 £70 - £90 

1344. Corgi a boxed group of Minis to include 201 Mini 1000 - metallic silver, racing number 8, red interior, Mini Racers 
3-model set - includes "The Chelsea" in red, "Park Lane" in black with gold trim and "Piccadilly" in beige with black body stripe, 
other models include "After Eight" in metallic green, "Cadbury's Mini Eggs" in yellow, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to 
Excellent packaging. (11) 

 £40 - £60 

1345. Corgi Collection boxed group of 1/36th scale Minis to include 04401 Viking Express - white/blue, 04407 Mini Monte 
Carlo - red, racing number 37 and white roof, 04414 Mini 1996 24-hour Nurburgring - green, chequered roof, racing number 87, 
plus others - Excellent to Mint in mostly Good to Excellent packaging (one is Fair). (14) 

 £50 - £70 

1346. Corgi a boxed group of 1/36th scale Minis (1) 96011 "Mr Bean's Mini" - green with black bonnet and interior, (2) 40th 
Anniversary 04502 Mini in Mulberry Red, (3) similar 04504 Icelandic Blue, (4) similar 04503 Old English White, (5) 04501 gold 
plated Mini - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1347. Corgi a boxed group of 1/36th scale Mini Mania to include 04415 "Eddie Stobart Ltd" 1997 RAC British Rally, 04422 
1997 Monte Carlo Rally - red, racing number 222, 04421 Kenya Safari Rally Mini - yellow, blue roof, racing number 53, two 
others similar but with weathered effect and a number of unboxed models including collection of Opentop Minis, a 1/43rd scale 
Vitesse Mini and a Matchbox Dinky Studebaker Golden Hawk - Excellent to Mint (one is Fair loose windscreen).  (7 boxed + 13 
unboxed) 

 £40 - £60 

1348. Corgi a boxed group of 1/36th scale Minis to include 93735 Mini Special Editions 3-model Set - British Open Classic, 
Advantage and Sprite, 98142 Mini Cooper - Coopers Garage - green, racing number 12 with white roof x 2, 04406 Mini Monte 
Carlo, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent Plus packaging. (13) 

 £40 - £60 

1349. Mixed group of Mini models (1) Diapet 01746 G-58 1/35th scale Mini 1000 - blue, black interior and white roof, (2) 
similar but "Advantage" in yellow with black interior, (3) similar but in white SV-03, (4) SV-03 similar but red with white roof, (5) 
Tomica Dandy F27 Surfing Mini - blue with white doors and roof (plastic surfboards loose in packaging), (6) Mattel Mebetoys 
Mini Minor Con Sci - dark red - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent Plus packaging. (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1350. Mixed 1/43rd scale diecast group to include Vanguards VA14005 Mini Cooper Van, MC1002 2-model Monte Carlo 
Rally Set, Solido 1968 Mini Cooper - red, white roof, racing number 18, 3 x Schuco models including BMW 328i Touring in 
orange-red, a Vitesse VW Transporter Van "Nurnberger"- two-tone blue with yellow trim, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good 
to Near Mint packaging. (12) 

 £50 - £70 
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1351. Large unboxed group of Mini models including Auto Pilen (Spain) - green with black roof, similar black body, grey 
interior, another in pink, a Vitesse model "Just Married", also a Police Car in white, another Police Car model but Eligor in pale 
blue, a few modern issues with plastic bases, plus others - Good to Near Mint unboxed. (43) 

 £50 - £70 

1352. 1/18th scale Mini group (1) Kyosho 7012 Morris Mini Cooper 1275S 1967 Rally - red, white roof, racing number 177, 
(2) 7008 Morris Mini Cooper 1275S - green, grey/green interior and white roof, (3) Solido 9001 Mini Cooper S - yellow, 
chequered flag roof and racing number 10 - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus packaging. (3) 

 £50 - £70 

The North East Benbros, TV Series & Mighty Midget, Collection. 

1353. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.1 Horse drawn Hay cart x 4. (1) Hay Cart - metallic green cart with orange/red 
raves & wheels, champagne gold horse, pale blue figure - Good Plus to Excellent in Good creased Mighty Midget box. (2) Hay 
Cart - metallic green cart with small casting flaw, with red raves & wheels, champagne gold horse, pale blue figure - Good Plus 
to Excellent in Good creased Mighty Midget box. (3) Hay Cart - pale green cart with red raves & wheels, brown horse, brown 
figure - Good Plus to Excellent in Good creased Mighty Midget box.  (4) Hay Cart - pale green cart with red raves & wheels, 
brown horse, brown figure - Good Plus to Excellent in Good Plus to Excellent TV Series box. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

1354. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.2 Horse drawn Log cart x 4. (1) Horse drawn Log Cart - green cart with yellow 
shanks and red wheels complete with brown horse and figure and dowel/log load - Good Plus to Excellent in Good Plus to 
Excellent Mighty Midget box.  (2) Horse drawn Log Cart - red cart with yellow shanks and black wheels complete with 
champagne gold horse and brown figure and dowel/log load - Good Plus to Excellent in Good Plus Mighty Midget box. (3) 
Horse drawn Log Cart - green cart with yellow shanks and red wheels complete with brown horse and figure and dowel/log 
load - Good Plus to Excellent in Good Plus to Excellent TV Series box. (4) Horse drawn Log Cart - green cart with yellow 
shanks and red wheels complete with brown horse and figure, missing dowel/log load - Good Plus to Excellent in Good Plus to 
Excellent TV Series box.  (4) 

 £50 - £60 

1355. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.3 AA Motor Cycle x 3. (1) AA Motor Cycle - black motor Cycle with yellow 
fairing and sidecar with yellow rack and unpainted cast wheels complete with olive green rider - Good Plus to Excellent in Good 
Plus TV Series box.  (2) AA Motor Cycle - black motor Cycle with mustard/yellow fairing and sidecar and unpainted cast wheels 
complete with rare orange rider - Good Plus, minor chips to paint in Good Plus slightly creased Mighty Midget box.  (3) AA 
Motor Cycle - black motor Cycle with bright yellow fairing and sidecar with black rack and unpainted cast wheels complete with 
olive green rider with black gloves and boots - Good Plus, minor chipping to paint, in Good Plus No.1 TV Series box with No.3 
factory label.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 
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1356. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.4 Stage Coach x 6. (1) Stage coach - metallic blue Kansas Coach with red 
wheels and black team of four horses, no figure - Good Plus to Excellent, some paint loss to the wheels in Good Plus to 
Excellent Mighty Midget box.  (2) Stage coach - metallic green Kansas Coach with orange wheels and champagne gold team 
of four horses, no figure - Good Plus to Excellent, some paint loss to the wheels in Good Plus to Excellent Mighty Midget box.  
(3) Stage coach - dark metallic blue Kansas Coach with orange wheels and brown team of four horses, no figure - Good Plus, 
some paint loss to the wheels and horses in Good Plus TV Series box.  (4) Stage coach - yellow Kansas Coach with black 
wheels and brown team of four horses, no figure - Good, some paint loss in Fair to Good creased with a hole in one side TV 
Series box.  (5) Stage coach - orange Kansas Coach with black wheels and brown team of four horses and brown 
figure - Good Plus, some minor paint loss in Good Plus TV Series box.  (6) Stage coach - red Kansas Coach with black wheels 
and brown team of four horses and brown figure - Good Plus, some minor paint loss in Good Plus TV Series box.  (6) 

 £60 - £70 

1357. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.5 Gypsy Caravan x 4. (1) Gypsy Caravan - yellow caravan with green roof with 
red shanks and red wheels (rear wheels slightly larger) complete with brown horse, no figures - Good Plus to Excellent in Good 
Plus to Excellent Mighty Midget box.  (2) Gypsy Caravan - red caravan with yellow roof with red shanks and black wheels (all 
wheels the same size) complete with brown horse, no figures - Good with some minor paint loss in Fair to Good Mighty Midget 
box with half an end flap missing.  (3) Gypsy Caravan - blue caravan with yellow roof with pink shanks and red wheels (all 
wheels the same size) complete with champagne gold horse, no figures - Good Plus to Excellent in Fair to Good Mighty Midget 
box slightly grubby. (4) Gypsy Caravan - green caravan with yellow roof with red shanks and black front wheels, red rear 
wheels (all wheels the same size) complete with brown horse, no figures - Good with some minor paint loss in Fair to Good 
Mighty Midget box split along join.  (4) 

 £40 - £50 

1358. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.5 Gypsy Caravan x 4. (1) Gypsy Caravan - metallic blue caravan with yellow 
roof with pink shanks and orange wheels (all wheels the same size) complete with champagne gold horse, no figures - Good 
Plus to Excellent in Good Plus to Excellent TV Series box.  (2) Gypsy Caravan - yellow caravan with green roof with red 
shanks and red wheels (rear wheels slightly larger) complete with light brown horse, no figures - Good Plus, minor paint loss to 
wheels, in Good Plus to Excellent TV Series box.  (3) Gypsy Caravan - yellow caravan with red roof with red shanks and red 
wheels (all wheels the same size) complete with light brown horse, no figures - Good Plus, minor paint loss, in Fair to Good TV 
Series box, flaps detached at one end and one missing.  (4) Gypsy Caravan - green caravan with yellow roof with red shanks 
and black wheels (all wheels the same size) complete with light brown horse, no figures - Good, minor paint loss, in Fair to 
Good TV Series box, flaps detached at one end and one side cut out and missing. (4) 

 £40 - £50 

1359. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.6 Milk Cart x 5. (1) Milk Cart - light blue cart, with single rear foot plate and light 
blue shanks with orange wheels, two milk churns cast into rear of cart, white horse and milkman figure - Good Plus to Excellent 
in Good Plus blue and cream Qualitoy box. (2) Milk Cart - blue cart, with two rear foot plates, and blue shanks with red wheels, 
two milk churns cast into rear of cart, white horse and milkman figure - Good Plus to Excellent, with some minor paint loss in 
Good maroon and cream Qualitoy box. (3) Milk Cart - yellow cart, with single rear foot plate, and yellow shanks with red wheels, 
two separate diecast unpainted milk churns, brown horse and white milkman figure - Good Plus to Excellent, with some minor 
paint loss in Good Mighty Midget box.  (4) Milk Cart - yellow cart, with single rear foot plate, and yellow shanks with red wheels, 
two separate diecast unpainted milk churns, brown horse and white milkman figure - Good Plus to Excellent, with some minor 
paint loss in Fair to Good Mighty Midget box, with one end flap missing. (5) Milk Cart - yellow cart, with single rear foot plate, 
and yellow shanks with red wheels, two separate diecast unpainted milk churns, brown horse and white milkman figure - Good 
Plus to Excellent, with some minor paint loss in Fair to Good Mighty Midget box, with one end flap damaged. (5) 

 £50 - £60 
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1360. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.7 Electric Milk Trolley x 3.  (1) ‘Express Dairy’ electric milk trolley in metallic 
blue with metallic blue tow control handle, white cast milk bottles replicated on each side, later issue black plastic wheels  with 
white cast milkman - Good Plus to Excellent in Good Plus to Excellent Mighty Midget box.  (2) ‘Express Dairy’ electric milk 
trolley in orange with orange tow control handle, white cast milk bottles replicated on each side, early issue unpainted cast 
wheels with white cast milkman - Good Plus to Excellent in Good Plus to Excellent TV Series box.  (3) ‘Express Dairy’ electric 
milk trolley in dark blue with dark blue tow control handle, white cast milk bottles replicated on each side, early issue unpainted 
cast wheels with white cast milkman - Good Plus to Excellent in Good Plus to Excellent TV Series box.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1361. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.8 Foden Timber Tractor x 3.  (1) Foden Tractor in red with black chassis, 
unpainted cast wheels, Yellow timber trailer with unpainted cast draw bar and wheels with and dowel/log load - Good Plus to 
Excellent in Good slightly creased and stained Mighty Midget box.  (2) Foden Tractor in green with black chassis, grey cast 
wheels, Yellow timber trailer with unpainted cast draw bar and wheels with and dowel/log load - Good Plus to Excellent in Good 
slightly creased Mighty Midget box.  (3) Foden Tractor in orange with black chassis, unpainted c ast wheels, orange/red timber 
trailer with unpainted cast draw bar and wheels with and dowel/log load - Good Plus to Excellent in Good to Excellent TV series 
box.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1362. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.9 Fire Engine x 3.  (1) Fire Engine in orange/red with matching base, silver 
detailing, unpainted cast wheels, with removable unpainted cast ladder with large yellow wheels - Good Plus to Excellent in 
Good Plus slightly grubby Mighty Midget box.  (2) Fire Engine in orange/red with matching base, silver detailing, unpainted cast 
wheels, with removable gold ladder with large gold wheels - Good Plus to Excellent in Good Plus to Excellent TV Series box.  
(3) Fire Engine in red with red base, silver detailing, unpainted cast wheels, with removable gold ladder (ladder runs have not 
been cut out) with small gold wheels - Good Plus to Excellent, minor paint chips, in Good Plus to Excellent TV Series box.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1363. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.10 Bulldozer x 3.  (1) Bulldozer in yellow with silver detailing, yellow wheels 
with complete green rubber tracks, orange/red bulldozer blade - Good Plus to Excellent with minor paint loss in Good Plus 
Mighty Midget box.  (2) Bulldozer in orange with silver detailing, orange wheels with complete green rubber tracks, yellow 
bulldozer blade - Good Plus to Excellent with very minor paint loss in Good Plus Mighty Midget box, slight stain to one end flap. 
(3) Bulldozer in orange with silver detailing, orange wheels with complete green rubber tracks, yellow bulldozer blade - Good 
Plus to Excellent with paint loss to blade in Good Plus TV Series box.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1364. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.11 Tractor & Hay Rake x 5.  (1) Tractor in yellow with silver detailing, yellow 
wheels with complete green rubber tracks, orange/red hay rake with unpainted cast wheels - Good Plus to Excellent with minor 
paint loss in Good Plus Mighty Midget box.  (2) Tractor in orange with silver detailing, orange wheels with complete green 
rubber tracks, yellow hay rake with unpainted cast wheels - Good Plus to Excellent with minor paint loss in Good Plus Mighty 
Midget box.   (3) Tractor in yellow with silver detailing, yellow wheels with complete green rubber tracks, red hay rake with 
unpainted cast wheels - Good Plus to Excellent with minor paint loss in Fair TV Series box, two end flaps missing. (4) Tractor in 
yellow with silver detailing, yellow wheels missing rubber tracks, yellow hay rake with unpainted cast wheels - Good Plus to 
Excellent with minor paint loss in Good Plus Mighty Midget box. (5) Tractor in orange with silver detailing, orange wheels with 
missing rubber tracks, yellow hay rake with unpainted cast wheels - Good with paint loss in Fair TV Series box, one end flap 
missing (5) 

 £50 - £60 

1365. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.12 Scout Car x 2.  (1) Scout car in gloss olive green with matching wheels with 
removable cast driver also in gloss olive green - Good Plus to Excellent with minor paint loss in Good Plus Mighty Midget box, 
creased with minor staining. (2) Scout car in flat drab green with matching wheels, missing driver - Good Plus to Excellent with 
minor paint loss in Fair TV Series box, creased with end flaps missing.   (2) 

 £20 - £30 
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1366. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.13 Austin Champ x 4.  (1) Austin Champ in gloss olive green with matching 
wheels with removable cast driver also in gloss olive green - Good Plus to Excellent in Good Plus Mighty Midget box, creased. 
(2) Austin Champ in gloss olive green with matching wheels with removable cast driver also in flat drab green - Good Plus to 
Excellent with minor paint loss in Good Plus factory labelled TV Series box, one end flap torn. (3) Austin Champ in gloss oli ve 
green with matching wheels with removable cast driver also in gloss olive green with detailed features - Good Plus to Excellent 
with minor paint loss in Fair factory labelled TV Series box, two end flaps missing. (4) Rarer left hand drive Austin Champ in flat 
drab green with matching wheels with cast driver also in flat drab green - Good with paint loss in Good Plus TV Series box.   
(4) 

 £30 - £40 

1367. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.14 Tank x 2.  (1) Tank in gloss olive green with unpainted cast wheels with 
complete green rubber tracks - Good Plus to Excellent, slight paint loss in Good Plus Mighty Midget box.   (2) Tank in gloss 
olive green with unpainted cast wheels with complete green rubber tracks - Good Plus to Excellent, slight paint loss in Fair TV 
Series box, flaps missing to one end. (2) 

 £10 - £20 

1368. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.15 Vespa Scooter x 2.  (1) 3rd casting scooter in light metallic blue with blue 
plastic wheels and black rubber tyres, with rarer orange rider - Good Plus to Excellent, in Good Plus to Excellent Mighty Midget 
box.   (2) 3rd casting scooter in metallic green with red plastic wheels and black rubber tyres, with red rider - Good Plus to 
Excellent, in Good Mighty Midget box, minor tear and some creasing.    (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1369. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.15 Vespa Scooter x 3.  (1) 1st casting scooter in metallic green with matching 
cast wheels, with rarer orange rider - Good Plus to Excellent, in Good Plus to Excellent Mighty Midget box.   (2) 1st casting 
scooter in rarer metallic brown with matching cast wheels, with red rider, some paint loss - Good Plus to Excellent, in Good Plus 
to Excellent plain buff factory issue box. (3) 1st casting scooter in rarer light green with matching cast wheels, handle bar 
broken but present, with red rider, one hand and foot missing - Good to Good Plus, in Fair TV Series box.  Flaps detached and 
torn.    (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1370. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.16(a) Express Loco x 7.  (1) Locomotive in metal lic blue with matching cast 
wheels, with silver detailing - Good Plus to Excellent, in Good Plus to Excellent TV Series box.   (2) Locomotive in metallic blue 
with matching cast wheels, with silver detailing - Good Plus to Excellent, in Fair to Good TV Series box, repaired with tape to 
one end. (3) Locomotive in light blue with matching cast wheels, with silver detailing - Good Plus to Excellent, some paint loss 
in Good Plus to Excellent TV Series box. (4) Locomotive in dark green with matching cast wheels, with silver detailing - Good 
Plus to Excellent, in Good TV Series box, creased. (5) Locomotive in metallic gold with matching cast wheels, with silver 
detailing - Good Plus to Excellent, in Good Plus to Excellent TV Series box.  (6) Locomotive in red with matching cast wheels, 
with silver detailing - Good Plus to Excellent, in Good Plus TV Series box, one end flap missing. (7) Locomotive in red with 
matching cast wheels, with silver detailing and black coals on tender part, some paint loss - Good, in Fair TV Series box, some 
end flaps detached and missing. (7) 

 £40 - £50 

1371. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.16(b) Station Wagon x 6.  (1) Station Wagon in red with silver detailing and 
side flashes, later issue black plastic wheels - Good Plus to Excellent in Good Plus to Excellent Mighty Midget box. (2) Station 
Wagon in red with silver detailing and side flashes, early issue unpainted small cast wheels - Good Plus to Excellent in Good 
Plus to Excellent Mighty Midget box. (3) Station Wagon in orange/red with silver detailing and side flashes, early issue 
unpainted small cast wheels - Good Plus to Excellent in Good Plus to Excellent Mighty Midget box. (4) Station Wagon in light 
green with silver detailing and dark green side flashes, early issue unpainted small cast wheels - Good Plus to Excellent in 
Good Plus to Excellent Mighty Midget box. Slightly stained to one side. (5) Station Wagon in metallic blue with silver detail ing 
and side flashes, early issue unpainted small cast wheels - Good Plus to Excellent in Fair to Good Mighty Midget box. Torn end 
flaps. (6) Station Wagon in chrome, red roof with red detailing and red side flashes, light blue base and bumpers with early 
issue blue painted small cast wheels - Good, some paint loss in Fair to Good Mighty Midget box. End flaps detached to one 
end.  (6) 

 £40 - £50 
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1372. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.17 Tractor & Harrow x 4.  (1) Tractor in yellow with silver detailing, yellow 
wheels with complete green rubber tracks, orange/red first issue Y shape harrow with cast unpainted harrow discs - Good Plus 
to Excellent with minor paint loss in Fair to Good Mighty Midget box, split along the join with minor tears.  (2) Tractor in orange 
with silver detailing, orange wheels with complete green rubber tracks, yellow first issue Y shape harrow with cast unpainted 
harrow discs - Good Plus to Excellent with some factory over spray to one side in Fair TV Series box, with minor tears and 
creasing. (3) Tractor in orange with silver detailing, orange wheels with complete green rubber tracks, yellow second issue V 
shape harrow with cast unpainted harrow discs - Good Plus to Excellent in Fair to Good TV Series box, one flap missing and 
flap detached.  (4) Tractor in yellow with silver detailing, yellow wheels with complete green rubber tracks, pale yellow second 
issue V shape harrow with cast unpainted harrow discs - Good Plus to Excellent with minor paint loss in Good Plus to Excellent 
Mighty Midget box. (4) 

 £40 - £50 

1373. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.18 Hudson Tourer x 5.  (1) Hudson in orange with silver detailing, unpainted 
cast base, unpainted cast treaded wheels - Good Plus to Excellent in Good Plus to Excellent Mighty Midget box. (2) Hudson in 
light blue with silver detailing, painted white cast base, front bumper corner missing, painted white cast smooth wheels - Good 
Plus to Excellent in Good Plus to Excellent Mighty Midget box. (3) Hudson in orange/red with silver detailing, painted white cast 
base, painted white cast smooth wheels - Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Excellent Mighty Midget box, slightly faded. (4) 
Hudson in rarer pink with silver detailing, painted white cast base, painted white cast smooth wheels - Good Plus to Excellent in 
Good to Excellent Mighty Midget box, slightly creased. (5) Hudson in chrome with red roof and red detailing, painted light blue 
cast base, painted light blue cast treaded wheels - Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Excellent Mighty Midget box.   (5) 

 £40 - £50 

1374. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.19 Tractor & Trailer x 3.  (1) Tractor in yellow with silver detailing, yellow 
wheels with complete green rubber tracks, orange/red trailer with cast unpainted wheels - Good Plus to Excellent with minor 
paint loss in Good Plus to Excellent Mighty Midget box, slight age staining. (2) Tractor in orange with silver detailing, orange 
wheels with complete green rubber tracks, orange/red trailer with cast unpainted wheels - Good Plus to Excellent with minor 
paint loss to tow hook in Good Plus to Excellent Mighty Midget box, slight age staining and fading. (3) Tractor in orange with 
silver detailing, orange wheels with complete green rubber tracks, green trailer with cast unpainted wheels - Good Plus to 
Excellent with minor paint loss in Good Plus to Excellent TV series box, slight creasing. (3) 

 £30 - £40 

1375. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.20 Flat Truck x 6.   (1) Flat Truck in light blue with silver detailing, later issue 
black plastic treaded wheels. - Good Plus to Excellent, some minor paint loss in Good Plus to Excellent Mighty Midget box, 
slight fading to one end.  (2) Flat Truck in light green with silver detailing, later issue black plastic treaded wheels. - Good Plus 
to Excellent, some minor paint loss in Good Plus to Excellent Mighty Midget box, slightly faded. (3) Flat Truck in rarer cream 
with silver detailing, later issue black plastic treaded wheels. - Good to Good Plus, some minor paint loss in Good Plus to 
Excellent Mighty Midget box, slight fading to one end. (4) Flat Truck in metallic blue with silver detailing, early issue smooth 
unpainted cast wheels. - Good Plus to Excellent, some minor paint loss in Fair to Good TV Series box, two end flaps detached 
but present.  (5) Flat Truck in metallic green with silver detailing, early issue smooth unpainted cast wheels. - Good Plus to 
Excellent, some minor paint loss in Fair to Good TV Series box, one end flap detached but present. (6) Flat Truck in hard-to-find 
colour combination, red cab and chassis, yellow flat bed with no silver detailing, early issue smooth unpainted cast 
wheels. - Good, paint flaking and loss in Fair to Good TV Series box, three end flaps detached one present, creasing.  (6) 

 £50 - £60 

1376. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.21 Diesel Wagon x 2.   (1) Wagon in metallic blue with silver detailing, early 
issue smooth unpainted cast wheels. - Good Plus to Excellent, in Good Plus to Excellent Mighty Midget box. (2) Flat Truck in 
hard-to-find colour combination, orange cab and chassis, green rear sided bed with no silver detailing, early issue smooth 
unpainted cast wheels. - Good to Good Plus, paint loss in Good Plus to Excellent Mighty Midget box.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 
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1377. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.22 Petrol Tanker x 3.   (1) Petrol Tanker in red with silver detailing and ESSO 
logo to one side of tank as per factory issue, early issue smooth unpainted cast wheels. - Good to Good Plus with some minor 
paint loss and minor chips to logo transfer, in Good Plus to Excellent Mighty Midget box.  (2) Petrol Tanker in red with silver 
detailing and ESSO logo to one side of tank as per factory issue, early issue smooth unpainted cast wheels. - Good to Good 
Plus with some minor paint loss, in Fair to Good TV series box. Flaps detached to one end but present and remnants of glue to 
either side. (3) Petrol Tanker in rarer orange with silver detailing, no ESSO logo, early issue smooth unpainted cast 
wheels. - Good to Good Plus with some minor paint loss, in Fair to Good TV Series box.   (3) 

 £30 - £40 

1378. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.23 Delivery Van x 5.   (1) Delivery van, AEC Monarch cab in metallic blue with 
silver detailing, early issue smooth metallic blue painted cast wheels. - Excellent to Near Mint, in Good Plus to Excellent Mighty 
Midget box.  (2) Delivery van, AEC Monarch cab in orange/red with silver detailing, early issue smooth unpainted cast 
wheels. - Good Plus to Excellent, in Good Plus Mighty Midget box, creased.  (3) Delivery van, AEC Monarch cab and chassis 
in rare orange with green covered rear box with no silver detailing, early issue smooth unpainted cast wheels. - Good Plus to 
Excellent, in Fair to Good Mighty Midget box, creasing and minor tears.  (4) Delivery van, rarer Bedford S Type cab in red wi th 
DUNLOP logo to both sides of the box rear, with silver detailing, later issue treaded black plastic wheels. - Good Plus to 
Excellent, some very minor paint loss in Good Plus to Excellent Mighty Midget box.  (5) Delivery van, rarer Bedford S Type cab 
in orange, with silver detailing, early issue smooth cast wheels. - Good Plus to Excellent, some minor paint loss in Fair to Good 
TV Series box, creased, one end flat detached but present.   (5) 

 £50 - £60 

1379. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.25 Spyker x 3, No.26 1904 5HP Vauxhal l x 3 and No.27 1906 Rolls-Royce x 3. 
(1) Spyker in chrome with black mudguards and running boards, orange/red wheels - Good Plus to Excellent in Good Plus to 
Excellent Mighty Midget box. (2) Spyker in pink with black mudguards and running boards, orange/red wheels - Good Plus to 
Excellent, minor paint chips, in Good Plus to Excellent Mighty Midget box. (3) Spyker in light pink with black mudguards and 
running boards, orange/red wheels - Good, some paint chips, requires cleaning in Good Plus to Excellent Mighty Midget box. 
(4) 1904 5HP Vauxhall in chrome with black mudguards and running boards, orange/red wheels - Good Plus to Excellent in 
Good Plus to Excellent Mighty Midget box.  (5) 1904 5HP Vauxhall in chrome with black mudguards and running boards, red 
wheels - Good Plus to Excellent in Good Mighty Midget box, rubbing to corners. (6) 1904 5HP Vauxhall in yellow with black 
mudguards and running boards, orange/red wheels - Good Plus to Excellent, requires cleaning in Good Plus to Excellent 
Mighty Midget box.  (7) 1906 Rolls-Royce in chrome with black mudguards and running boards, red wheels - Good Plus to 
Excellent, in Good Plus to Excellent Mighty Midget box.   (8) 1906 Rolls -Royce in light blue with black mudguards and running 
boards, orange/red wheels - Good Plus to Excellent, in Good Plus Mighty Midget box, some fading and staining.   (9) 1906 
Rolls-Royce in mid blue with black mudguards and running boards, red wheels - Good, some paint loss in Good Mighty Midget 
box, some staining.  (9) 

 £40 - £50 

1380. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.28 Chain Lorry x 2.    (1) Chain Lorry in yellow with silver detailing, early issue 
unpainted cast smooth wheels. - Excellent to Near Mint, in Good Plus to Excellent Mighty Midget box. (2) Chain Lorry in 
orange/red with silver detailing, early issue unpainted cast smooth wheels. - Excellent to Near Mint, in Good Plus to Excellent 
Mighty Midget box, some minor creasing and rubbing. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1381. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.30 Army Wagon x 2.   (1) Army Wagon, AEC Monarch cab in gloss olive 
green with silver detailing, early issue smooth unpainted cast wheels. - Excellent to Near Mint, in Good Plus to Excellent Mighty 
Midget box, slightly creased. (2) Army Wagon, AEC Monarch cab in gloss olive green with si lver detailing, early issue smooth 
olive-green painted cast wheels. - Excellent to Near Mint, in Good Mighty Midget box, slightly half of one end flap missing.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 
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1382. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.31 Covered Wagon x 3.   (1) Covered Wagon, AEC Monarch cab in metallic 
blue with silver detailing, early issue smooth unpainted cast wheels. - Excellent to Near Mint, in Good Plus to Excellent Mighty 
Midget box.  (2) Covered Wagon, Bedford S type cab in orange red with gold detailing, early issue treaded unpainted cast 
wheels. - Good Plus to Excellent, some minor chips to paint, in Good Plus to Excellent Mighty Midget box.  (2) Covered 
Wagon, Bedford S type cab in light blue with silver detailing, later issue treaded black plastic wheels. - Good Plus to Excellent, 
in Good Plus to Excellent Mighty Midget box, some age related marks.  (3) 

 £30 - £40 

1383. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.32 Compressor Wagon x 2 and No. 33 Breakdown Lorry.  (1) Compressor 
Wagon, AEC Monarch cab in yellow with silver detailing, early issue smooth unpainted cast wheels. - Excellent to Near Mint, in 
Good Plus Mighty Midget box, creasing and slight rubbing to corners. (2) Compressor Wagon, Bedford S Type cab in yellow 
with silver detailing, early issue smooth unpainted cast wheels. - Good Plus to Excellent, in Good Plus Mighty Midget box, slight 
rubbing to corners. (3) Breakdown Lorry, Bedford S Type cab in orange/red with silver detailing, early issue treaded unpainted 
cast wheels. - Excellent to Near Mint, in Good Plus to Excellent Mighty Midget box. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

1384. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.34 AA Road Service Land Rover x 2, No. 35 Army Land Rover and No.36 
Royal Mail Land Rover. (1) AA Land Rover in yellow with silver detailing, yellow painted cast wheels - Good Plus to Excellent, 
some paint loss in Good Mighty Midget box, some rubbing to corners. (2) Army Land Rover in gloss bottle green with silver 
detailing and red and yellow flag to rear tailgate, green painted cast wheels - Excellent to Near Mint in Good Mighty Midget box, 
some glue residue to one side. (3) Royal Mail Land Rover in red with silver detailing, red painted cast wheels - Good Plus to 
Excellent, one very minor chip to roof in Good Plus to Excellent Mighty Midget box.  (3) 

 £40 - £50 

1385. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.37 Police Car x 3.  (1) Police car in black with silver detailing, 1st issue with 
roof lights as a movable separate casting to the body, early issue smooth unpainted cast smaller wheels. - Excellent to Near 
Mint in an Excellent Mighty Midget Box. (2) Police car in black with silver detailing, 2nd issue with roof lights cast as part of the 
body, later issue treaded unpainted cast larger wheels. - Good Plus to Excellent, a couple of very minor chips to the paint in an 
Excellent Mighty Midget Box.  (3) Police car in black with silver detailing, 2nd issue with roof lights cast as part of the body, 
later issue treaded black plastic larger wheels. - Good to Good Plus, some minor paint loss, in an Excellent Mighty Midget Box.   
(3) 

 £40 - £50 

1386. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.38 Ambulance x 3.  (1) Ambulance in Cream with cream base and cream cast 
small wheels, with a red cross to the roof. - Good Plus to Excellent, with some age-related cracking to the paint and some minor 
paint loss in Good Mighty Midget Box, minor rubbing to the edges. (2) Ambulance in Drab Military Green with matching base, 
silver detailing and unpainted treaded cast larger wheels, with a red cross to the rear doors. - Good Plus to Excellent, with some 
minor chips to paint and minor paint loss to the red cross in Good Mighty Midget Box, minor rubbing to the edges and creasing. 
(3) Ambulance in gloss bottle Green with matching base, silver detailing and later issue t readed black plastic wheels, with a red 
cross to the roof. - Good Plus to Excellent, in Fair Mighty Midget Box, small tear to one side and creasing.  (3) 

 £40 - £50 

1387. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.39 Milk Delivery Van x 2.  (1) Bedford Milk Van in darker Orange with silver 
detailing, white simulated milk bottles in crates in the open rear section, white base and white painted larger cast treaded 
wheels, - Good Plus to Excellent, minor chips to paint in Good mighty Midget Box, rubbing to edges and creasing.  (2) Bedford 
Milk Van in brighter Orange with silver detailing, white simulated milk bottles in crates in the open rear section, white bas e and 
later issue black plastic larger treaded wheels, - Good Plus to Excellent, very minor chips to paint in Poor to Fair mighty Midget 
Box, surface damage to two sides and creasing.  (2) 

 £40 - £50 
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1388. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.40 Ford Convertible x 1. Hard to find Ford Convertible in light blue with silver 
detailing and larger treaded unpainted cast wheels, - Excellent to Near Mint in Good Plus to Excellent Might Midget Box, very 
minor rubbing to corners.  (1) 

 £40 - £50 

1389. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.24 Field Gun, No.29 RAC Motorcycle & Sidecar, No. 41 Army Staff Car and 
No.42 Army Dispatch Motorcycle & Sidecar. (1) Field Gun in gloss olive green with large painted cast wheels and firing 
mechanism. - Excellent to Near Mint in Good Plus to Excellent Mighty Midget box, same age-related staining.  (2) RAC 
Motorcycle and Sidecar, black Motorcycle with unpainted cast solid wheels with defined spokes, blue handlebar fairing and 
sidecar with hinged lid, with rack missing and unpainted cast solid wheel with defined spokes, with blue rider with pink faci al 
detailing. - Good Plus to Excellent, some minor paint loss in Good Plus to Excellent Mighty Midget Box, some age-related 
staining on end flaps. (3) Army Staff Car in drab military green, matching base, black and yellow flag to boot lid with silver 
detailing and painted drab green cast treaded wheels. - Good Plus to Excellent, paint chip to one side, in Good Mighty Midget 
box, with minor rubbing to surfaces.  (4) Army Dispatch Motorcycle & Sidecar, all in drab military green with unpainted cast 
solid wheels with defined spokes, Sidecar has a hinged lid with the rack on the top, rider is also in drab military 
green. - Excellent to Near Mint in Excellent to Near Mint Mighty Midget box.  (4) 

 £40 - £50 

1390. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.43 Articulated Lorry x 3.  (1) Bedford S Type cab in light green with silver 
detailing, small black plastic treaded wheels. Trailer in light blue with DUNLOP logo to both sides, small black plastic treaded 
wheels. - Excellent to Near Mint in Hard-to-Find Good Plus to Excellent Mighty Midget Box.  (2) Bedford S Type cab in red with 
silver detailing, small black plastic treaded wheels. Trailer in light blue with DUNLOP logo to both sides, small black plast ic 
treaded wheels. - Good Plus to Excellent, Surface rust to axle ends. No box. (3) Bedford S Type cab in cream with silver 
detailing, small black plastic treaded wheels. Trailer in light blue with DUNLOP logo to both sides, small black plastic treaded 
wheels. - Good Plus to Excellent, minor paint loss to cab and trailer logo. No Box.  (3) 

 £70 - £80 

1391. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.44 Articulated Low Loader x 3.  (1) Bedford S Type cab in red with silver 
detailing, small unpainted cast treaded wheels. Trailer in light blue with matching crane, small unpainted cast treaded 
wheels. - Good Plus to Excellent, some very minor paint loos to trailer, in Good Plus to Excellent Mighty Midget Box.  (2)  
Bedford S Type cab in red with silver detailing, small black plastic treaded wheels. Trailer in matching red with matching crane, 
small black plastic treaded wheels. - Good Plus to Excellent, some surface rust to axle ends, in Good Plus to Excellent Mighty 
Midget Box.  (3) Bedford S Type cab in cream with silver detailing, small black plastic treaded wheels. Trailer in red with 
matching crane, small black plastic treaded wheels. - Good Plus to Excellent, some paint loss to the cab, in Good Plus to 
Excellent Mighty Midget Box.  (3) 

 £70 - £80 

1392. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.45 Articulated Timber Lorry x 5.  (1) Hard to find Bedford S Type cab in yellow 
with red detailing, small unpainted cast treaded wheels. Trailer in red with dowel log load, small unpainted cast treaded 
wheels - Excellent to Near Mint, in Good Plus to Excellent Mighty Midget Box, minor staining to one side. (2)  Bedford S Type 
cab in green with silver detailing, small black plastic treaded wheels. Trailer in red with dowel log load, small black plast ic 
treaded wheels - Good Plus to Excellent, some very minor chips to paint in Good Plus to Excellent Mighty Midget Box, minor 
staining to one side, creasing. (3) Bedford S Type cab in red with silver detailing, small black plastic treaded wheels. Trai ler in 
red with dowel log load, small black plastic treaded wheels - Good Plus to Excellent, some very minor chips to paint, No Box. 
(4)  Bedford S Type cab in cream with silver detailing, small black plastic treaded wheels. Trailer in red with dowel log load, 
small black plastic treaded wheels - Good Plus to Excellent, some very minor chips to paint, No Box. (5) Bedford S Type cab in 
cream with silver detailing, small black plastic treaded wheels. Trailer in matching cream with dowel log load, small black p lastic 
treaded wheels. - Good Plus to Excellent, some very minor chips to paint, No Box. (5) 

 £70 - £80 
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1393. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.46 Articulated Tanker x 3.  (1) Hard to find Bedford S Type cab in black with 
gold detailing, small unpainted cast smooth wheels. Tanker Trailer in matching black with ESSO logo on one side, small  
unpainted cast smooth wheels. - Good Plus to Excellent, a couple of very minor chips to paint, in Good Plus to Excellent Mighty 
Midget Box, one end flap detached but present. (2) Hard to find Bedford S Type cab in orange/red with silver detailing, small  
unpainted cast treaded wheels. Tanker Trailer in matching orange/red with ESSO logo on one side, small unpainted cast 
treaded wheels. - Good Plus to Excellent, a couple of very minor chips to paint, in Good Plus to Excellent Mighty Midget Box, 
some fading. (3) Bedford S Type cab in red with silver detailing, small unpainted cast treaded wheels. Tanker Trailer in 
matching red with ESSO logo on one side, small unpainted cast treaded wheels. - Excellent to Near Mint, No Box. (3) 

 £70 - £80 

1394. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.47 Articulated Waggon (Wagon) x 3.  (1)  Bedford S Type cab in orange/red 
with silver detailing, early issue small unpainted cast treaded wheels. Trailer in light blue, early issue small unpainted cast 
treaded wheels. - Excellent to Near Mint, in Good Plus to Excellent Mighty Midget Box. (2) Bedford S Type cab in light green 
with silver detailing, later issue small black plastic treaded wheels. Trailer in red, later issue small black plastic treaded 
wheels. - Good Plus to Excellent, a couple of very minor chips to paint in Good Plus to Excellent Mighty Midget Box, creasing 
(3) Bedford S Type cab in mid blue with silver detailing, later issue small black plastic treaded wheels. Trailer in matching mid 
blue, later issue small black plastic treaded wheels. - Excellent to Near Mint, in Good Plus to Excellent Mighty Midget Box.  (3) 

 £70 - £80 

1395. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.48 Articulated Flat Truck x 2.  (1)  Bedford S Type cab in cream with silver 
detailing, later issue small black plastic treaded wheels. Trailer in red with simulated silver chains, later issue small black plastic 
treaded wheels. - Excellent to Near Mint, in Good Plus to Excellent Mighty Midget Box. Very slight creasing. (2) Bedford S Type 
cab in red with silver detailing, early issue small unpainted cast treaded wheels. Trailer in cream with simulated red chains, 
early issue small unpainted cast treaded wheels. - Good Plus to Excellent, some age-related cracking to paint on trailer. No 
Box. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1396. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series No.49 Coca-Cola Truck in yellow with silver detailing and ‘DRINK COCA-COLA’ 
on both sides of the central header board and the rear tail board, later issue larger black plastic treaded wheels. - Good Plus to 
Excellent, very minor chips to logos and surface rust to the end of the axles, in Good Plus to Excellent Mighty Midget Box. (1) 

 £50 - £60 

1397. "Benbros A Collectors Guide" (T.V. Series & Mighty Midgets) hardback Book by "Richard Humphrey" published in 
2013 - this comprehensive colour book lists all the TV Series & Mighty Midget toys and their variations, this being No.137 of 
only 250 copies signed by the author. Near Mint to Mint. (1) 

 £10 - £20 

1398. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series, factory samples x 3. (1) Tractor in orange with silver detailing, large solid cast 
wheels in matching orange believed to be from Matchbox Lesney Cement Mixer. It is believed that this was a factory trial piec e 
never issued. (unconfirmed) - Fair, paint loss (2) Tractor in mid blue with silver detailing, blue wheels with complete green 
rubber tracks, believed to be a factory trial colour. (unconfirmed) - Fair, a lot of paint loss. (3) Compressor Wagon No.32, AEC 
Monarch cab in gold with silver detailing, early issue small treaded unpainted cas t wheels, with yellow compressor on the rear 
with silver detailing, believed to be a factory trial colour. (unconfirmed) - Fair, some paint loss. (3) 

 £20 - £30 

1399. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series.   Group of Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series related toys. To include No.1 Hay 
Cart x 1, No.2 Log Cart, No. 4 Stage Coach x 7, No.5 Gypsy Caravan x 3, No.6 Milk Cart x1 and No. 7 Electric Milk Trolley, plus 
ancillary pieces, please see photo. Conditions appear generally Poor to Good, with parts missing from s ome pieces. (16) 

 £20 - £30 
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1400. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series.   Group of Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series related toys. To include No.11 
Tractor and Hay Rake x 2, No.17 Tractor and Harrow x 1, No.19 Tractor and Farm trailer x 1, plus 2 further tractors. All of the 
tractors are missing their green rubber tracks, please see photo. Conditions appear generally Poor to Good, with parts missing 
from some pieces. (6) 

 £20 - £30 

1401. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series.   Group of Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series related toys. To include No.3 AA 
Motor Cycle x 1 (no rider) and No.15 Vespa Scooter x 4 (2nd and 3rd castings, no riders) plus 1 modern reproduction scooter 
with rider, please see photo. Conditions appear generally Poor to Excellent, with parts missing from some pieces. (6) 

 £30 - £40 

1402. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series.   Group of Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series related toys. To include No.16(b) 
Station Wagon x 4, No.18 Hudson Tourer x 2 and No. 40 Ford Convertible x 1, please see photo. Conditions appear generally 
Poor to Good, with parts missing from some pieces and repaint. (7) 

 £30 - £40 

1403. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series.   Group of Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series related toys. To include No.9 Fire 
Engine x 7 and No.38 Ambulance x 1, please see photo. Conditions appear generally Poor to Good, with parts missing from 
some pieces and repaint. (8) 

 £30 - £40 

1404. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series.   Group of Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series related Military toys. To include 
No.13 Austin Champ x 1, No.30 Army Wagon x 2 (AEC & Bedford), No.35 Army Land Rover x 2, No.38 Ambulance x 2 and No. 
41 Army Staff Car x 1, please see photo. Conditions appear generally Poor to Good Plus, with parts missing from some pieces. 
(8) 

 £30 - £40 

1405. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series.   Group of Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series related trucks. To include No.23 
Delivery Van x 1 (AEC), No.31 Covered Truck x 3 (AEC & Bedford), No.33 Breakdown Lorry x 7 (AEC & Bedford) and 2 Cab 
and chassis (AEC & Bedford), please see photo. Conditions appear generally Poor to Good Plus, with parts missing from some 
pieces. (13) 

 £30 - £40 

1406. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series.   Group of Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series related trucks. To inc lude No.20 
Flat Truck x 3, No.21 Diesel Wagon x 3, No.22 Petrol Tanker x 1 and No.28 Chain Lorry x 3, please see photo. Conditions 
appear generally Poor to Good Plus, with parts missing from some pieces and repaints (10) 

 £30 - £40 

1407. Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series.   Group of Benbros Mighty Midget & TV Series related articulated trucks. To 
include No.46 Articulated Tanker x 2, No.47 Articulated Waggon (Wagon) x 4, plus 4 Bedford S Type Cabs, please see photo. 
Conditions appear generally Poor to Good Plus, with parts missing from some pieces. (10) 

 £30 - £40 

1408. Benbros Qualitoy (Zebra Toys) "Royal Coach" - miniature model - (1) Royal Coach finished in gold carriage with 8 x 
horses, 4 outriders finished in white, red, gold, black, - Good Plus to Excellent in Poor to Fair Qualitoy box. (2) Royal Coach 
finished in chrome carriage with 8 x horses, 4 outriders finished in white, red, gold, black, plus extra chrome coach - Good Plus 
to Excellent, No Box. Plus 3 empty Qualitoy Benbros State Landau boxes, - Good, some minor creasing. (5) 

 £10 - £20 
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1409. Benbros Qualitoy Zebra unboxed group to include Stephenson’s Rocket; E Type Jaguars, Motorcycles, Mechanical 
Horse cabs, Roman Chariot plus other parts, see photo - conditions are generally Poor to Fair. With missing or broken and 
paint loss. (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

Shop Stock Dinky Collection 

1410. Dinky 609 US Army 105mm Howitzer with gun crew - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of 6 
models - unusual matt khaki green body complete with figures - Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks in Good 
Plus slightly age yellowed bubble pack with some minor creasing to bubble. (1) 

 £30 - £40 

1411. Dinky 609 US Army 105mm Howitzer with gun crew - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of 6 
examples - unusual matt khaki green body complete with figures - Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks in 
Excellent very slightly age yellowed bubble pack. (1) 

 £40 - £50 

1412. Dinky 656 Wehrmacht German Army 88mm Gun with Mobile Limbers - ex shop-stock taken from trade pack of 6 
examples - Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks in Near Mint to Mint bubble pack. (1) 

 £50 - £70 

1413. Dinky 677 Task Force Set - ex shop-stock taken from factory trade pack of 6 examples containing (1) matt khaki green 
Alvis Stalwart; (2) matt blue DUKW Amphibian; (3) matt desert sand Ferret Armoured Car - all Mint apart from usual minor 
factory assembly marks in Excellent Plus to Near Mint bubble pack with just a couple of minor creases  to bubble pack with just 
a couple of minor creases to bubble around nose of DUKW. (1) 

 £30 - £40 

1414. Dinky 619 Bren Gun Carrier with Anti-Tank Field Gun - ex shop-stock taken from factory trade pack of 6 
examples - complete with both figures & unused decal sheet - Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks in Near Mint 
bubble pack with some discolouration to base of card plinth. (1) 

 £50 - £60 

1415. Dinky 622 British Army Bren Gun Carrier - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade packs of 6 examples - complete with 
plastic figures & unused decal sheet - both Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks in Excellent Plus & Excellent 
with minor cracks and creasing in the bubble pack. (1) 

 £30 - £40 

1416. Dinky 654 US Army 155mm Mobile Gun with bare metal rear platform - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of 
6 examples - Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks in Excellent Plus bubble pack, with minor crack to one end of 
bubble. (1) 

 £30 - £40 

1417. Dinky pair of 654 US Army 155mm Mobile Gun - both ex-shop stock taken from factory trade packs of 6 examples - (1) 
654 US Army 155mm Mobile Gun with bare metal rear platform - complete with plastic figures. (2) 654 US Army 155mm Mobile 
Gun with military green rear platform - both Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks in Excellent Plus & Excellent 
age yellowed bubble packs and discoloured card base. (2) 

 £60 - £70 
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1418. Dinky 1037 British Army Chieftain Tank metal kit - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of 6 examples - Mint in 
Near Mint to Mint box. (1) 

 £30 - £40 

1419. Dinky 1045 Panavia Multi Role Combat Aircraft metal kit - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of 6 
models - Mint factory sealed in Near Mint box with some slight creasing. (1) 

 £30 - £40 

1420. Dinky pair of Aircraft - both ex-shop stock taken from factory trade packs of 6 examples - (1) 715 Beechcraft C55 
Baron - red body, dark yellow plastic engine covers, lemon yellow plastic propellers; (2) 736 German Bundesmarine Sea King 
Helicopter complete with white sonar device & unused decal sheet below plinth - both Near Mint to Mint in Excellent a little age 
yellowed bubble packs. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1421. Dinky 715 Beechcraft C55 Baron - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of 6 examples - red body with white 
interior, dark yellow plastic engine covers, lemon yellow plastic propellers - Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks 
in Mint bubble pack. (1) 

 £30 - £40 

1422. Dinky 710 Beechcraft S35 Bonanza - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of 6 examples - white upper 
fuselage, dark blue lower fuselage, red & dark blue wings - Mint apart from labels peeling away from fuselage in Mint bubble 
pack. (1) 

 £30 - £40 

1423. Dinky pair of Aircraft - both ex-shop stock taken from factory trade packs of 6 examples - (1) 710 Beechcraft S35 
Bonanza - white upper & dark blue lower fuselage, dark blue & red wings (labels starting to peel away from fuselage); & ( 
Engine cover loose in the box) (2) 715 Beechcraft C55 Baron - red body with white interior, dark yellow plastic engine covers, 
lemon yellow plastic propellers - both Near Mint to Mint with usual minor factory assembly marks in Excellent a little age 
yellowed bubble packs. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1424. Dinky pair of Aircraft - both ex-shop stock taken from factory trade packs of 6 examples - (1) 715 Beechcraft C55 
Baron - red body, dark yellow plastic engine covers, lemon yellow plastic propellers; (2) 731 RAF Jaguar complete with spare 
Pilot & unused decal sheet below plinth - both Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks in Excellent a little age 
yellowed bubble packs. (2) 

 £60 - £80 

1425. Dinky pair of Aircraft - both ex-shop stock taken from factory trade packs of 6 examples - (1) 710 Beechcraft S35 
Bonanza - white upper & dark blue lower fuselage, dark blue & red wings (labels starting to peel away from fuselage); (2) 731 
RAF Jaguar complete with spare Pilot & unused decal sheet below plinth - both Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly 
marks in Excellent bubble packs. (2) 

 £60 - £80 

1426. Dinky pair of Aircraft - both ex-shop stock taken from factory trade packs of 6 examples - (1) 710 Beechcraft S35 
Bonanza - white upper & dark blue lower fuselage, dark blue & red wings (labels are peeling away from fuselage); (2) 715 
Beechcraft C55 Baron - red body with white interior, dark yellow plastic engine covers, lemon yellow plastic propellers (left hand 
label is peeling away from fuselage) - both Near Mint to Mint with usual minor factory assembly marks in Near Mint to Mint 
bubble packs. (2) 

 £60 - £70 
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1427. Dinky pair of Aircraft - both ex-shop stock taken from factory trade packs of 6 examples - (1) 731 RAF Jaguar complete 
with spare Pilot & unused decal sheet - Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks in Mint bubble pack. (2) 736 
German Bundesmarine Sea King Helicopter complete with white sonar device & unused decal sheet below plinth - Excellent 
Plus (main rotor bent out of shape) in Excellent slightly age yellow bubble pack. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1428. Dinky 736 German Bundesmarine Sea King Helicopter complete with white sonar device & unused decal sheet below 
plinth - Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks in Near Mint bubble pack.  

 £30 - £40 

1429. Dinky 363 Zygon Patroller original factory shrink wrapped trade pack of 6 examples - ex shop-stock, some if not all are 
loose within each box, apart from that they are assumed Mint in Near Mint to Mint window boxes, as only two models can be 
seen (shrink wrap split at one corner). Rare opportunity. (1) 

 £120 - £140 

1430. Dinky 354 Pink Panther Jet Car original factory sealed trade pack of 6 examples - all assumed Mint in Mint boxes, 
outer brown trade carton is Excellent with factory end label (see extra photo). Very rare opportunity. (1) 

 £360 - £460 

1431. Dinky 370 Dragster Set - ex shop-stock taken from factory trade pack of 6 examples - dayglo pink cockpit, lemon 
yellow plastic nose, lemon yellow engine air intake & rear rollbar, white chassis, cast hubs, light blue s tarter unit - Excellent 
(glue starting to show through labels & some minor paint chips to rear of cockpit) complete with instructions & original inner 
foam packing in Excellent creased at one end box with Excellent inner pictorial card stand which has some tears around starter 
unit cut-out. (1) 

 £30 - £40 

1432. Dinky pair of Range Rovers - both ex shop-stock taken from factory trade packs of 6 examples (1) 254 Police Range 
Rover - light blue interior, bare metal base, cast hubs with rubber tyres - Near Mint with a couple of minor factory assembly 
paint chips to edge of roof & front registration plate label detached in Near Mint to Mint bubble pack; (2) 268 Range Rover 
Ambulance - dark blue interior complete with patient & stretcher, blue windows, bare metal base, black plastic wheels with cast 
hubs - Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks in Excellent Plus just slight age yellowed bubble pack. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1433. Dinky 254 Police Range Rover - ex shop-stock taken from factory trade packs of 6 examples - light blue interior, bare 
metal base, cast hubs with rubber tyres - Near Mint with a couple of minor factory assembly paint chips to corner of roof & front 
registration plate label detached but present in Near Mint to Mint bubble pack. (1) 

 £30 - £40 

1434. Dinky pair of Military models - all ex-shop stock taken from factory trade packs of 6 models - (1) 654 US Army 155mm 
Mobile Gun with painted rear platform - Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks in Good, slightly age yellow bubble 
pack. (2) 1045 Panavia Multi Role Combat Aircraft metal kit - in Good box (outer card box exceptionally clean but water stained 
to one corner and side), inner bubble is age yellowed). (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1435. Dinky pair of 784 Goods Train Set containing GER Tank Loco & 2 x Open Wagons ex-shop stock models both taken 
from factory trade packs of 6 examples - (1) 784 Goods Train Set containing GER Tank Loco & 2 x Open Wagons - Mint apart 
from usual minor factory assembly marks in Good Plus bubble pack. (2) 784 Goods Train Set containing GER Tank Loco & 2 x 
Open Wagons - Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks and bent coupling on rear red wagon in Good Plus bubble 
pack. (2) 

 £40 - £50 
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1436. Dinky 945 AEC Articulated Esso Tanker - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of 6 models - white tractor unit 
with black interior & trailer release button, white trailer with mid-grey plastic catwalk & filler caps, black plastic hoses, cast metal 
wheels with separate chrome hub caps - Excellent Plus to Near Mint with a few small factory assembly paint chips, in Good 
bubble pack, with splits and cracks to the bubble. (1). 

 £40 - £60 

1437. Dinky 945 AEC Articulated Esso Tanker - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of 6 models - white tractor unit 
with white interior & trailer release button, white trailer with mid-grey plastic catwalk & filler caps, black plastic hoses, cast metal 
wheels with separate chrome hub caps - Excellent Plus to Near Mint with a few small factory assembly paint chips, in Excellent 
Plus bubble pack. (1) 

 £50 - £70 

1438. Dinky 439 Ford D800 Snowplough - ex shop-stock taken from factory trade pack of 6 example - metallic silver-blue cab 
with white interior, duck egg blue tipper body, lemon yellow plough, bare metal chassis, cast hubs - Excellent with some factory 
assembly paint chips to edge of plough & tipper body - Excellent in Excellent bubble pack. (1) 

 £40 - £50 

1439. Dinky pair of Space Related models - both ex shop-stock taken from factory trade packs of 6 examples (1) 361 
Galactic War Chariot complete with both missiles; (2) 362 Trident Star Fighter - both Mint apart from usual minor factory 
assembly marks in Mint & Near Mint window boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1440. Dinky pair of Space Related models - both ex shop-stock taken from factory trade packs of 6 examples (1) 361 
Galactic War Chariot complete with both missiles; (2) 362 Trident Star Fighter - both Mint apart from usual minor factory 
assembly marks in Mint & Excellent to Near Mint window boxes. Slight c rease to box of Trident Star Fighter. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

Specialist Sale 

1441. Corgi Pre-production a group to include plastic body only Citroen SM still attached to sprue; another but Bedford TK 
and 3-1 Jaguar XJS. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

1442. Western Models (small wheels) No.SW4 1962 Jaguar Mk.2 - dark blue, red interior - Mint in a Excellent Plus box (some 
very small pen writing to side label). 

 £20 - £30 

1443. Corgi Pre-production Jaguar XJS - bare metal body, cream interior, yellow plastic bumpers (un-spun base) - see photo. 

 £60 - £80 

1444. French Dinky 586 Citroen Milk Delivery Truck - white, blue including concave hubs, silver trim - Excellent (does have 
some small marks on protruding edges and roof), still a lovely bright example of a harder issue to find - in Good Plus to 
Excellent yellow and blue striped lift-off lid picture box (blue base is Good Plus - does have some scuffs) - complete with correct 
crates - see photo. 

 £240 - £260 
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1445. Dinky No.289 Routemaster Bus - harder to find issue finished in silver body (without labels), pale blue upper interior, 
dark blue lower, Speedwheels - Mint in a generally Excellent window box with original price label attached to front - see photo. 

 £30 - £40 

1446. Dinky Toys 34b Pre-war Royal Mail Van - red, with black roof, bonnet and wings, smooth hubs with thin axles, some 
cracking to the white tyres and paint loss otherwise a Fair to Good example with no obvious sign of fatigue, fitted with an 
embossed tinplate baseplate. 

 £50 - £70 

1447. Dinky Toys 28r Pre-war Type 3 Delivery Van "Swan Pens" - black with smooth hubs and tyres - some paint loss but still 
legible transfers, no obvious sign of fatigue - Fair to Good. 

 £160 - £260 

1448. Dinky 39b pre-war Oldsmobile 6 Sedan - scarce example is black, with smooth hubs, thin axles and lacquered 
baseplate - Fair to Good. 

 £140 - £180 

1449. Parade (France) 13 Mercedes L1500 S Fire Tender - resin/white metal 1/50th scale factory finished model in 
"Keskastel" red livery, lacks the right hand rear locker door handle but does include 2-piece ladder - otherwise Excellent. 

 £20 - £30 

1450. CCC resin model Citroen T46 1959 Fire Engine - factory finished model is dark red, passenger mirror is bent but does 
have both hose reel drums to rear - otherwise Excellent, approximately 1/50th scale, small piece missing to ladder gantry but 
does include the cast metal ladder. Also included is a CCC or similar resin Command Post Pompier Fire Service Van with roof 
rack - unchecked for completeness but otherwise appear Excellent to Excellent Plus. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1451. CCC resin model of a Berliet GLCK "Sapeurs Pompiers" Fire Engine - red, unchecked for completeness but does 
include both hose reels to rear - otherwise an Excellent Plus factory finished model. 

 £30 - £40 

1452. CCC Models 3 resin factory finished "Sapeurs Pompiers" Berliet Fire Engine - well detailed model with 2 x hose reel 
drums to rear, 1/50th scale - Excellent Plus. 

 £30 - £40 

1453. CCC resin models a pair of 1/50th scale French Fire Engines (1) Fin Tubincendie - red, with ladder and 2 x hose reels 
to rear, (2) Berliet 1954 GLA model, lacks one of the rear hose reel drums but does have a ladder to the roof - unchecked for 
completeness but otherwise appear Excellent to Excellent Plus. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1454. MFS a group of hand drawn vintage Fire Engines - professionally constructed from white metal, featuring Fire Engines 
from the 19th Century (1) 2-wheeled Water Cart with hose and 2 x Firemen, mounted on a wooden plinth, (2) 2-wheeled Horse 
Cart with hose reel drum and ladders and (3) "Fire Brigade" 2-wheeled Cart - professionally made to an Excellent standard. (3) 

 £50 - £70 
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1455. A pair of Horse Drawn 2-wheeled Fire Engines - professionally built from white metal parts - both vehicles are red, one 
has a steam boiler and the other a hose reel to rear, together with 2 x black and white horses, each Fire Engine has a crew of 2 
x Fireman and are made to approximately 1/32nd scale and marked to the underside MFS - built to an Excellent standard. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1456. A group of 3.5"/9cm Fireman Figures mounted on a plinth - British made cast metal models feature 1920's/30's 
Firemen with rank markings and hose pipe, wartime fireman with tin helmet and hose pipe, 1950's sub officer wearing prot o 
breathing apparatus and 1970's/8's fireman with compressed air breathing apparatus - Excellent British made examples. (4) 

 £40 - £60 

1457. A group of resin American Fireman Figures - 3.5"/9cm figures comprise fireman opening hydrant, fireman rescuing 
damsel and fireman wearing breathing apparatus. Also included is a larger 5"/13cm "Red Hats of Courage" diorama featuring a 
fireman wearing black tunic carrying one of his colleagues to safety in a fireman's lift - all figures are mounted on a plinth and 
are generally Near Mint. (4) 

 £40 - £60 

1458. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y15 1930 Packard Victoria a boxed early group (1) metallic brown/gold body, dark 
brown chassis, maroon seat, bright red grille, maroon luggage, brass 24-spoke wheels, type 2 dashboard brackets and with 
cast rear axle webs, (2) similar but with type A dashboard brackets and with bright red seats and grille - unlisted, (3) giftware 
model with cast lugs - light gold effect plating with maroon seats, hood and luggage trunk and a bright red grille - Excellent to 
Near Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (3) 

 £20 - £40 

1459. Gems & Cobwebs GC16 Jaguar Mk II Saloon - cream body, brown interior - Mint in a Fair box. 

 £50 - £60 

1460. Triang (Push and Go) Morris Light Van - this plastic and tinplate clockwork issue is generally Excellent (although does 
have original tape around model and therefore pulling off side labels) in a Good Plus carded box; (Hong Kong) 7989 plastic 
made MG Midget Sports Car - red, white including racing number 23, black wheels - Good Plus including carded box and Lledo 
(Vanguards) VA1001 Ford Anglia - pale green - Mint in a Near Mint lift off lid box with a price label attached to front. (3) 

 £30 - £40 

1461. Dinky (Nicky Toys) 142 Jaguar Mark X - silver, pale grey interior - Excellent in Fair carded picture box. 

 £60 - £70 

1462. Tekno 927 Jaguar Type E Hardtop - red body, black hood, off-white base - Excellent Plus, a beautiful example - in 
Excellent carded picture box. 

 £70 - £80 

1463. Quiralu, a group of recent issues - Mercedes 300SL - grey, blue, two-tone beige, green and another red, 
beige - conditions are generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint boxes. (4) 

 £60 - £70 
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1464. French Dinky 24A Chrysler "New Yorker" - yellow, green interior and tonneau, silver trim and side flashes, chrome 
convex hubs with white tyres - Good in Fair yellow and red carded picture box and 24K Simca Vedette Chambord - two-tone, 
off-white, brick red, silver trim, chrome convex hubs with white smooth tyres - Good Plus, still a nice bright example - in Fair 
yellow and red carded picture box. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1465. Dinky (Matchbox) a group of Jaguar Type E (1) "Auto Passion" - red; (2) same as (1) "Argus Miniature"; (3) same as (2) 
"1991 Champagne" and (4) lilac body, "Trillium Jaguar Club" - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Good to Excellent 
window boxes. (4) 

 £60 - £80 

1466. A group of mainly (1/43rd scale) issues to include Road Champs Collectables Chevy 55; Solido Jaguar SS 100; 
Brumm Jaguar XK120; Vitesse Cadillac "Just Married" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Fair 
to Excellent window boxes and rigid perspex cases (many missing outer carded sleeves) - see photo. (16) 

 £50 - £60 

1467. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y12 Ford Model T Van Code 2 Issue "Classic & Collectors Car Extravaganza County 
Showground Stafford November 1979" - yellow body with type 1 rear doors, matt black roof, black seats, gold-plated parts, 
gloss black chassis with Y12 base, maroon 12-spoke wheels - Excellent Plus (rub marks to top edge of left-hand tampo print) in 
Good straw window box with "manufacturers model converted for promotional purposes labels not applied by Lesney" label to 
one end flap. 

 £15 - £25 

1468. MIC (Hong Kong) plastic battery-operated Tractor - ex shop stock example, circa 1960's - orange, with black tyres, 
includes removable blue driver figure, bright plated parts, includes exhaust stack - Near Mint in Good Plus colourfully illustrated 
box, 6"/15cm long. 

 £100 - £140 

1469. Britains 9529 Massey Ferguson 135 Tractor - finished in red, white, grey with figure driver and separate 
accessories - overall condition is generally Excellent Plus (very slight wear to side decals) still a beautiful example, inner carded 
tray is Excellent, outer carded box is Good also comes with inner packing sleeve - see photo. 

 £130 - £150 

1470. London Transport Routemaster Bus - unusual model cast from brass, believed to be a copy of the Corgi Toys 
version - Excellent. 

 £10 - £15 

1471. Museo Dellautomobile a group of 3 Vintage Vehicles including Benz Victoria, Benz Break and Peugeot 
2HP - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Excellent Plus boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1472. Milcars (France) a group of 4 Military Issues include Willy's Jeep with Trailer "Ambulance"; 6-wheeled Covered Truck 
with Field Gun plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint on Excellent to Mint blister cards. (4) 

 £70 - £80 

1473. Triang Spot-On 157/SL Rover 3 litre - pale turquoise, cream interior with black steering wheel and figure driver, chrome 
trim, cast spun hubs - Excellent Plus a beautiful example in a Fair carded picture box with correct battery -operated instruction 
leaflet. 

 £120 - £140 
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1474. CIJ 3/63 Renault "Police" Van - dark blue, white smooth tyres - Near Mint a beautiful example in a Good (slightly 
grubby) carded picture box. 

 £140 - £180 

1475. CIJ 3/62 Renault "Postes" Van - mid-green, yellow side flashes, black smooth tyres - Near Mint in a Good carded 
picture box. 

 £140 - £180 

1476. Triang Minic restored Articulated BP Tanker - with forward control clockwork cab, painted grey with white tank, the 
vehicle has cast metal hubs, no key but the clockwork motor is in working order.  

 £30 - £40 

1477. Dinky (Nicky Toys) 239 Vanwall Racing Car - silver, black solid plastic wheels, blue figure driver, racing number 
35 - Near Mint nice bright example in a Good (slightly grubby) carded picture box.  

 £90 - £110 

1478. CIJ 3/60P Renault "Ambulance Municipale" - white including smooth tyres - Near Mint a beautiful example in a Good to 
Good Plus carded picture box. 

 £140 - £180 

1479. Micro Models unassembled cardboard kits for 3 x Helicopters, Auto Gyro C30, Westland Sikorsky and Bristol type 173 
twin engine Helicopter, together with a Wiking plastic glider model with pilot, 17cm wingspan - Excellent. (2) 

 £5 - £10 

1480. Matrix (1/43rd) MX40205-022 Bugatti Type 40 Roadster - two-tone black, pale yellow - Mint including rigid perspex 
case and outer carded sleeve. 

 £30 - £40 

1481. Dinky 25 Series a pair (1) Flat Truck with Trailer - blue, black including ridged hubs and (2) Tipper - grey, black 
including ridged hubs (both have replacement grille and headlights) - conditions otherwise are generally Fair to Good. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1482. Dinky AEC "Truck Hire Co Liverpool" Articulated Truck and Trailer - orange cab, white trailer, cast hubs - Excellent Plus 
and Atlas Copco Compressor Truck - yellow, dark yellow plastics, silver trim, black base with spun hubs - Excellent Plus. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1483. Minichamps "Mullin Automotive Museum Collection" 437 110900 Hispano-Suiza Alphonso and 437 110160 Bugatti 
Type 54 Roadster - black - conditions are Mint including rigid perspex cases and outer carded sleeves. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1484. Matrix (1/43rd) MX40307-011 Cord Phaeton Sedan Open-top 1931 - cream body with green trim - Mint including rigid 
perspex and outer carded sleeve. 

 £30 - £40 

1485. Matrix (1/43rd) MX11001-022 Jaguar XK120 Ghia Supersonic 1954 - metallic blue - Mint including rigid perspex case 
and outer carded sleeve. 

 £30 - £40 
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1486. Matrix (1/43rd) MX401080-061 Aston Martin DB2/4 Open 1956 - off white, black interior and tonneau - Mint including 
rigid perspex case and outer carded sleeve. 

 £30 - £40 

1487. Matrix (1/43rd) MX41601-031 Packard 120 Vignale Convertible - black body, cream interior and tonneau - Mint 
including rigid perspex case and outer carded sleeve. 

 £30 - £40 

1488. Matrix (1/43rd) MX40102-043 Alfa Romeo 3000 Superflow - red, wire wheels - Mint including rigid perspex case and 
outer carded sleeve. 

 £30 - £40 

1489. Matrix (1/43rd) MX40205-101 Bugatti T57 Roadster 1934 - metallic blue, dark blue interior with black tonneau - Mint 
including rigid perspex case and outer carded sleeve. 

 £30 - £40 

1490. Minichamps "Mullin Automotive Museum Collection" 437 110900 Hispano-Suiza Alphonso and 437 116100 Delahaye 
145 Grand Prix - blue with red and white stripes - conditions are Mint including rigid perspex case and outer carded sleeves. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1491. A group of (1/43rd scale) to include Autocult 06021 Mazda MX5 Concept Duo - red; J Collection JC047 Toyota Crown 
"Tokyo Taxi" and American Heritage Models Chevrolet Impala - conditions appear to be generally Mint including rigid perspex 
cases and outer carded sleeves (1 is still in factory wrap). (3) 

 £40 - £50 

1492. Dinky 901 Foden (2nd Type) Diesel 8-wheeled Wagon - red cab, chassis and Supertoy hubs, tow hook - Fair to Good 
still a bright example in a Poor to Fair blue and white striped lift off lid box.  

 £30 - £40 

1493. Dinky unboxed group to include Austin Wagon - military green including ridged hubs, black wheel arches (super 
detailed); another but mid-blue, yellow ridged hubs and Land Rover Trailer - orange, red plastic hubs with grey treaded 
tyres - conditions are generally Fair. (3) 

 £20 - £30 

1494. Dinky Toys Pre-war Streamlined Fire Engine - orangey-red including tinplate ladder, some retouching, fatigue crack 
above rear wheel arch and to smooth hubs, thin axles, this example not fitted with baseplate, does include the brass bell - Fair. 

 £20 - £40 

1495. Corgi Juniors, manufacturer's pre-production large scale model for the ERF Snorkel Fire Engine toy - the body is 
constructed in black resin, with a shaped wooden chassis - a Good scarce example, 9"/23cm long. 

 £70 - £100 

1496. Assorted British made Post-war Fire Engines - to include Toby Toys 863 a group of 3 Tenders in various liveries 
including red, red with black wings and dark red with repro ladder. Also included is an Arbur Products vehicle with brass wheel 
hubs, some retouching, together with a Crescent Machine with spring-loaded elevating ladder and a Castle Art Escape Carrying 
Tender - Fair to Good. (6) 

 £50 - £60 
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1497. Pedigree Pippin Toys "Fire Squad" - red plastic Fire Engine with clear plastic top and 4 x fire fighter figures to interior, 
includes ladders hanging on each side, an unusual toy for the younger child "Made in Hong Kong for Rovex Triang", ex shop 
stock example - Near Mint in a Excellent illustrated box. Also included is a Good Plus unboxed Fisher Price Fire Engine from 
the 1970's with ringing bell - Good Plus and "Corgi Cubs" 505 "Fire Chief" Car - Near Mint in a Good carded box. (3) 

 £10 - £20 

1498. Matchbox Regular Wheels 44a Rolls Royce Silver Cloud - metallic light blue, silver trim, knobbly silver plastic wheels 
with rounded axles - overall condition is generally Excellent Plus (does have rusting to axles) in a generally Good type D colour 
picture box (does have a mark to one end flap where label has been removed). 

 £40 - £50 

1499. Dinky 146 Daimler 2.5 litre - metallic aqua, darker green roof, red interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs - this rare 
factory issue is generally Excellent Plus in a Good Plus to Excellent yellow and red carded picture box.  

 £160 - £200 

1500. Triang Spot-On unboxed group restored/repainted to include Bentley Saloon; Austin A40; Mini "Royal Mail" Van; plus, 
others. (5) 

 £60 - £70 

1501. Corgi Pre-production Toyota Celica parts which include 4 x bodies attached to sprue; quantity of windows ; quantity of 
bases; quantity of interiors and a quantity of white plastics - see photo. 

 £40 - £60 

1502. French Dinky No.821 Mercedes Unimog Covered Wagon - drab green including concave hubs, plastic canopy 
(broken), metal tow hook; No.823 Cooker Trailer - drab green including concave hubs - conditions are generally Excellent to 
Good to Excellent in Fair (missing end flaps) to Good Plus yellow and red carded picture boxes. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

The French Collection 

1503. Dinky Collection and Corgi boxed Cars - Dinky models include 10 x E-type Jaguar, 3 x MGB GT, Delahaye 145 and 
Triumph Dolomite.  Corgi models comprise 2 x Porsche, Ferrari GTO and Saab 96.  Also in this lot are a group of Corgi 
Turbos to include Porsche 956, Opel Manta, BMW and others in various liveries - Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent 
packaging. (27) 

 £50 - £60 

1504. Dinky Toys a group of unboxed models - to include Pullmore Car Transporter, 2 x Streamlined Bus, Double Decker 
Bus, Single Decker Bus, Loudspeaker Van, Cunningham Racer, Austin Atlantic, Riley, Midget Racer (replacement wheels) and 
others - some have been repainted but generally Fair. (20) 

 £60 - £70 

1505. Dinky Toys a group of Racing Cars - post-war vehicles include Mercedes Benz, Auto Union, Racer and others 
including 2 x D-type Jaguar - some have been repainted otherwise Fair. (7) 

 £40 - £50 
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1506. Dinky Toys a group of Foden and other Commercials - 2nd Cab Foden's include Mobilgas Tanker, Flat Truck with 
chains, Flat Truck, together with Big Bedford Lorry and Leyland Octopus Esso Tanker - Fair to Good. (5) 

 £80 - £100 

1507. Dinky Toys a group of mostly unboxed Sports Cars - Aston Martin, Detomaso Mangusta, E-type Jaguar, Dino Ferrari 
(with clear perspex case), Alfa Romeo, Matra 630, Ford 40 RV, 2 x Ferrari 312 and others - some have been superdetailed 
otherwise Fair to Good Plus. (13) 

 £50 - £70 

1508. Dinky Toys a group of 1960's boxed Racing Cars - to include 240 Cooper, 243 BRM, 242 Ferrari (some re-touching) 
and 1433 French Dinky Surtees - otherwise Good to Excellent in Good card boxes. (4) 

 £80 - £100 

1509. Dinky Toys a group of Empty Boxes - empty boxes only for 204 Ferrari 312P, 110 Aston Martin with loose inner flap but 
does have grey colour spot, 238 Jaguar D-type (loose end flaps), 242 Ferrari Racer and a printed card display base for 132 
Ford 40-RV - otherwise Fair to Good. (5) 

 £30 - £40 

1510. Dinky Toys a group of boxed Cars - to include 182 Porsche 356 Coupe - cream, 185 Alfa Romeo - yellow (box has red 
colour spot) and 238 Jaguar D-type - green (some re-touching) - otherwise Fair to Good Plus including card boxes. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

1511. Dinky Toys 169 Studebaker Golden Hawk - light green with beige rear trunk, spun hubs with white knobbly tyres, slight 
box rubs to roof - otherwise Excellent in a Good Plus later card box with correct colour spot, also included is an unboxed 241 
Lotus Racing Car (some re-touching) otherwise Good. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1512. Dinky Toys a group of boxed Sports Cars - to include Lamborghini - fluorescent green/white (lacks printed card base), 
220 Ferrari P5, 210 Alfa Romeo 33 Tipo Le Mans - fluorescent red and 211 Triumph TR7 "Leyland" - Excellent to Near Mint in 
Fair to Good Plus assorted packaging. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

1513. Dinky Toys a group of boxed Cars in clear perspex cases - comprising 190 Monteverdi 375L, 224 Mercedes Benz 
C111, 210 Alfa Romeo 33 Tipo Le Mans and 189 Lamborghini Marzal - Good to Near Mint in Good to Excellent clear perspex 
cases. (4) 

 £60 - £80 

1514. Dinky Toys a group of boxed Cars and Commercials - to include 555 Fire Engine with extending ladder and 25x/430 
Breakdown Lorry with dual numbered box - Fair to Good Plus in Fair blue and white striped boxes.  Also included is 428 later 
issue Trailer - red, with card insert and tinplate wheel hubs, together with 221 Corvette Stingray - white/black - Near Mint in 
Good packaging. (4) 

 £40 - £50 

1515. Dinky Toys 514 Guy Van "Spratts" - red cab, chassis, lower van body and Supertoy hubs with cream upper, some 
re-touching and professional repainting to the cab roof otherwise Good and comes in a Fair to Good early blue card box with 
orange and white label. 

 £70 - £90 
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1516. Dinky Toys a group of boxed Military vehicles - to include 697 25 Pounder Field Gun Set, 670 Armoured Car and 
French Dinky 807 Renault Military Ambulance (glue repairs to box) - otherwise Good to Excellent in Fair to Good boxes. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

1517. French Dinky a group of unboxed Cars - to include 530 Citroen DS19 - maroon with cream roof and interior, 24z Simca 
Versailles - light blue with cream roof, 516 Mercedes Benz 230 SL - metallic red with cream roof, 515 Ferrari 250 GT - brick red 
(slight re-touching to roof), BMW - metallic blue and 524 Panhard - gunmetal grey - varying amounts of light wear but overall 
Good to Excellent. (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1518. French Dinky Toys a group of unboxed post-war Cars - to include Simca Sport, Ford Taunus, Peugeot 203, 24u Simca 
Aronde Taxi, Citroen 11 BL, Ford Vedette and Simca Aronde 4-door Saloon - varying amounts of wear otherwise Fair to Good. 
(7) 

 £50 - £70 

1519. French Dinky Toys a group of unboxed Cars - to include 3 x Simca 8 Sport in grey and black, each with red interior 
together with a Citroen 11 BL in black with cream hubs and small print baseplate and 24h Mercedes 190 SL - white/black - Fair. 
(5) 

 £40 - £60 

1520. Dinky Toys a group of mainly French unboxed Cars and models for restoration - to include Ford Vedette, Citroen 11 
BL, Ferrari 250, Buick Roadmaster, 2 x Simca 8 Sport, Peugeot 203, together with 110 Aston Martin (lacks wheels and 
baseplate loose) - otherwise Fair, some have been repainted. (8) 

 £40 - £50 

1521. French Dinky Toys a group of unboxed Commercials - to include 2 x Ford Esso Tanker, Ford Openback Truck and 
Refuse vehicle, "Postes" Peugeot Van together with a Ford Lorry in "Calberson" livery (some overpainting and superdetailing), 
plus a Delahaye Turntable Fire Escape - otherwise Fair. (7) 

 £50 - £70 

1522. French Dinky Toys a group of unboxed Commercial vehicles - to include Ford Refuse vehicle, 2 x Citroen Breakdown 
Truck "Dinky Service" in alternative maroon with ridged hubs and bright red with concave hubs liveries (both have their spare 
wheels).  Also in this lot are an SNCF Articulated Railway Truck, a Delahaye Turntable Fire Escape and a Panhard Par is 
Bus - varying amounts of wear but otherwise Good to Good Plus. (6) 

 £70 - £90 

1523. French Dinky 33a Simca Cargo Van - scarce plain mustard yellow van body with sage green cab and ridged hubs, 
some minor marks otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint in a Fair card box (lacks one end flap). 

 £50 - £70 

1524. French Dinky Toys 541 Mercedes Benz Bus - dark red lower, off white upper, grey interior, some wear to the high 
spots and baseplate - Good Plus.  Also included is 22a Maserati - brick red with driver, some minor superdetailing otherwise 
Excellent - both come in Good reproduction boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1525. French Dinky Toys a group of unboxed Buses - to include 2 x Panhard Paris Bus with green lower and cream upper 
(one has a repainted roof), together with 3 x Isobloc Single Decker Buses in blue/silver and two-tone green liveries, one has 
been repainted but all have their rear access ladder - otherwise Fair to Good. (5) 

 £30 - £50 
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1526. French Dinky Toys 547 Panhard PL17 - lilac with off white interior - Excellent Plus to Near Mint and comes in a Fair 
card box. 

 £40 - £60 

1527. French Dinky Toys 544 Simca Aronde 4-door Saloon - brick red with cream roof, concave hubs, manufacturers thin 
application of paint to the roof otherwise Excellent Plus in Fair to Good card box. 

 £60 - £70 

1528. French Dinky Toys 24ZT Simca Ariane Taxi - black, with pink roof, would benefit from further polishing, some slight 
re-touching to the roof mounted Taxi sign, slight surface corrosion to the bright plated ridged hubs - otherwise Excellent overall 
for display and comes in a Good card box. 

 £60 - £80 

1529. French Dinky Toys 011454 (Made in Spain) Matra Bagheera - lime green with black interior and baseplate - Near Mint 
in Good Plus card box. 

 £30 - £40 

1530. Corgi Toys 245 Buick Riviera - metallic blue with red interior, light wear to the bright plated bumpers otherwise 
Excellent and comes in a Good Plus crisp card box (some dealers graffiti to one end flap).  

 £40 - £50 

1531. Corgi Toys 330; 327 MGB GT (painted on racing numbers) and 150 Vanwall Formula 1 - green - all have some 
superdetailing otherwise Fair to Good in Fair to Good Plus card boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £70 

1532. Corgi Toys 247 Mercedes Benz 600 Pullman - metallic red, would benefit from further polishing, but opening doors and 
windscreen wipers in working order - otherwise Excellent in a Good card box and comes with instruction slip.  

 £40 - £50 

1533. Corgi Toys a group of unboxed Sports Cars - to include 300 Austin Healey - red, Lotus Le Mans - blue, Chevrolet 
Corvette, BRM Formula 1, Mercedes 300 SL, E-type Jaguar, Mercedes 300 SL with hardtop and Ferrari Berlinetta - some have 
play wear and others have been repainted otherwise Fair to Good. (8) 

 £30 - £50 

1534. Corgi Toys a group of Empty Boxes only for 1960's Sports Cars - to include boxes for 307 E-type Jaguar, 300 Austin 
Healey Sports Car, 314 Ferrari Berlinetta and 310 Chevrolet Corvette Stingray - some minor dealers prices in pencil to a couple 
of boxes otherwise Good Plus to Excellent crisp card boxes which have survived remarkably well and will enhance an unboxed 
model collection. (4) 

 £50 - £70 

1535. Corgi Toys a group of Empty Boxes only for 1950's Cars - boxes for 303 Mercedes Benz 300 Roadster, 152 BRM 
Formula 1 Racer (loose inner flap) and 151 Lotus Mk.11 Le Mans - otherwise Fair to Good. (3) 

 £30 - £40 

1536. Corgi Toys a group of Empty Boxes only for 1960's and later Cars - to include boxes for 304 Mercedes Benz Hardtop 
Roadster, 228 Volvo P1800 and 154 Ferrari Formula 1 Racer, together with 2 x folded window boxes for 394 and 396 Datsun 
240Z (one has perforated cellophane) - otherwise Good to Excellent. (5) 

 £40 - £50 
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1537. Corgi Toys 345 NGC GT Competition model - yellow with black bonnet and tailgate (lacks suitcase) - otherwise 
Excellent Plus to Near Mint in a Good card box. 

 £40 - £60 

1538. Corgi Toys 324 Marcos 1800 GT - white, red interior - Near Mint in a Good Plus to Excellent card box. 

 £40 - £60 

1539. Corgi Toys 230 Mercedes Benz 220 SE Coupe - cream, would benefit from more detailed polishing - otherwise 
Excellent Plus in a Good Plus to Excellent card box. 

 £40 - £60 

1540. Corgi Toys 332 Lancia Fulvia - metallic blue, some wear around passenger door and front and rear 
bumpers - otherwise Good Plus in a Good Plus to Excellent crisp card box.  Also included is a Corgi Classics series 9013 1915 
Ford Model T - blue - Near Mint in an Excellent illustrated box. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1541. Corgi Toys 314 Ferrari Berlinetta 250 Le Mans - red, with racing number 4 - Near Mint in an Excellent card box. 

 £50 - £70 

1542. Corgi Toys a group of boxed Cars - to include 300 Chevrolet Corvette - metallic green, 382 Porsche Targa 911S - light 
metallic blue, 301 Iso Grifo 7 litre, 394 Datsun 240Z and 385 Porsche 917 - Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent window 
boxes. (5) 

 £60 - £80 

1543. Corgi Toys a group of boxed Cars - to include 314 Ferrari Berlinetta Le Mans - red (some paint chipping) and 344 
Ferrari Dino Sport - yellow (some repainting and superdetailing) - otherwise Fair in Good window boxes.  Also included are 385 
Porsche 917, 329 Mustang Mach 1, Mercedes Benz 350 SL and 312 Marcos Mantis - metallic red, together with Castrol 
Promotional Jaguar Racer and Collectors Classics 3 litre Bentley - Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (8) 

 £50 - £60 

1544. Corgi Toys Racing Car Transporter and Sports Cars - unboxed models comprise Ecurie Ecosse Racing Transporter in 
metallic blue with light blue trim, includes opening doors, ramps and interior vice.  Sports Cars include Mangusta Automatic, 
Triumph TR2, NSU Sport Prinz, Porsche 917, later issue MG and Austin Healey and others - Fair to Excellent. (8) 

 £50 - £60 

1545. Corgi Toys Racing unboxed Racing Car Transporter and Sports Cars - to include Ecurie Ecosse Transporter with 
opening ramps and interior vice to workshop, metallic blue in colour with yellow lettering.  Sports Cars including Aston Mart in 
DB4, 2 x bright plated Mercedes Benz 300 SL (one requires tyres) and a Buick Riviera - Good to Good Plus. (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1546. Corgi Toys a group of mostly unboxed Cars - to include Lotus Elan, Bedford Dormobile, Triumph Herald, Citroen DS19, 
Ferrari Racer (and another without wheels), Aston Martin DB4, Ford GT40, vintage Bentley, large scale John Player Special 
Racing Car and a smaller version and others including a boxed Corgi Kits Silverstone Press Box (incomplete) and other Cars 
and boxed Corgi Junior Commercials, together with a Crescent D-type Jaguar Racer - otherwise Fair to Good Plus. (26) 

 £40 - £50 
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1547. Pair of Record Cars (1) Britains (England) 1400 "Bluebird Land Speed Record Car" - cast metal model comprising a 
removable slush moulded body in blue with separate chassis, includes white rubber tyres and wire steering wheel - top casting 
repainted in a Fair faded lift off lid box, (2) Johillco "Bluebird 2" Land Speed Record Car - violet blue with yellow hubs and black 
rubber tyres - chips to body - Fair to Good. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1548. Budgie Toys 226 Foden Heavy Dump Truck - orange cab, chassis and hubs with black tyres, grey tipper and silver 
trim - a few light marks but overall Excellent clean bright model in a Good carded picture box.  

 £40 - £50 

1549. Triang Spot-On 1/42nd scale 113 Aston Martin DB Mk.3 - pale blue, off white interior, spoked wheels and silver 
trim - Good Plus to Excellent a few small chips to body in a Good carded box.  

 £80 - £100 

1550. Triang Spot-On models unboxed group to include Mercedes Benz 230 SL - metallic blue, red interior with figures and 
spun hubs - Excellent Plus clean bright model, a 4.5 litre Supercharged Bentley - green, racing number 9 with green tonneau 
(some stains and missing driver figure) and a Friskysport - blue, off white interior - heavily play worn - unboxed. (3) 

 £40 - £60 

1551. Crescent Toys (England) unboxed group to include Mercedes Benz 2.5 litre Grand Prix in silver, similar racing number 
12 decals, a D-type Jaguar 3.5 litre Sport - dark green, racing number 8 and 3 x 2.9 litre Aston Martin DB3S - one green, the 
other two white with blue body stripes - Fair to Good does include some repaints. (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1552. Crescent Toys (England) unboxed group to include BRM Mk.2 Grand Prix - mid-green, racing number 7, Connaught 2 
litre Grand Prix - dark green, racing number 8, Maserati 2.5 litre Grand Prix - red body, racing number 3, Gordini - light blue with 
white driver figure and a Cooper Bristol 2 litre - mid-blue, a Vanwall in British racing green, racing number 10 with silver 
trim - Good to Excellent unboxed. (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1553. Varney Copycat Models (1) Aston Martin DB3S - white, racing number 8 with blue driver figure, (2) Vanwall Racing 
Car - British racing green, racing number 9 and silver trim (missing tyres), (3) Scamold 38 Bugatti - silver, racing number 7 with 
reproduction box - Good to Near Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes. (3) 

 £40 - £60 

1554. FJ (France) GMC Road Sweeper - dark yellow cab and chassis, dark green tanker, "Balayeuse Arroseuse" decals and 
with red front brush attachment - generally Good a few edge chips in a Fair to Good carded picture box (pen marks to one end). 

 £40 - £50 

1555. FJ (France) Berliet Tipper Truck - grey cab and chassis, black wheelarches and base, dark yellow tipper back and 
fitted with white treaded tyres - Good Plus to Excellent, a few chips to tipper body in a Fair to Good carded picture box. 

 £40 - £50 

1556. FJ (France) Tipper Truck with Front Shovel attachment - red cab and chassis, dark yellow tipper and shovel, black 
treaded tyres - Good Plus some chips to tipper body and marks to cab side in a Fair carded picture box (missing part of end 
flap). 

 £30 - £40 
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1557. FJ (France) Berliet Timber Truck - grey/red with yellow stakes, Berliet Stradair Glass Truck or similar - green/grey with 
black chassis, 2 x "Viandes" Delivery Trucks with plastic roller doors and a Flatbed Tipper Truck (missing tailboard) - Fair to 
Excellent unboxed. (5) 

 £40 - £60 

1558. FJ (France) a boxed group (1) Glass Truck or similar - green, grey back and black treaded tyres, (2) Berliet GAK 
Platform Lorry with Telescopic Lift - yellow cab and chassis, black wheelarches and base, grey working parts and with 3 x blue 
figures, (3) Berliet GAK Cement Lorry - yellow cab and chassis, black wheelarches and base and bright orange mixing cylinder 
and chute, (4) Refuse Truck - grey body and chassis, black wheelarches and base and silver rear body - Good Plus to Excellent 
in Fair to Good window boxes. (4) 

 £40 - £60 

1559. FJ (France) Missile Transporter Truck - blue cab and trailer with French Air Force roundels, yellow launch pad and grey 
plastic missile - generally Good unboxed - winding mechanism requires some attention. 

 £30 - £40 

1560. CIJ (France) 3/5 Dyna Junior - pale green, cream detachable hood, dark red seat and straps, black windscreen, silver 
trim, spun hubs and white tyres - generally Excellent - a few faint marks to body in a Good carded picture box. 

 £50 - £70 

1561. CIJ (France) 3/52 Renault Fregate Trans Fluide - dark blue body, silver trim, spun hubs with white tyres - generally 
Excellent in a Fair to Good carded picture box. 

 £40 - £50 

1562. CIJ Europarc (France) 3/3 Facellia - silver, black hood, brown interior, chrome hubs with black tyres - some discolour to 
windows otherwise Excellent in a Fair carded picture box. 

 £40 - £50 

1563. CIJ (France) unboxed group to include 2 x Dyna - green and dark brown colour variations, 2 x R de Rovin - black and 
red variations (one is missing windscreen), Renault Savane - fawn with white tyres and Renault Taxi - blue/red - Fair to Good 
Plus unboxed. (6) 

 £40 - £60 

1564. CIJ (France) unboxed group to include 3 x Panhard 54 - grey, pale blue and dark blue variations, a Renault 
Dauphine - grey with red hubs and white tyres, Alpine type Mille Miles - white with windows and chrome hubs and a Renault 
300 KGS - dark blue, grey hubs, silver trim and wire aerial - Fair to Excellent Plus unboxed. (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1565. CIJ (France) Renault 1000 KGS Van and Trailer - grey with "PTT" decals and with wooden pole load - Excellent to 
Excellent Plus in a Fair to Good carded picture box. 

 £50 - £70 

1566. CIJ (France) 3/61 Renault 1000 KGS - fawn body, "Correspondance S.N.CF" decals, red hubs with white tyres, some 
rust marks to axles otherwise Excellent Plus in a Good Plus carded picture box.  

 £40 - £50 

1567. CIJ (France) Renault Nuclear Tractor and Trailer - grey tractor unit and trailers, one with black tyres the other with 
white, blue/white/red nuclear load "Babcock & Wilcox" - Good to Good Plus some heavy chipping to cab and marks to load, 
unboxed. 

 £30 - £40 
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1568. CIJ (France) unboxed group to include Renault 1000 KGS Ambulance - white with red hubs, similar model but blue 
Police Van, a Renault Crane Truck - cream with red/silver crane, a Plymouth Belvedere Car - green with silver trim and white 
tyres (has been repainted) and a Chrysler Windsor - two-tone blue (base is loose) - Fair to Good unboxed. (5) 

 £40 - £60 

1569. CIJ (France) 3/40 Renault Bus unboxed group to include cream with blue trim, chrome hubs and white smooth tyres, 
similar but with red trim and hubs, another similar model but heavily play worn, another two-tone blue with silver trim, chrome 
hubs and black smooth tyres and a similar model part restored with replacement white treaded tyres - Fair to Excellent 
unboxed. (5) 

 £40 - £60 

1570. JRD (France) 130 Unic Liquid Transporter Lorry - red, metallic grey, grey tankers with red ladders, "Esso" decals, cast 
wheels with black treaded tyres - Fair to Good possibly has had part restoration, hose end detached but is in box with some 
other spares with a generic lift off lid brown card box. 

 £40 - £50 

1571. JRD (France) unboxed pair (1) Berliet Fuel Tanker - red, silver trim, cast hubs and white treaded tyres - some small 
chips to body, (2) Unic Tanker - red, "Antar" decals, cast hubs with white treaded tyres, (3) Citroen F55 Covered Truck - yellow 
with green metal canopy, cast hubs and black smooth tyres - Fair to Good Plus unboxed. (3) 

 £40 - £60 

1572. JRD (France) - (1) 06 Citroen 11 CV - dark grey, silver trim, chrome hubs with white smooth tyres (reissue 
model) - Near Mint in Good Plus card box, (2) Unic Truck and Trailer "Transports Internationaux" - two-tone dark 
green/orange - restored repainted model to a very Good standard. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1573. Solido (France) a boxed early pair (1) 122 Ferrari F1 - red, racing number 2 with chrome hubs, (2) 107 Aston Martin 3 
litre - British racing green, yellow nose, racing number 6 and spoked wire wheels - Excellent to Excellent Plus in generally Good 
picture card boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1574. Solido (France) a boxed pair (1) 107 Aston Martin 3 litre - British racing green, red interior, racing number 2 and 
chrome spun hubs (some loss of paint to rear of cockpit), (2) 100 Jaguar Le Mans - British racing green with white driver figure, 
yellow helmet and chrome spun hubs (repainted restored model) - Fair in generally Fair boxes. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1575. Solido (France) a boxed pair (1) 146 Ford GT Le Mans - white, blue bonnet, racing number 12, red interior and cast 
spoked wheels, (2) similar but with black interior - Excellent Plus clean bright models in Good Plus picture card boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1576. Solido (France) a boxed group to include 199 March 707 - red, racing number 77, 197 Ferrari 512 Sunoco - metallic 
blue, 2 x 18 Porsche Can Am - red with Uniroyal logos, 195 Ligier JS/3 - two-tone yellow/green, plus others - Good Plus to Near 
Mint in Fair to Good window boxes (boxes have old price labels). (8) 

 £50 - £70 

1577. Solido (France) a boxed group to include 20 Alpine Renault A441 - yellow, 194 Ferrari 312 PB - red, racing number 51, 
18 Porsche Can Am - white, red body stripes, racing number 7, plus others - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Good window 
boxes (boxes have old price labels). (8) 

 £50 - £70 
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1578. Solido (France) a boxed group to include 54 Fiat 131 Rally - white with black interior, 16 Ferrari Daytona - red, racing 
number 54, 2 x 38 1975 Gulf Le Mans - blue/orange, 2 different variations to racing decal, plus others - Excellent to Near Mint in 
generally Good to Good Plus boxes (boxes have old price labels). (7) 

 £40 - £60 

1579. Solido (France) a boxed group to include 54 Fiat 131 Rallye - two-tone blue/yellow, racing number 5, 26 Ford Capri 
Rallye - metallic blue with white body stripes, racing number 55, 44 Ferrari BB - red/black with white interior, plus others (one is 
just a chassis and decals) - otherwise Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Good Plus window boxes (boxes have old price labels). 

 £40 - £60 

1580. Solido (France) a boxed group to include 86 Porsche 936 Le Mans - white, racing number 4, 87 Alpine A442 - yellow, 
racing number 2, 1031 BMW M1 - pale powder blue, plus others (some duplication) - Good to Near Mint in generally Good 
window boxes (boxes have old price labels). (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1581. Solido (France) a boxed group to include 89 BMW 530 - white, racing number 59, 82 Alfa Romeo Alfetta GTV - white, 
racing number 31, 1096 Jaguar XJ12 - dark green, plus others - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Good window boxes (boxes 
have old price labels). (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1582. Solido (France) a boxed group to include 1310 Alfa Sud - red, racing number 2, 1304 BMW 5.30 - cream, racing 
number 18, 1338 Chevrolet Camaro - white with red interior, 1323 Porsche 934 - silver, plus others - Excellent to Mint in 
generally Good to Good Plus boxes (do contain old price labels). (16) 

 £50 - £70 

1583. Solido (France) a large boxed group to include 1529 BMW Series 3 Cabriolet - metallic green, 1517 Mercedes SL 
Cabriolet - metallic red, 1503 Alpine A310 - blue, various Age D'or models, 1957 Ferrari TCR - yellow, racing number 28, plus 
many others - generally Excellent to Near Mint a couple are Fair in Fair to Good packaging. (29) 

 £50 - £70 

1584. Verem (France) a boxed group to include Ferrari Daytona - yellow, Porsche 917 Monza 1970 - orange, Gulf Mirage Le 
Mans 1974, Lotus T280 x 2 in yellow, plus others and 3 x Galco (Argentina) - Good to Near Mint in Fair to Good window boxes. 
(12) 

 £30 - £50 

1585. Norev (France) 1/43rd scale plastic construction to include 184 Porsche RSR Martini - white, 198 Renault Alpine 
A440 - blue, 174 Ligier GS3 - two-tone green, 156 Jaguar E-type - maroon, 142 Ferrari 275 GTB - blue, plus others - Good Plus 
to Near Mint in Fair to Good packaging (do include old price labels).  (12) 

 £60 - £80 

1586. Norev (France) 1/43rd scale plastic and metal construction models to include 144 Triumph TR5 - blue with red interior 
and black detachable hood, plus others - Good Plus to Near Mint in Fair to Good packaging (do have old price labels).  (12) 

 £60 - £80 

1587. Norev (France) 1/43rd scale plastic and metal construction mostly Jet-Car types including 713 Lancia 
Stratos - red/white, racing number 4, 161 CH. Deutsch 24 hour Le Mans - green/white, racing number 15, 836 Fiat 
X19 - metallic blue, 855 Alpine A310 Rallye - metallic blue racing number 4, plus others - Good Plus to Near Mint in Fair to 
Good Plus packaging (do have old price labels).  (11) 

 £60 - £80 
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1588. Norev (France) 1/43rd scale plastic and metal construction including Jet-Car models include 824 Ferrari 246 - red, 816 
Alfa Romeo Montreal - metallic blue, 818 Ligier JS2 - yellow, 870 Prototype Pantera - red/black, plus others - Good Plus to 
Near Mint in Fair to Good packaging (do have old price labels).  (12) 

 £60 - £80 

1589. Norev (France) a mixed group to include Jet-Car 728 Pantera Tomaso - yellow/black, 864 Porsche 924 - blue, 430101 
Audi 24 hour Le Mans, plus others and 9 x empty boxes/packaging cards from Norev, Solido various series' - Fair to Mint in Fair 
to Good Plus packaging. (18) 

 £30 - £50 

1590. Norev (France) unboxed group including plastic and metal construction Cars to include Fiat X19 - red, racing number 4, 
Pantera GT4 De Tomaso - red/black, #19 Simca Oceane - orange with black interior, Renault R4 Fire Van - red, Simca 1200 in 
brown, Mercedes Benz Competition - dark green, racing number 1, plus others - Fair to Excellent unboxed. (26) 

 £40 - £60 

1591. Super Champion (France) 1/43rd scale unboxed group to include Ferrari 512M - red/yellow, racing number 10, 2 x Gulf 
Porsche 917, similar but Martini Racing Team, Lola 170 Mk.3B - green, racing number 32, plus many others - Fair to Excellent 
unboxed. (31) 

 £50 - £70 

1592. Champion (France) - (1) Berliet GAK Truck and Trailer - green/yellow with black chassis and "Franciade" labels (non 
original box), (2) similar but Covered Truck and Trailer - yellow/black, "Calberson" in original window box, (3) similar but 
Covered Truck only - yellow on black chassis, "Aus Professionnels Reunis" - unboxed - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Good 
packaging. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

1593. Record (France) 1/43rd scale a boxed group to include 2 x BMW M1 - both in white with unapplied decal sheets, 2 x 
10861 Porsche 936 "Lui" Nurburgring 81 and 4 x unboxed white metal models including FDS N9 Ferrari GTO Le Mans 
1964 - red, Buccaneer Sports Models Ferrari TRC 500 - silver, racing number 12, plus two others including Western Models 
both in black - Fair to Mint in Good to Good Plus packaging where applicable. (8) 

 £40 - £60 

1594. Joal (Spain) 1/43rd scale boxed pair (1) 107 Mercedes 300-SL - metallic blue with white interior, chrome trim and hubs, 
(2) 112 Alfa Romeo Giulia SS - brown with white interior - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in generally Good picture card boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1595. Joal (Spain) 1/43rd scale pair (1) 115 Iso Rivolta Coupe GT - gold-brown with white interior, cast chrome hubs and 
chrome trim, 115 Ferrari Can-Am - metallic dark red with silver and chrome parts in rigid plastic style packaging - generally Near 
Mint in Good to Good Plus packaging (card box has small pen mark to one side). (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1596. Joal (Spain) a boxed pair of Commercial vehicles (1) 200 Foden Dumper Truck - yellow, silver hubs and black treaded 
tyres, (2) 212 Truck with Tipping Trailer - metallic blue cab, white interior, yellow chassis and tipping trailer with black treaded 
tyres - generally Excellent in Fair to Good packaging. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1597. Auto Pilen (Spain) 302 Monza Spyder GT - chrome plated, red interior, cast hubs, racing number 69 - Excellent Plus in 
a Good carded picture box. 

 £40 - £50 
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1598. Pilen (Spain) boxed group (1) 394 Porsche C.6 - red, black base and spoked wheels, (2) 393 Porsche 917 - yellow, 
chrome engine and dashboard, cast hubs, (3) 394 Porsche C.6 - white with black baseplate and spoked wheels, (4) 303 
Porsche Carrera 6 - purple, white interior and racing number 33, (5) 281 Chibli M. Rallye - pale blue, white interior, cast hubs, 
racing number 69 (couple of large chips to roof) - Good Plus to Excellent Plus in generally Good rigid plastic cases. (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1599. Nacoral (Spain) Inter-Cars boxed group (1) 101 Corvette - red, black interior and cast hubs, (2) 101 similar Corvette but 
pale yellow, black interior and 5-spoke wheels, (3) 108 Matra Sport - orange, black base and interior and 5-spoke 
wheels - Excellent to Near Mint in Good plastic rigid cases. (3) 

 £30 - £50 

1600. Luso Toys (Portugal) a mixed group to include 21 BMW 320 Racing - white, multi-coloured body stripes, racing number 
50, similar but orange, "Jagermeister" logos, similar but blue "Fruit of the Loom" logos, Mercedes Benz 450 SL - red, grey 
interior, black detachable hood, plus others and 3 x unboxed models and 2 x empty boxes - Good Plus to Mint in Fair to Good 
Plus boxes. (14) 

 £50 - £70 

1601. Vitesse (Portugal) a boxed group to include Retro Vitesse 111 Chevrolet Corvette 24 hour Le Mans 1960 - white, blue 
body stripes, racing number 3, 112 similar but racing number 2, 244 Triumph TR2 Le Mans 1955 - green, white tonneau, racing 
number 68, 332 Porsche 911 Le Mans 1966 - red, racing number 35, plus others - Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent 
boxes.(10) 

 £50 - £70 

1602. Vitesse 1/43rd scale (Portugal) a boxed group to include 321 Porsche 956 "Boss" Le Mans 1984, SM44 Porsc he 956 
"Leyton House" Le Mans 1967, 192 Porsche 956 "Kenwood" - blue, 24 hour Le Mans 1983, plus others - Excellent to Near Mint 
in Good to Excellent boxes (some duplication). (12) 

 £50 - £70 

1603. Marklin (West Germany) "Aral" Mercedes Tanker - blue/white with cast hubs - generally Excellent in a Good picture 
card box. 

 £60 - £80 

1604. Conrad (Germany) 103401 Mercedes Benz 1955 Racing Car Transporter with Car - dark blue, plated metal ramp with 
correct issue "Brumm" silver Mercedes Car - Excellent to Near Mint in Good card box. 

 £40 - £50 

1605. Mercury (Italy) a mixed group to include (1) 3 Alfa Romeo Giulietta - pale blue, chrome spun hubs and silver trim (a few 
small chips and marks to roof) with original card picture box (Fair taped at one end), (2) 31 Lancia Flavia - off white body with 
chrome hubs and trim - unboxed, (3) 33 Alfa Romeo Proto Tipo - red, racing number 24 and cast hubs, (4) similar but racing 
number 67 - Good Plus to Excellent Plus in Fair to Good Plus boxes. (4) 

 £50 - £70 

1606. Mebetoys (Italy) 1/43rd scale pair (1) A20 Lamborghini Miura Bertone - metallic blue, black interior and rear vents, cast 
wheels with opening bonnet and boot, (2) A23 Chaparral - white, red engine cover, racing number 1 and cream wing (some 
marks to doors) - both generally Excellent Plus to Near Mint. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1607. Mebetoys (Italy) a boxed pair (1) A10 Maserati Mistral Coupe - metallic red, brown interior and cast wire wheels (small 
chips around headlight cowls), (2) A30 ISO Rivalto S4 - orange-red body, black interior and cast hubs - Excellent to Excellent 
Plus in generally Good boxes (one has some light crushing). (2) 

 £40 - £60 
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1608. Mebetoys (Italy) a boxed group to include A24 Ford Mk.2 - metallic blue, racing number 2, 8553 Ferrari P5 - red, racing 
number 8, Mattel Mebetoys Gran Toros Toyota 2000 GT - metallic green, 6624 Abarth 3000 - metallic red, racing number 1, 
plus two others similar and 4 x unboxed including Maserati Mistral Coupe - Fair to Near Mint in generally Good packaging 
where applicable. (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1609. Mattel Mebetoys a boxed group to include 6606 Gran Toros Chaparral - white, red engine cover, racing number 1, 
cream wing, 6613 Porsche Carrera 10 - white, racing number 16, 6629 Lola T212 - yellow, racing number 8, plus others - Good 
Plus to Excellent Plus in Good rigid cases. (7) 

 £50 - £70 

1610. Politoys (Italy) boxed group (1) 110 Fiat 501 plastic construction with metal axles - red with black hood and silver hubs, 
(2) 532 Alfa Romeo GS Zagato - red, black chassis, black hood and interior and cast spoked wheels, (3) 532 Alfa Romeo GS 
Zagato - dark cream with black chassis, hood and seats and cast spoked wheels - Excellent to Excellent Plus in generally Good 
boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £70 

1611. Politoys (Italy) boxed group (1) 528 Fiat 1500 GT Ghia - white, brown interior and cast hubs, (2) 523 OSI Coupe 
1200S - metallic green, tan interior, cast hubs, (3) 501 Maserati 3500 GT.S Coupe - charcoal grey with tan interior and cast 
spoked wheels, (4) 539 Lamborghini 3500 - silver, tan interior and cast hubs (missing two tyres) - Good to Excellent Plus in Fair 
to Good boxes. (4) 

 £50 - £70 

1612. Politoys (Italy) boxed group (1) 574 Ferrari P4 - orange, black interior and cast Mag wheels, (2) similar but with racing 
decals applied, (3) 568 Lamborghini Marzal Bertone - orange, black interior and rear vents, cast hubs, (4) 534 Ford Lola 
GT - white with tan interior and cast hubs, (5) 534 similar Ford Lola GT but metallic blue with yellow body stripe - Good Plus to 
Excellent Plus in Fair to Good boxes. (5) 

 £40 - £60 

1613. Politoys (Italy) a group to include 10 Howmet - white with blue bonnet, M24 Alfa Romeo 33 Le Mans - red, racing 
number 8, M26 March 717-1 Can Am - red, racing number 3, EL64 Nissan Datsun - metallic green with black interior and hubs, 
AE63 Alfa Romeo Alfetta Coupe - red with black interior, plus others - Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good rigid plastic 
cases. (8) 

 £50 - £70 

1614. Politoys (Italy) a group to include M11 Alfa Romeo 33 - red, racing number 3, M21 Chevron GTB 16 - silver, racing 
number 2, Alpine 3 litre - blue/yellow, racing number 3, N586 Ford G.T.J. - white/blue, racing number 1 (window box 
packaging) - Good Plus to Near Mint in generally Good packaging. (8) 

 £50 - £70 

1615. Politoys (Italy) a boxed group to include E26 Autobianchi A112 - fawn with black interior, 591 Ghibli Maserati - orange 
with black interior, E31 Ford GT70 - silver, E589 Ferrari Dino Berlinetta Pininfarina - yellow, racing number 4, plus 
others - Good Plus to Excellent Plus in Fair to Good window boxes. (10) 

 £40 - £60 

1616. Politoys (Italy) a boxed group to include E32 McLaren M8F Can-Am - orange, E565 Lola Aston Martin - blue, E18 
Porsche 917 - blue, racing number 8, E35 Lola Type 222 Can-Am - metallic gold, plus others - Good to Excellent Plus in Fair to 
Good boxes. (10) 

 £40 - £60 
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1617. Mixed Italian manufacture group to include Polistil 58 Ferrari Dino 308 GT4 - silver with black interior, 568 Lamborghini 
Marzal Bertone - gold with black interior (missing inner packing), 5 x Polistil 1/40th scale models, 4 x Bburago 1/43rd scale 
including 4004 Ferrari 512 BB and 4021 Lancia Stratos and 4 x Mattel Hot Wheels including A56 Ferrari PB - red, racing 
number 8 - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging. (15) 

 £30 - £50 

1618. Idea3 (Italy) a boxed group to include 103/A Ferrari 250 GT SWB Tour De France 1961 - silver, racing number 149, 
102 Ferrari 250 GT SWB Berlinetta Scaglietti 1961 - white, 103 similar but white with blue body stripe, racing number 19, plus 
others - Excellent to Mint in generally Good packaging (old price labels). (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1619. Best Model (Italy) a boxed group to include 9047 Ferrari 750 Monza Targa Florio 1955 - red, racing number 120, 9049 
similar model but yellow, racing number 33, 9095 Porsche 908/3 Montseny 1972 - yellow/green, racing number 77, plus 
others - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Good boxes. (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1620. Box Model (Italy) a group to include 8450 Jaguar E-type Le Mans 1962 - white, blue body stripes, racing number 10, 
8427 Ferrari 250 TDF - white, racing number 159, 8453 Ford GT40 Le Mans 66 - white, red body stripes, racing number 59, 
plus others - Excellent to Mint in generally Good boxes. (14) 

 £60 - £80 

1621. Mixed Italian manufacture group to include Bang 8018 Ferrari 348 Super Car GT 93 - white/yellow, racing number 25, 
7100 Mercedes 300 SL Tour De France 56 - red, racing number 81, plus two others and 5 x Progetto K including 016 Ferrari 
250 T.R Riverside 1958 - silver, racing number 11, 022 Maserati Birdcage 196D - white, blue body stripe, racing number 
5 - Excellent to Mint in generally Fair to Good boxes. (9) 

 £50 - £70 

1622. Top Model (Italy) a boxed group to include TMC007 Ferrari Daytona LM75 - blue, racing number 48, TMC008 Ferrari 
Daytona LM72 - yellow, racing number 36, TMC058 Aston Martin DB3S Street 55 - dark green, plus others and 2 x Rio models 
including Ferrari 365 GTB Le Mans 1973 - white/red, racing number 32 - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Good boxes. (9) 

 £50 - £70 

1623. Brumm (Italy) a boxed group to include R193 Porsche 550 1500 RS Coupe Le Mans 1956 - silver, racing number 25, 
R212 Ferrari 512 BB Scuderia EMKA Le Mans 1980 - dark green, racing number 78, R35 Ferrari 500 F.2 180HP - red, racing 
number 34, plus many others - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Good boxes. (24) 

 £50 - £70 

1624. Bburago 1/43rd scale boxed group to include 4170 Lancia Beta Martini, 4169 BMW M1 Winnebago, 4106 Ferrari 512 
BB Daytona - red, racing number 66, 4170 MIG Georgia, a 5-model Ferrari Set, plus others - Excellent to Mint in generally 
Good to Excellent packaging. (24) 

 £40 - £60 

1625. Bburago 1/43rd scale a boxed group to include 4108 1987 Ferrari F40 - red, 4134 Fiat Tipo Rally - silver, racing 
number 67, 4174 Mazda RX7 GR2 - lime green, racing number 40, plus others - Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent 
packaging. (23) 

 £40 - £60 

1626. Bburago 1/43rd scale a boxed group to include 4102 Mercedes Benz 190E Rally - blue, racing number 5, 4147 
Porsche 911 Turbo, 4135 Lancia Delta S4 - Martini Racing number 6, plus others - Excellent to Mint in generally Good to 
Excellent packaging. (21) 

 £40 - £60 
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1627. Mixed manufacturer 1/43rd scale group to include XM EXRLM035 Maserati 151/1 Essais Le Mans 1963 - red, racing 
number 2, Minichamps 3120 Mercedes 190E Evo 2 MS-Jet, 3131 similar model but AMG-Karcher, Model Max Mercedes Benz 
300 SL - silver, racing number 20, plus others - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1628. Corgi Detail Cars a group to include 213 Corvette ZR1 Coupe 96639 - metallic blue, 161 Nissan 300ZX 
Convertible - red, 235 Mercedes 320 SL Coupe - two-tone silver, 288 Ferrari Daytona 365 Le Mans - blue, racing number 48, 
plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1629. Japanese diecast group to include Tomica Dandy DR002 - Nissan Skyline 24 hour Le Mans or similar, DR001 Nissan 
Skyline Group C - red, "Coca Cola" logos, 047 Sigma MC75 - red/white, "Marlboro", plus others and 2 x K & M No.1 Dome-Zero 
RL - white/black/orange - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes. (8) 

 £40 - £60 

1630. Mixed German manufacture group to include Herpa 1/43rd scale Ferrari F40 - red, 4 x Gama including 1107 BMW 
735i - silver, Mini Gama 9600 Fiat Rennwagen - green, red cockpit with "Elf" logos, Marklin 1813 Mercedes Benz C111 - silver, 
plus others - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Good Plus packaging. (10) 

 £40 - £60 

1631. Mixed manufacturer group including Eligor Porsche 917 x 2, Onyx Touring Car Collection XT014 A lfa Romeo - orange, 
"Jagermeister", Tauxy Cars BMW Coupe - red, Vanguards Cobra Daytona Coupe - red, racing number 59, plus 
others - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging. (13) 

 £40 - £60 

1632. Quartzo 1/43rd scale boxed group to include 3018 Kremer K3 "Hertz", 3005 similar but "Hawaiian Tropic" - red, racing 
number 68, 3026 Ford Capri GR5 "Mampe", plus others - Excellent to Mint in generally Good boxes. (8) 

 £40 - £60 

1633. Quartzo 1/43rd scale a boxed group to include 3010 Kramer K3 "Sun System" - yellow, Le Mans 1980, 3002 similar but 
"Gozzi Kramer", Q3049 BMW M1 "MSW" Le Mans 1985, plus others - Excellent to Mint in generally Good boxes. (9) 

 £40 - £60 

1634. Mixed 1/43rd scale group to include 6 x Auto Box Mercury (Italy) Le Mans type models and 7 x Top 43 (Solido) 
including 918 Ford Mk.4 Le Mans 67, 912 Lola T70 - red, 0021 BMW 528 Iso-Marlboro, plus others - Fair to Near Mint in Fair to 
Good packaging. (13) 

 £40 - £60 

1635. Solido (France) a boxed group to include 1055 Peugeot 504 Coupe - white, 73 Lancia Stratos - blue, racing number 10, 
82 Alfa Romeo Alfetta GTV - white, racing number 21, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in generally Good boxes (old price labels). 
(10) 

 £40 - £60 

1636. Yaxon 1/43rd scale a group to include Martini Racing Porsche, similar but Vaillant - blue, racing number 2, Lancia 
Stratos - black/white, racing number 19, plus others - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Good boxes. (13) 

 £30 - £40 
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1637. Mixed Commercial group to include Tekno Scania 480 Tractor Unit - white on black chassis - Maidenhead Static Model 
Club 2004 (mirrors not fitted, in bag in box), China made "Calberson" Delivery Truck, NZG 1/50th scale 187 "Christian 
Salvesen" Refrigerated Truck - white/blue and a Corgi EX70202 Berliet GLR8 Fourgon - Michelin - generally Near Mint to Mint, 
one is Fair unboxed. (4) 

 £30 - £50 

1638. Mixed group of models to include Onyx Racing Cars including Porsche 962C, Tesco Sport Champions Auto Club, 
Magazine issues including Simca 8 Sport 1952 - blue, several Newray models in rigid plastic cases including Alfa Romeo 
Spider 1989 - white, 3 x Simba Toys - Racing Stars, EFE 16103 Leyland PD2 Highbridge - green, plus others - Excellent to Mint 
in Fair to Excellent packaging. (30) 

 £30 - £50 

1639. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group to include early boxed models Y5 4.5 litre Bentley - British racing green 
including tonneau, racing number 5, Y15 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost with harder to find grey knobbly tyres (missing rear seat), 
Y11 1938 Lagonda Drophead Coupe - gold/dark maroon, Y1 1936 Jaguar SS100 - white with black seats, plus others and a 
selection of unboxed models including Y6 Type 35 Bugatti - Poor to Mint in Fair to Good Plus packaging. (28) 

 £30 - £50 

1640. Matchbox a mixed group to include Matchbox Specials including SP1 Grand Prix Kramer Porsche CK5 - red/white, 
Super Kings Super Value Pack includes Matchbox Superfast Car, K56 Maserati Bora Speed Kings - orange-red with yellow 
interior and chrome engine, unboxed models including Super Kings K4 Big Tipper - unusual red body colour, yellow back (does 
have some heavy chips to tipper), Major Pack 9 Interstate Double Freighter "Cooper Jarrett Inc", plus others - Fair to Near Mint 
in Fair to Good packaging where applicable. (18) 

 £30 - £50 

1641. Mixed group of models to include Corgi Classics Austin Healey 3000 Mk.II - polished metal body with chrome parts and 
wheels in a hinged presentation box, Franklin Mint 1/43rd scale 1967 Chevrolet Corvette - red, cream body panels and 
detachable roof, Lledo promotional models including Maidenhead Static Model Club, Corgi "Howdens Joinery Co" Delivery 
Truck, a selection of empty boxes, card building cut-outs etc - Fair to Near Mint. (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

1642. A mixed group of models to include Progetto K Alfa Romeo Giulia SZ - red in Italian flag card box, Dugu (Italy) 202 
Carroz Pininfarina - red, black interior and spoked wheels, Faracars Indianapolis STP Turbine Car - red, racing number 40, 
unboxed Politoys 106 Fiat Balilla, Viking Models early Daimler Car, Eastern European Kaden plastic E-type Jaguar in blue, plus 
others - Fair to Near Mint in Fair to Good packaging. (10) 

 £30 - £40 

1643. A mixed group of Continental unboxed models including CIJ Renault Racing Car - blue, a Quiralu Simca Vedette - dark 
green/cream, a Marklin Mercedes Car in dark green, Lion Car DKW - metallic blue with white roof, plus others - Fair to Good 
unboxed (does include some repaints). (16) 

 £40 - £60 

1644. Mixed group of vintage Commercial vehicles including Marklin Crane Truck - red with silver jib, 25k Studebaker - blue 
with red back, Dinky Mechanical Horse in grey, various Trailers, Tankers etc - Fair to Good unboxed. (20) 

 £30 - £50 

1645. Marklin (Germany) a group of Record Breaking Cars to include Mercedes and Auto Union types in silver and 
unidentified model in blue - Fair to Good - some restoration/repaints - unboxed. (4) 

 £40 - £50 
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1646. Marklin (Germany) a mixed group to include 50's style Racing Cars - Mercedes and Auto Union (Audi), some reissue 
models in card boxes - Fair to Excellent (does include repaints).  (12) 

 £50 - £70 

1647. Mixed group of tinplate and clockwork Cars including Solido Baby Series 1950 Ford Vedette and Ford Consul 1954, 2 x 
Minic models, unknown maker possibly French tinplate Car in green, plus others - generally Fair, two have been repainted. (9) 

 £30 - £40 

1648. Politoys (Italy) an unboxed group to include Porsche 917 Le Mans - metallic red, racing number 3, 561 Aston Martin 
DB3 in red, 48 Alfa Romeo Giulietta T1 Police Car in green, Ford Lola GT - metallic blue, racing number 44 plus others, does 
include some other manufacturers - Fair to Excellent Plus unboxed. (25) 

 £50 - £70 

1649. Mixed group of unboxed models several Box Model (Italy) various Ferrari types, Gama BMW 325i - white, racing 
number 11, Joal (Spain) 115 Iso-Rivolto - yellow, Russian diecast or similar Maserati in black, plus others - Fair to Near Mint 
unboxed. (30) 

 £50 - £70 

1650. Mixed group of models to include Solido Fiat Abarth - white/blue, racing number 10, Solido BMW 3 litre CLS, Ferrari 36 
GTB4 in champagne gold, early Solido Racing Car Ferrari F1 and Alpine F3, various Racing Cars by Polistil etc - Poor to Good 
Plus unboxed. (40+) 

 £40 - £60 

1651. Mixed group of models to include 1/24th scale Polistil Ferrari GTB4 Turbo - red, racing number 6, a Bburago 308 
GTB - white/blue, racing number 39, Polistil Ferrari 312 T2 - red, racing number 1, Majorette 2 x Buses including Air France, a 
Budgie Toy AEC Routemaster in red with Esso advertising, plus others - Poor to Good Plus unboxed. (38) 

 £30 - £50 
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Conditions of Sale
The Buyer will be the highest bidder known to the Auctioneer at the fall of the hammer. Any dispute will be 
settled by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final.

Purchasers will be charged a premium of 20.83% on the hammer price. 
The premium is subject to VAT at 20% (total 25%).

BUYERS PREMIUM FOR LIVE ON-LINE BIDDING VIA INVALUABLE Purchasers will be charged a total 
premium of 30% on the hammer price inclusive of VAT. This will include a 5% charge made by Invaluable which
will be shown separately on your invoice.

There is no additional charge for bidding via the Vectis Live website.

There is no VAT charged on lot prices.

If payment is to be made by cheque and the cheque exceeds the cheque card guarantee limit, then goods can only
be collected on the day of the sale if the buyer is known to us, or if prior arrangements have been made. We reserve
the right to hold goods until a cheque is cleared. Lots can be paid for by credit card. Most major brands are accepted.

Commission bids will be executed at no extra charge and we guarantee to purchase lots as cheaply as possible, 
allowing for other bids. Successful commission bidders will be notified by post immediately after the sale. 
Full payment must then be sent to the Auctioneers by return of post.

Persons are reminded to handle all items with care. Any loss or damage will be payable at a cost to be decided by
the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final. Please be careful.

We have endeavoured to describe items as accurately and as fairly as possible.
The terms we have used to define condition are detailed in the Condition Classification. The classification relates
to the appearance of an item. No warranty can be given to the mechanical or electrical operation of any item. It must
be understood that any description or assessment of an item or its condition must be regarded as opinion only, and
cannot form part of any legal contract.

Where we have identified particular faults or damage to items it must be understood that reference to such faults
does not imply the absence of others, nor does the lack of such a reference imply that an item is free of faults. 
Prospective purchasers must satisfy themselves as to the suitability of lots before buying. Only in the event that an
item should be found to be a deliberate forgery, could a transaction be rescinded. Once this is proven to the 
Auctioneers, then all money paid will be refunded, provided the item is returned within 7 days of the sale in the 
condition it was sold.

Telephone Bidding
Vectis Auctions cannot guarantee that all telephone requests will be honoured due to the rising demand for telephone
bidding, particularly at certain sections of the auction, it may be impossible to have a line available.
Although Vectis Auctions will try to accommodate every request, we cannot be held responsible for any missed calls
due to human or technical errors.

Bank Transfer
If you wish to pay by bank transfer, our bank details are as follows: Handelsbanken, Ground Floor, Winder
House, Kingfisher Way, Stockton on Tees. TS18 3EX

Sort Code: 40-51-62  
Account: 42076703  
IBAN: GB16HAND40516242076703  
Bank Swift code: HANDGB22 
Account Name: Vectis Auctions Ltd 



Conditions of Sale (Continued)

Estimates
Based upon prices recently paid at auction for comparable property, and take into account condition, rarity, 
quality and provenance. Estimates are subject to revision. Vendors should not rely upon estimates as a 
representation or prediction of actual selling prices.

Reserves
In normal circumstances, Vectis Auctions do not accept reserves, however if a vendor wishes to place a reserve on
a lot and that lot is eventually unsold, Vectis Auctions will charge the vendor a fee of 7.5% of the placed reserve or
£10 whichever is greater.  The reserve is the confidential minimum price the vendor will accept and must be agreed
with Vectis Auctions beforehand.  This value will not exceed the top pre-sale estimate.

Late Withdrawals
(a) Lots withdrawn once an item has been catalogued will incur a charge of 15% of the midpoint between top and
bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

(b) Lots withdrawn after the catalogue has been printed and distributed will incur a charge of 25% of the midpoint
between top and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

Payment of proceeds of auction
Payment is normally made twenty five working days after the sale, however Vectis Auctions reserve the right to
withold any funds if the buyer fails to make payment.  If the buyer fails to make payment within the calendar
month, Vectis Auctions have the right to pay the vendor an amount up to the net proceeds payable in respect of the
amount bid by the defaulting buyer.

For your guidance we have included estimated prices against each lot
Please remember that these are merely our opinion of what each lot might realise

The results from this auction will be published on our website after the sale.
The website address is: www.vectis.co.uk  e-mail address is: admin@vectis.co.uk
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